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Abstract
This Executive Summary is a summary of the author's Engineering Doctorate
research and the application of that research. The Executive Summary has sufficient

detail and description to be read independently from the other pieces of research,
called submissions,to which this refers.

In outline, the three areasof researcharose from the three researchprogrammeswith
which the author was closely involved.

The first area of research involved the identification of critical success factors within
customer-supplier relationships in the automotive industry. An extensive literature
review was performed using Lamming's Lean Supply Model (1993) as a starting
point. A number of gaps in the body of knowledge were identified and were grouped
into five areas for the purpose of further research. One area was subsequently
addressed as part of the second area of research.

The second area of research was aimed at assisting small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs) in their use of the internet to improve their performance. A means
the
of assessing
effectiveness of the operations of the SMEs was a critical part of this
programme. A new tool called the SME (Operations) Assessment Tool, (SOAT) was
developed because it focused on key business processes as the basis for assessment
instead of the more traditional financial analysis. Having developed SOAT within the
it
programme,
was applied to three SMEs as a test of the
specific research
methodology as a more general tool. Feedback from the three SMEs and those within
the research programme showed that SOAT was straightforward to apply.

The third area of research allowed the author to develop his interest in customer
supplier relationships, as this was seen to be the main focus of concern within
A
Memorandum
the
within
programme.
of Understanding and Intent
companies
(MUI) was developed and justified, but was in the process of being applied by other
researchers.
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Statement of Original Authorship
This section outlines the author's own work and where work was collaboratively
undertaken.

,

Own work
The author wrote all the submissionsexcept for Submissions2-1 and 2-2, which were
co-authoredand acknowledged.
Submission1, Submission2-3, Submission3-3, Submissions4-1 and 4-2 were wholly
the author's own work.

Submission3-2, except for the initial developmentof the Questionnaire,was the
author's own work.

Collaborative work
Submissions 2-1 and 2-2 as acknowledged.

Submission3-1: the choice of businessprocesseswas Paul Chapman's(Chapman,
undated). Paul Chapman was a Research Engineer within the Engineering Doctorate

Programme,WMG, University of Warwick.
Submission 3-2: the understanding that the methodology within AutoLean II could be
used as an assessment tool, was developed in discussions with the author's cointerviewer, Mike Szczygiel, EIAG, and is acknowledged. EAIG, the European
Automotive Initiative Group, was a specialist consultancy within the automotive
sector.

It was the author's own initiative which sought to assessSOAT in the ways described,
both in terms of its innovation and of its content, and to apply SOAT.
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I

Introduction

1.1 Summary of Engineering

Doctorate

This Engineering Doctorate was based on three research programmes to which the
based
all
within WMG, University of Warwick.
author contributed,

1.1.1 The first research programme, literature review and papers
The first researchprogramme sought to discover critical successfactors for supply
into vehicle assemblers,which also provided the start point for the author's research.
Lamming's Lean Supply Model (1993) was chosen as this model was also chosen
becauseit was basedon the automotive industry and reflected the author's interest in
customer-supplierrelationshipswith which this model was concerned.

This research programme provided the basis for a literature review, which became

Submission 1. A number of gaps in the body of knowledge were identified, and five
for
further
forward.
areas
possible
research
were
put
grouped

Out of this literature review and the accompanyingprimary research,was developeda
further set. of factors to be used in customer-supplier relationships. These were
presented at various conferences and were published, Submissions 2-1,2-2 and 2-3.

1.1.2 Second research programme, including application of
innovation:

SOAT

The second research programme was again within the automotive supply chain, but
this time focused on SMEs within the West Midlands area of the UK. The purpose of
this programme, called AutoLean, was to assist these SMEs in successfully utilising
internet access. WMG, together with an outside consultant assisted these SMEs to see
how the internet might be used specifically in their company.
I
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It was during the course of these visits to assist the SMEs, that it became clear to both
the author and to the outside consultant, that the tools and methodologies for assisting
the SME with their internet access, actually provided a simple and quick assessment,
but in sufficient

detail for significant

issues within

the SME to emerge. This

methodology was termed by the author as SOAT, SME (Operations) Assessment
'Tool, and it was SOAT which was considered to be innovative, rather than the
provision of internet access.

SOAT was applied in three SMEs primarily as an assessment tool. Feedback on its
success within these three SMEs, together with an appraisal of the SMEs assisted
within the AutoLean programme visited by the author. A set of questions were
developed to judge whether SOAT had been applied successfully. These questions
for
basis
feedback sometime after the SOAT visit and subsequent
used
were
as a
report generated, to assessthe application of SOAT with both the AutoLean II SMEs
feedback,
both
individually
SMEs.
From
this
the
three
with
and taken
and
additional
together, the author considered that SOAT had been applied successfully.

As part of the justification

for SOAT's innovative nature, a literature review was

but
found.
find
tools
to
none
were
assessment
or
methodologies,
equivalent
conducted

This review also confirmed that SOAT was consistent with main businessresearch
philosophies.

Initially,

there appeared to be no clear relationship between the first research

programme, and the second research programme with which the author was involved.
However, the way that this second research programme developed through the
development of SOAT meant that one of the five areas identified from original
literature review had been, at least in part, addressed. This was the need to enable the
philosophy behind the Lean Supply Model, called Lean Thinking (Womack and
Jones, 1996), to be managed into the supply chain.

2
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1.1.3 Third research programme: innovation, Memorandum of
Understanding and Intent
The third research programme with which the author was involved, called ECLOS,
Effective Contractual and other Legal Obligations in Strategic Alliances in the
Aerospace Sector, was one which related contractual process, together with Product
Development processes, in order to supply. At first glance, this research programme

did not relate to the author's original literature review.

However, what emerged from interviews with companies and organisations involved,
was the need for what might be termed "good relationships" with the other party in
the customer-supplier relationship

to be undertaken. This being the case, the

importance and characteristics of customer-supplier relationships was one of the
further proposed areas of research identified in the original literature review.

A literature review of modelsof customer-supplierrelationships was performed, and a
document developed to assist in the establishment and continuation of customersupplier relationships. This document was called the Memorandum of Understanding
andIntent (MUI), and was its content was alsojustified.

This Memorandumof

Understanding and Intent was claimed to be another area of

innovation developed within the author's Engineering Doctorate, but was not able to
be applied as it was at the end of the author's research time.

3
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1.2 Objectives of Executive Summary

This Executive Summary is required as a summary of the Submissions included
within the author's Engineering Doctorate. In this regard, there are frequent references
to these Submissions within the text. Submissions are either documents written

for
Doctorate,
for
the
the purpose of sharing the
specifically
or
are
papers
published
work with interestedparties.

The Executive Summary has been written with the intention that it can be read as a
free standing document, without

necessarily having sight of these supporting

Submissions. Enough of the data and detail has been included for the reader to follow

the argument.

1.3 Engineering Doctorate Submissions:
Executive Summary

placement within

Section 1.7 gives a full listing of the Submissionswithin the EngineeringDoctorate.

This section describes the Submissions submitted as part of the Engineering
Doctorate, and summarises the relationship of these Submissions to this Executive
Summary. An additional recap chapter within the Executive Summary is included.
Table 1-1 summarises the Chapter numbers with the equivalent main submission.

4
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ExecutiveSummary

Equivalent main submission

Chapter I
Chapter2

Not applicable
SubmissionI

Chapter3

Submissions2-1,2-2,2-3

Chapter4

Submission3-1

Chapter 5

Submission 3-2

Chapter 6

Submission 3-2

Chapter7

Submission3-2

Chapter 8

Submission 3-3

Chapter 9

Submissions 4-1,4-2

Chapter 10

Not applicable

Table 1-1 Identification of the main content of each Chapter in the Executive
Summary

Submission 1 was a literature review on areas surrounding Lean Supply, starting with
Lamming's Lean Supply Model (1993). Gaps within the body of knowledge were

identified together with proposed actions to fill these gaps. Five grouped areas for
further researchwere identified.

Chapter 2 summarises the first part of Submission 1, and summarises the gaps in the

body of knowledge. Section 2.10.2 reviews how the five grouped areasfor further
researchhave beenaddressedwithin the EngineeringDoctorate.

Submission 2-1,2-2

and 2-3 were papers published as a result of theory developed

during the literature review. Chapter 3 outlines these papers and why they were

written.

Submissions 3-1,3-2

AutoLean
3-3
describe
the
and
research and consultancy

programme from which arose the SME (Operations) Assessment Tool, SOAT, which
was seen to be innovative, and which was then subsequently applied. Submission 3-1

describedthe AutoLean programme. Submission 3-2 reviewed appropriate literature
5
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to claim innovation, and also analyses the data from the SMEs interviewed.
Submission 3-3 reviewed the application of SOAT in three SMEs, and also in
retrospect to the SMEs originally interviewed.

Chapter 4 provides an introduction to AutoLean and SOAT. Chapter 5 defines
business processes required for any tool focusing on these activities, and also defines
operations, the part of the SME where the assessmenttool SOAT, is used.

Within Chapter 5 is a summary of the literature review which sought to identify other

similar assessmentmethodologies, finding none equivalent, which led the author to
believe that SOAT was innovative.

Chapter 6 is a review of the analyses of the SMEs interviewed within the AutoLcan
for
data
An
this
was
required
of
a number of reasons, but
analysis
programme.
demonstrated that any assessment of an SME

could

be placed within

the

SMEs
It
for
the
group
of
also
characteristics
of
a
revealed
particular
understanding
SME which could be used as key assessment indicators.

Chapter 7 summarises the place of the tool developed, SOAT, as part of continuing

existing researchphilosophies.

Chapter 8 summarises the application SOAT within three specifically interviewed
SMEs outside the original research programme. Also within Chapter 8 are references
to the role of other providers of services to SMEs, and an overview of the benefits of
SOAT for SMEs and SME Service Providers. Characteristics of the SME identified as
appropriate for a successful application of SOAT are also summarised in Chapter 8,
together with areas seen for SOAT's improvement.

Submission 4-1 and 4-2 were adapted reports for the research programme, ECLOS,
into which they were submitted. Submission 4-1 reviewed the literature of customer
6
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supplier relationships models, whilst

Submission 4-2 justified

a proposed

Memorandum of Understanding and Intent, MUI, developed as a framework for any
proposed customer supplier relationship. Chapter 9 outlines the MUI and summarised
its justification. The models of customer-supplier relationship are not summarised.

Chapter 10 briefly suggests how SOAT and MUI could be seen together, and also

restateswhat has beendevelopedwithin the EngineeringDoctorate.

7
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1.4 How and in what order should the Executive Summary
and Submissions within the Engineering Doctorate be
read

The author has suggested two ways the Executive Summary and the accompanying
Submissions could be read, depending on the purpose of reading. The first purpose is
for the reader to clearly see the application of innovation as required within the
Engineering Doctorate programme. The second purpose is for the reader who wishes
to have an overview of the author's research submitted, or review a particular part of
the research submitted.

1.4.1 Identification of Application of Innovation in Executive
Summary and Submissions
The developmentof SOAT and its application are believed to satisfy the requirements
of Application of Innovation. For a speedyidentification of Application of Innovation
of SOAT, the Executive Summary and the Submissions could be read as follows:
1. Read Section 2.10.2 which identifies how SOAT came from an identifiable gap in

the body of knowledge,
2. Read Chapter 5 which identifies no equivalent to SOAT within the literature. For
fuller
Chapter
Submission
3-2,
5 is a summary
Chapter
2,
a
understanding read
as
of this chapter,
3. Read Chapter 8 which summarises the application of SOAT. For a fuller
understanding read Submission 3-3, at this stage omitting Chapter 4. Here SOAT

can be seento have beensuccessfullyapplied.

Readingtheseareasshould be sufficient to justify the claim that SOAT is innovative
and has been successfully applied.

8
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For a fuller understanding of SOAT, now read as follows:

4. ReadChapters4,6 and 7 to be read alongsideSubmission3-1 which describesthe
research programme, AutoLean, and read alongside the rest of Submission 3-2,
which analyses the data from the primary research, the SME interviews of the

SMEs within the researchprogramme,AutoLean II.

Readnow the rest of the Executive Summary:
5. Read Chapter 2 for a summaryof the original literature review of the area of Lean
Supply, Submission 1,
6. Read Chapter 9 below, which is a summary of a second area of innovation,
although not applied. This innovation was a document to assist companies in
setting up appropriate

relationships.

The document,

the Memorandum

of

Innovation and Intent is in Submission 4-2, together with a commentary and
justification

for such a document. Submission 4-1 is a review of the literature

which was used within the research programme, ECLOS on models of customer
supplier relationship,

7. Read Chapter 3 below which introduced the papersthe author has presentedand
published, Submissions 2-1,2-2 and 2-3.

1.4.2 Understanding

of the author's progression

of research

A second way that the reader can read the author's Executive Summary and
Submissions is as the author progressed through the doctorate.

The order of the Chapters in the Executive Summary mirror progression of research

done by the author. Table 1-1 outlines, in general, which Submission has been
summarisedinto which Chapter.

9
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For an overview of the author's research,the Executive Summary should be read
through first. For a fuller overview, each Submission could be read after, or alongside,

eachappropriatechapter.

10
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1.5 Abbreviations

Abbreviation

Description in full

£K

£, thousand

CAD

Computer Aided Design

EAIG

EuropeanAutomotive Initiative Group

ECLOS

Effective Contractual and other Legal Obligations in Strategic
Alliances in the Aerospace Sector

EPSRC

Engineering and Physical SciencesResearchCouncil

EU

European Union

IPT

IntegratedProject Teams

MoD

Ministry of Defence

MUI

Memorandumof Understandingand Intent

N/A

Not applicable

NPD

New Product Development

pa

Per annum

PC

Personalcomputer

cm

Per calendar month

PDP

Product Development Process

PIP

Product Introduction Process

R&D

Research and Development

RM

Relationship Marketing

SBAC

Society of British Aerospace Companies

SCRIA.RET

Supply Chain Relationshipsin Action RelationshipEvaluation Tool

SIBET

Soft Issue Bid Evaluation Tool

SME

Small and Medium sized Enterprise

SOAT

SME (Operations) Assessment 'Fool

WMG

Warwick Manufacturing Group

11
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1.6 Definitions

Phrase

Description

Application
SMEs

The SMEs within the application stageof SOAT, where SOAT
was usedprimarily as an SME assessmenttool.

AutoLean

The programmeof researchand consultancy,which assisted
SMEs within the West Midlands area of the UK with internet

AutoLean 1

access,in part through mapping the businessprocesses.
The first tranche SMEs assistedof AutoLean.

AutoLean II

The second tranche of SMEs assisted where SOAT was

developed.
ECLOS

The programmewithin which Memorandumof Understanding
and Intent was developed

Lean Supply

The researchareaaround which the literature review was
conducted, Submission 1.

SME

An SME is defined as such by the EU if it employs lessthan 250
employees.

12
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1.7

Submission

references

within

the Engineering

Doctorate

For the sake of readability and flow of the text in this submission, the author's
submissionsfor the EngineeringDoctorate have beenshortenedto just the submission
number.The full listing of submissionshere is also given in the list of references,both
under the authors' namesand the Submissionnumber.
Submission 1: McKenzie, R. (1999), "A critical evaluation of the Lean Supply Model
(Lamming, 1993), the Lean Aircraft Initiative Model, and the Lean Thinking
Model (Womack and Jones, 1996)", Submission for Engineering Doctorate,
18 February 1999; Submission 1, Engineering Doctorate, WMG, University of
Warwick
Submission 2-1: McKenzie, R. and Goodhead, T. (1999), "Supply chain development
",
What
lean
3`d
Annual
&
Aviation
Airline
Purchasing
comes
after
supply?
Suppliers Conference, Brussels, Belgium, 14-15 April 1999; Submission 2-1,
Engineering Doctorate, WMG, University of Warwick
Submission 2-2: McKenzie, R. and Brennan, N. (1999), "Lean Supply in the
Automotive Industry - Factors identified for successful customer-supplier
relationships", Logistics Research Network Annual Conference, University of
Northumbria, September 1999; Submission 2-2, Engineering Doctorate,
WMG, University of Warwick
Submission 2-3: McKenzie, R. (1999), "Doing more with less", Aircraft Technology
Engineering & Maintenance, Issue 42, pp. 56-60; Submission 2-3,
Engineering Doctorate, WMG, University of Warwick
Submission 3-1: McKenzie, R. (2000), "AutoLean II: Description of the Project",
ISubmission 3-1, Engineering Doctorate, WMG, University of Warwick,
September 2000
Submission 3-2: McKenzie, R. (2000), "The SOAT tool: an Innovative Approach to
SME assessment", Submission 3-2, Engineering Doctorate, WMG, University
of Warwick, September 2000
Submission 3-3: McKenzie, R. (2000), "Application of SOAT tool", Submission 3-3,
Engineering Doctorate, WMG, University of Warwick, September 2000
Submission 4-1: McKenzie, R. (2000), "ECLOS The role of relationships between

description
of relationship models", Submission 4-1,
supplier:
customer and
Engineering Doctorate, WMG, University of Warwick, June2000
Submission 4-2: McKenzie, R. (2000), "Commentary on and Justification of ECLOS
Memorandum of Understanding and Intent", Submission 4-2, Engineering
Doctorate, WMG, University of Warwick, June 2000

13
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction
The literature review, Submission 1, explored issues in customer-supplier relationships.
The starting point within the literature review was Womack, Jones and Roos' (1990)
seminal work

on the analysis of the Japanese production

techniques within

the

automotive industry. This was then followed, in order, by a review of Lamming's (1993)
much quoted Lean Supply Model, important as this model had come out of the research
conducted for Womack et al. 's research; the Lean Enterprise Model, which arose from a
programme called the Lean Aircraft Initiative; and the Lean Thinking Model, developed
by Womack and Jones, (1996). Each of these three methodologies: Lamming's Lean
Supply Model, Lean Enterprise Model, and the Lean Thinking Model were critically
assessedin terms of their strengths and weaknesses. Submission 1 revealed 26 gaps in the
body of knowledge, and these were gathered together into five general selected areas for
consideration of further research by the author.

14
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2.2 Structure of Chapter
This chaptersummarisesSubmission1, the literature review around Lean Supply. The
review of Lamming's Lean Supply Model is summarisedin detail as this was the starting
point for the author's research,and a significant part of the research,and only briefly
summarisesthe other parts of Submission 1.

15
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2.3 Objectives of Literature Review
The literature review aimed to meet five related objectives.
1. To provide a starting point for research into customer-supplier relationships using
an appropriate and well grounded academic model.
2. To provide a literature review to complement the programme into which the work
on customer-supplier relationship was going. This was on critical success factors
for supply into the automotive industry.

3. To develop an expert knowledge of an engineering area, or in other words, to
begin to actually do the research.
4. To write an extendedacademicallybasedpiece of written work.
5. To identify areasfor academicinvestigation which could be researchedwithin the
timescalesof the Doctorate.

16
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2.4 The Research Programme
The research programme into which the literature review contributed was the "capacity
building of delivery organisations through evaluation of O.E. M. and first tier business
"
Challenge Accelerate Programme. In effect, this was a
Regional
the
strategy", under
European Union Initiative to help SMEs in the automotive supply chain within the West
Midlands, UK, to enable them to understand the requirements for supply into vehicle
first
the
tier suppliers. In addition to the author, the
vehicle
assemblers'
and
assemblers
research team included Nigel Brennan as a Project Leader and Penny-Ann Cullen, both of
WMG.

The methodology within this researchprogramme incorporated a literature review which
became
Submission
literature
1, and also
drawn
from
the
review
which
author's
was
included interviews with senior managersof vehicle assemblersin the UK, USA, Japan
and Korea, as well as trade associations and commentators within each of these
geographicalareas.

The aim of this programme was to discover critical success factors which any SME
would require.when supplying either into the vehicle assembleror the first tier supplier.

17
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2.5 Fit into Engineering Doctorate
The Engineering Doctorate can be a set of disparate research programmes, but showing
Application of Innovation and fulfilment of a set of personal competences by the author.
The author was interested through his previous experience in customer-supplier
relationships, and this continued throughout the Doctorate.

In terms of the competenciesrequired within the Engineering Doctorate, the literature
information
following;
first,
the
the
to
ability
search
relevant
sourcesand
review covered
seek optimal solutions to complex engineering problems; secondly, the development of
development
thirdly,
the
skills;
communications
written
of an expert knowledge of an
engineeringarea; and fourthly, team working skills.

The literature review provided to some extent the basis from which the other major areas
of work arose, these being the SME (Operations) Assessment Tool (SOAT), Submissions
3-1,3-2,3-3,

and secondly the Memorandum of Understanding and Intent (MUI),

Submissions 4-1 and 4-2.

The author was able to bring the work in the literature review together in the form of ten
Additional Factors. These were initially presented at a practitioner conference within the
aerospace industry (McKenzie and Goodhead, 1999, listed as Submission 2-1). These
factors were then presented at an academic conference together with data from the
research programme

described above (McKenzie

and Brennan,

1999, listed

as

Submission 2-2), and then redrafted for a practitioner journal (McKenzie, 1999, listed as
Submission 2-3). These Additional Factors were to be used in conjunction with the
factors within Lamming's Lean Supply Model (1993).
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2.6 Academic start point for research: Lean Supply Model,
(Lamming, 1993)
A suitable and appropriate choice for a start point was needed for both the Regional
Challenge programme within WMG Accelerate Programme and also for the author's own
studies. This seemed to be best done by using Lamming's (1993) Lean Supply Model of
customer-supplier relationships, reviewed briefly

in Section 2.7. below. This was

appropriate because Lamming was part of the team that also contributed to Womack,
Jones and Roos' (1990) work The Machine that Changed the World, looking

at

automotive practices in Japan. In Womack et al. 's book, Lean Production was introduced,
benefits
the
of matching production and customer demand were demonstrated. Also
and
researched were issues to do with supplier. As Lamming had been a contributor to
Womack et al. 's programme, and as the automotive industry was often seen as a lead
industry, as demonstrated by Womack et al., it was appropriate to take Lamming's Lean
Supply Model as a basis for both the author's initial study and research, and also a model
with which to compare customer-supplier relationships in interviews with vehicle
assemblers and first tier suppliers. These interviews were conducted by the Project
Leader Nigel Brennan supported by Penny-Ann Cullen and the author. The actual
suggestion and choice of Lamming's Lean Supply Model was the author's.
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2.7 Lamming's

Lean Supply Model (1993)

The Lean Supply Model consisted of nine factors. These are listed in Table 2-1 together

with characteristicsfor eachfactor. Thesefactors were developedby Lamming during the
in
Womack, Jones and Roos' (1990) book, The Machine that
which
resulted
research
Changedthe World.

Factor

Lean supply characteristic

Nature of competition

Global operation; local presence
Basedupon contribution to product technology
Organic growth and merger and acquisition
Dependentupon alliances/collaboration
Early involvement of establishedsupplier in new vehicle
Joint efforts in target costing value analysis
Single and dual sourcing
Supplier provides global benefits
Re-sourcingas a last resort after attemptsto improve

Basis of sourcing decisions

Role/mode of

data/informationexchange
Management of capacity

Delivery practice
Dealing with price changes
Attitude to quality

True transparency: costs, etc.

Two-way: discussionof costsand volumes
Technical and commercial information
Electronic data interchange
Kanban tem for production deliveries
Regionally strategic investments discussed
Synchronised capacity

Flexibility to operatewith fluctuations
True Just-in-Time with kanban
Local, long-distanceand international JIT
Price reductions basedupon cost reductions from order onwards: from

joint efforts

Supplier vetting schemesbecomeredundant
Mutual agreement on quality targets

Role of R&D
Level of pressure

Continual interaction and kaizen
Perfect qu
as goal
Integrated:assemblerand supplier
Long term developmentof componentsystems
Supplier ex ertiselassemblersystemintegration
Very high for both customerand supplier
Self-imposed
Not culturally specific

Table 2-1 The Lean Supply Model of customer-supplier relationships; Source: Lamming
(1993, p. 194)
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2.8 Structure of Literature Review, Submission

1

The Literature Review was structured in seven parts as follows:

First, an initial scene setting which was a discussion of Womack, Jones and Roos' (1990)
understanding of mass production and supply.

Secondly, a description of Lamming's Lean Supply Model and how it fitted in to recent
historical analysis of customer
-supplier relationships.

Thirdly, factors within the Lean Supply Model were looked at in detail. Support for each
factor was researched within the literature and those areas not supported by other areas
were identified.

Fourthly, it reviewed part of the Lean Enterprise Model which arose from the Lean
Aircraft Initiative.

The factors in the Lean Enterprise Model which were seen to be

relevant for supply were then analysed. The Lean Enterprise Model arose from work in
the Lean Aircraft

Initiative Model, a programme initially

devised for the American

Department of Defence which followed on from the research by Womack, Jones and
Roos' research in the car industry. It was then taken up by the American Civil Aerospace
known
became
as the Lean Aircraft Initiative,
sector and

and a model mapping the

characteristic measures and requirements for a typical Lean Enterprise were actually
listed. The Lean Enterprise Model is given in Table 2-2. The Lean Enterprise Model was
not reviewed in Submission 1.
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Meta-Principles
" Responsiveness to change
" Waste minimisation

Enterprise principles
in
Quantity,
Place,
Right
Thing
Right
Right
Time
Right
the
at
and
"
" Effective relationshipswithin the value stream
improvement
Continuous
"
" Optimal First Delivered Unit Quantity
Enterprise Level Metrics

"
"
"
"

Flow time: order to delivery time in months, product development cycle time
(industry comparative,% reduction)
Stakeholder satisfaction: on time deliveries, continuous cost / price improvement
Resource utilisation: output/employee, inventory turns
Quality yield: scrap and rework rates, design changes/initial release/project phase

Factors
1. Identify and optimise enterprise flow
2. Assure seamless information flow

3. Optimise capability and utilisation of people
4. Make decisionsat lowest possible level

5. Implement integrated product and process development

6. Develop relationshipsbasedon mutual trust and commitment
7. Continuously focus on the customer
8. Promote lean leadershipat all levels
9. Maintain challenge of existing processes
10. Nurture a learning environment
11. Ensure process capability and maturation

12. Maximise stability in a changingenvironment
Table 2-2 Lean Enterprise Model; source LAI Web page'

Fifthly, the Lean Thinking Model by Womack and Jones (1996) was analysed, Figure 21. This model included five factors and the analysis of each factor was included. A
1
in
Submission
this
was the relationship between
significant analysis within
section
traditional marketing and Lean Thinking (Piercy and Morgan, 1997). Essentially Piercy
focus
business.
Lean
Thinking
Morgan
of
a
with
an
operations
and
equated

1Web pageat "http: //web.mit. edu/ctpid/www/lai/" July 19 1996
,
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Value

Value chain

Flow

IPull I

Perfection
Figure 2-1 The Lean Thinking Model Source: Womack and Jones(1996)

Sixthly, gaps in the body of knowledge were identified. In total twentry-six gaps in the
academic literature were identified (Submission 1, Section 8-2), together with ways of
addressing each of these gaps in the body of knowledge being presented in Submission 1,
Section 8-3. These gaps in the body of knowledge are listed in Table 2-3.
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Gaps in the body of knowledge, Submission 1, Section 8.2
1. The types of relationships within customer-supplier interaction needs to defined,
including leadership and grouping. Research on the measurement of the relationship,
both at the strategic and operational levels.

2. Researchon the role of the individual within the supply chain context.
3. Supply chain theory should be developedto take accountof more complicatedsetsof
relationshipswhich occur in practice, both in terms of networks and regional clusters.
4. Outsideenvironmental factors needto be included in customer-supplierissues.
5. Research into the how Lamming's Lean Supply Factors can be tested and how they
are interrelated.
6. Research into the requirements for survival of tier 1 suppliers.
7. Research on the integrity and approach across a supply chain, especially within a
single organisation.
8. Research on the need to address the issue of intellectual property rights.

9. Researchon the influence the contract has, and a contractual mindset has on
customer-supplierrelations.
10. Researchon what happenswith technological changewithin the automotive industry.
11. Researchon how Sako's (1992) model of trust and types of relationship are
applicablein the supply chain.
12. Research on the use of EDI and information flow within the automotive supply chain.
13. Research on whether successful change starts with internal people and resources or
with acquisition and capital.
14. Research on the use of supplier associations as a mechanism to ameliorate the twoway relationship between customer and supplier, especially in a situation where one
party is taken over.
15. Research on the instability of supply chains and its consequences.
16. Research on where intervention or cascade is appropriate for successful supply chain
management (Lamming, 1996).
17. Research on the benefits of subcontracting, and situations when subcontracting is
most appropriate.
18. Research on seeing whether there is an end point to the current rationalisation of the
automotive component supplier base.
19. Research on the issues surrounding partnerships to do with production process and
partnerships to do with the delivery of components.

20. Researchregarding the role of internal financial systemswith regardto changing
businesspractices.
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21. Research on how organisational slack measured within supply chains and what is
appropriate for different supply chains.
22. Research to examine to what extent product is "pulled" through the supply chain, and
to examine the structural factors which may influence the strength of this pull.
23. Research on what may be called perfection in supply chain thinking.
24. Research on how valid are the Lean Organisation Principles and Objectives within the
Lean Thinking Model.

25. Researchon modelling conflict resolution within the supply chain.
26. Researchon the supportor otherwise of the assertionthat where there is no sales
promotion there is stabledemand.
Table 2-3 Gaps in the Body of Knowledge as stated in Literature Review, Source:
Section 8.2, Submission 1
Finally, five different areas of research were outlined comprising some of the gaps in the
body of knowledge. These areas were summarised as follows:

1. There was a need to further research on the nature of customer-supplier
including
the measurement the strength of the relationship,
relationships,
including definitions of different types of relationship and of the individual,
together with an understandingof requirementsfor leadership for changewithin
the Lean Approach.
2. Research was required on the complicated and complex way in which
relationshipswere formed betweendifferent groups. The approachoutlined in the
Literature Review was the network approach.

3. There was a needto map outside environmentalfactors, in terms of environmental
legislation and consumerinformation within the supply chain.
4. There was a need to understandand see how Lean Thinking paradigmscould be
managed into the supply chain culture, by relating how people and organisations
learn.
5. There was a need to verify whether or not the Lean Supply Model as suggested
within the literature review just restates the role of a traditional buyer.
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2.9 Summary critique of Lean Supply
2.9.1 Introduction
Part 1, Submission 1, introduced and reviewed the Lean Supply Model (Lamming, 1993)

is
below.
summarised
and

2.9.2 History of customer-supplier

relationships

Lamming identified four distinct phases of customer-supplier relationships in recent
in
discussed
briefly
Submission
1.
history
Section
3.1,
these
were
also
and
commercial
The first phase up to 1975 was characterised as a period of relative calm within domestic
demand supply, which was well balanced for mass producers with little international
industry.
in
in
The
the
the
after
came
shock
automotive
second period
oil
competition
1975 and subsequent recession, where demand fell and became unstable. The third phase
began after about 1980 where there was a noticeably better attitude towards relationships,
but the relationships themselves were difficult and unstable.

In time, this led to an understanding of Japanese relationships, the so called Japanese
Model or rather Post Japanese Model or Partnership Model. Lamming though, believed
that there was a further stage, which he entitled Lean Supply which was a more generic
industry
dependant.
not
automotive
understanding of customer-supplier relationships,
However, within

the automotive industry this was seen as automotive companies

becoming not just global in their outlook but also regional with there being three major
have
had
in
Far
East.
Suppliers
Europe
North
America,
to
the
would
set
up
and
regions,
these regions to match their requirements. In addition, the sourcing of components would
be the responsibility

from
low labour costs economies.
first
tier
suppliers, often
of

Lamming was not alone in understanding the need for collaboration and partnership. This
was also seen in other models, in the Relationship Marketing paradigm (Cranfield School
for
in
Supply,
in
Hines et al.
Lean
Management,
2000),
example
of
other aspects of
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(2000) and also seen in the understanding of relationships within networks (Ford et al.,

1998). Other models similar to Lamming's Lean Supply Model can be seen in, for
example, Sinclair et al. (1996).

2.9.3 Benefits of Lean Supply,
Lamming gave a number of benefits for Lean Supply as an example of collaboration;
thesearise from his analysisof the characteristicsof the Lean Supply Model. Thesewere
in
Section
3.3.1, Submission1.
reviewed

First, through risk reduction, by relying on the supplier's technology often in unknown
areas, where the assembler would share some of the risk in what might be termed microniche markets. This also meant that this would reduce risk as technology could be spread
over a number of assemblers and in different industries. This collaboration was enabled
because of the continuing further and deeper relationships between assemblers and first
tier suppliers.

Secondly, through sourcing certain parts the supplier had an opportunity

to gain

economies of scale in selling to other assemblers and to other industries through shared
R&D, where supplier and customer share complementary technology and patents. The
example Lamming gave was the anti-lock braking systems.

What appeared to be singularly missing from Lamming's

work was, what might be

called, the "down side" of partnerships and these were discussed in some length within

the Submission.
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2.9.4 Summary of review of factors within the Lean Supply Model
Chapter 4, Submission 1, outlined each of Lammings Lean Supply factors in detail, with

support for each factor together with areas not supported by the factor. These are
summarisedbelow.

2.9.4.1 Factor 1: The Nature of Competition
This was reviewed in Section 4.1, Submission 1.

The nature of competition was seento be a summary factor outlining the changesin the
supply chain of both vehicle assemblers and their first tier suppliers arising from changes
in purchasing strategy by the vehicle assemblers and also the globalisation of the
automotive market.

The Lean Supply Model stated that assemblers would have to have a global operation but
have to have a local presence in one of the three major regions as stated earlier. The
supplier would not only manufacture in each region but would also contribute to the
product technology and indeed might become the technological leader or innovator. In
Lean Supply, competition would centre on out-sourcing and re-configuration of supply to
assemblers. In this case quality, price and delivery would be order qualifying criteria, as
opposed to order winning criteria.

Lamming did see the difficulty in the assembler and the supplier being able to align their
human and capacity resources, but the suppliers would need to grow to be able to provide
the resources needed for this change. Lamming saw this change to have arisen from
acquisitions, mergers and joint ventures and partnerships. This had been clearly seen in
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the rash of many acquisitions and joint ventures over the previous years, for example
TRW and Lucas.

2.9.4.1.1 Factor]: Support given in the literature review
A summary of support for this factor was given in Section 4.1.1, Submission 1.

The Literature Review identified four areas for support for this Nature of Competition
factor. First, the re-structuring of assemblers' purchasing function. The Lean Supply
Model could have predicted the re-structuring of assemblers purchasing activity on a
worldwide basis, for example within General Electric (Smith, 1995), and within Ford
(Purchasing, 1996).

Secondly, the reduction in the number of assemblersat the time of the literature review
have
beenpredicted.
could
subsequently
and also

Thirdly, a reduction in the number of component suppliers was correctly predicted.
However, what was not predicted was the way in which this differed in different cultures.
For example in Japan, such reduction was done through mutual consent using the cross
holding mechanisms and the use of the supplier association (Hines, 1994). In Western
Europe and North America, it was through acquisitions rather than through partnerships
or collaboration.

Fourthly, the requirements for innovation and financial strength was seen. The Lean
Supply Model emphasisedthe need for innovation and the need for necessaryfinancial
resourcesin order to survive.
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2.9.4.1.2 Factor

;Areas in the literature review which did not support the factor

Section 4.1.2, Submission 1 outlined five areas which did not support the factor.

First, the inter-relationship of the factors within the Lean Supply Model was not seen or

acknowledged.

Secondly, the issue of regional plants for the manufacturer and supply of vehicles
be
in
in
because
to
the vehicle
the
not
cases,
capacity
supportable
all
of
over
appeared
(Gardner,
1997).
market

Thirdly, a key factor mitigating against the theory of Lean Supply as described by
Lamming was predicted over-capacity which meant that it was unlikely that assemblers
in
in
faith
Womack
Jones
(1996)
the
their
each
region.
and
put
would set up a presence
creation of smaller production units for manufacturing. But this went against the
best
in
high
practise
production,
where
economies
of
scale
and
and
understanding
utilisation were still required for high performance manufacturing (Lowe et al., 1997).

Fourthly, the Lean Supply Model did not address issues relating to external changes in a

design
becoming
Vehicles
to
and market,
were
more
expensive
environment.
competitive
and customerswere requiring more featureswith enhancedquality and reliability.

Fifthly, although the model could have predicted the restructuring of the component
For
industry,
foreseen.
consequences
example, there might have
suppliers'
other
were not
been only perhaps one or two suppliers of any one component type, which meant that
larger
have
influence
had
less
their
than
would
assembler competitors.
small assemblers
Such lack of influence would be compounded by the predicted trend towards subcontracted design. Such a change could also have been explained through Stakeholder
Theory (Mitchell et nl., 1997; Rowley, 1997).
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2.9.4.2 Factor 2: The basis of sourcing decisions
This factor was reviewed in Section 4.2, Submission 1.

Although Lamming showed that the traditional bid and lowest price system for selecting
had
been
discredited,
he also stated that there was a requirement to not purely
supply
mirror the Japanese practice of a close tie between the supplier and customer. Lamming
called this the Partnership Model. This was required because there might be many
potential suppliers, so there had to be a mechanism for bringing in new suppliers.

Lamming suggested that this could be done first, by seeing to it that an existing supplier
could deliver the new technology, or secondly, by switching to a new supplier, providing
all appropriate evaluation had been done, or thirdly, by getting existing potential new
suppliers to work together. Lamming called this "dynamic" ability in sourcing decisions.
Each of these arrangements were seen within the research. For example, Nissan would
take the first option in that it would work with existing suppliers. Ford would take the
by
using new suppliers, and the Japanese factories established in the
second option
United States were to take the third option (MacDuffie and Helper, 1997).

2.9.4.2.1 Factor 2: Support given in the literature review
Section 4.2.1, Submission 1, gave one area of support for the Basis of Sourcing Decisions
factor. The factor could be supported by observing the tiering of supply chain, and this
in
for
texts,
other
was also shown
example Slack et al. (1995).
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2.9.4.2.2 Factor 2: Areas in the literature review which did not support the
factor
Section 4.2.2, Submission 1, though, provided seven areas which did not support the
factor.

First, the issueof intellectual property rights was not addressedby the model nor was the
handling of new technologies as discussed by Sako (1992), Hunt (1997), and Hall (1994).

Secondly, the numbers involved in close partnership arrangements between Japanese

supplier and customer were considerably less than those believed to be involved by the
industry in Western economies,(Khane, 1997).

Thirdly, there were no references to the sociological or the cultural context. Again Khare
(1997) pointed to the feudal structures in Japan which led to the establishment of the
in
kyoryoku
kai,
Japan and gave rise to the way that
the
that
existed
associations,
supplier
that assemblers managed suppliers. Relationships did not exist in isolation but were
socially constructed (Augoustinos and Walker, 1995; Porac and Ventresca, 1996; Searle,
1996). Whittington (1993) also highlighted the country specific sociological context in
which a company might do business.

Lamming proposed that technological prowess would be seen as the means for tier two
suppliers to continue to supply into tier one supplier but there appeared to be little
academic evidence for this assertion. However, research with SMEs in the automotive
supply chain in the West Midlands, UK (Submissions 3-1,3-2
there was a continuing

and 3-3) suggested that

requirement for existing supply arrangements within

the

automotive supply chain. First, that it was difficult to reconfigure the complete supply
chain at any one time. Secondly, any change of supplier might be initially
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because of the risks involved because the competency of the new prospective supplier
might not be known.

Fifthly, the Lean Supply Model appeared to treat all suppliers and all relationships the
same. Ford et al. in their assessment of business-to-business relationships grouped
relationships into four types depending on the maturity of the relationship. Other scholars
looked to classify different types of relationships in different ways. For example, Sinclair
et al (1996), classified, Table 2-4, a range of dependencies within the relationship of the

importanceof the supplier and customerto eachother.

High
Customer's

Dependence leverage

Strategic partnership

Market exchange

Dependencemanagement

importance to
supplier

Low
Low

High
Importance of supplier to customer

Table 2-4 Relationship dependenceSource: Sinclair et al. (1996)

Sixthly, the issue of single and sole supplier as described by Larson et al. (1998) was not
addressed. Larson et al. distinguished between suppliers which had a monopoly over
technology and this they called sole supplier and where there was a choice of customer to
be supplied from a so-called single supplier. This was an issue of relative power.

Seventh, Lamming assumed relationships were to be conducted both ethically and within
the appropriate legal framework. The cases over recent years of the European Union
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taking various assemblers to court over their pricing policies indicated that this was a
simplistic assumption.

2.9.4.3 Factor 3: The Role and Mode of Data/ Information Transfer
The third factor in the Lean Supply Model was the need for effective data or information
This
discussed
was
exchange.
within Section 4.3, Submission 1.

Lamming saw the positive use of information by customer and supplier to gain joint
competitive strength. First, Lamming pointed out that suppliers had to know more about
these essential markets for their products, and to take the initiative to do so. Secondly, the
assembler must have confidence in knowing

that the supplier could retain any

confidential information provided, and then, either knowingly or by accident, should not
disclose this confidential information to a competitor.

Thirdly, Lamming statedthat suppliers should have orientated their production to match
any fluctuating demandon volume to the final market. He took this stancebecauseof the
heijunka set of practises in the Japanese domestic market (Womack et al., 1990),
whereby sales activity and production planning were closely linked.

2.9.4.3.1 Factor 3: Support given in the literature review
This was discussed in Section 4.3.1, Submission 1.

The Literature Review put forward a number of points for the support of this factor. First,
the rise in the use of the internet. The base technology at that time appeared to be the

internet, having taken over from EDI (Electronic Data Interchange). This was seen
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particularly in the research with SMEs in the automotive supply chain, discussed in
Submission 3-1.

Secondly, all the big US vehicle manufactures were committed to the internet, both for
internal and external communications (Frook, 1997). This was proposed to be taken a
stage further with a creation of possibly the world's

largest internet based virtual

purchasing and supply market, with General Motors, Ford and Daimler-Chrysler together
with Toyota, Renault and Nissan forming the Automotive
would be a $230billion

Network Exchange. This

worth market, purchasing parts from tens of thousands of

suppliers (The Economist, 4 March 2000).

Thirdly, the technology allowed a low cost, low risk approach to sales and marketing
(Honeycutt Jr. et al., 1998).

Fourthly, there was considerable understanding for the requirements of an electronic
market, for example,Bocus (1998), Keen et al. (1999) and Newell (2000). The American
Defence Logistics Agency bought through the internet from manufacturers so avoiding
the need to hold stock (Peters, 1998).

In addition, the internet should be seenas part of the marketing mix, (Honeycutt Jr. et al.,
1998).

2.9.4.3.2 Factor 3.,-Areas in the literature review which did not support the factor
This lack of support for this factor was reviewed in Section4.3.2, Submission1.
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There were five areas outlined which did not support the factor. First, the behaviour of
individuals or groups of individuals to pervert positive aspectsof relationship was not
recognised, seen for example by Gummesson (1997).

Secondly, the confidentiality of information provided was not addressed.Thirdly, there
was no mechanism or understanding how the heijunka type of activities to smooth
demandmay be applicable to non-Japanesecultures.

Fourthly, there was no understandingof whether information through the internet or other
types of technologies may be misused.

Fifthly, the risk associatedwith new technologiesin changing traditional markets was not
recognised.For example,the changesin saleschannelsin the US automotivemarket were
not recognisedin the Lean Supply Model.

2.9.4.4 Factors 4 and 5: The Management of Capacity and Delivery Practice
Thesefactors were reviewed in Section4.4, Submission1.

Thesetwo factors were consideredtogether as they were the only practical manifestations
of supply at an operational level.

While stating that capacity considerations were long-term investments, Lamming saw
such decisions as being made solely on a "normal business basis". The Lean Supply
Model also implied that such decisions were based on trust. However, the only major
issue addressed in terms of delivery practices was Just-in-Time requirements. None
related to capacity considerations. Here, Lamming pointed out, perhaps rightly, that it
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was travel time which was the major constraint of Just-in-Time, as shown by Hines
(1994) in the case of Toyota. There were problems identified with crossing international
boundaries in terms of supply (Levy, 1997).

2.9.4.4.1 Factors 4 and 5: Support given in the literature review
Three following areas of support were given in the literature review, Section 4.4.1,
Submission1.

The Lean Supply Model was followed on from the Lean Production Model as specified in
Womack et al., 1990. In the Lean Production Model, there was a need for suppliers and
assemblers to tailor,

or integrate processes together for greater efficiencies

and

effectiveness.

Next, there was a requirement that tier one suppliers situate their manufacturing next to

the assembler'sfactory in order to shortenproduction and time scales.An example of this
was with the production of the Ford Ka, (Burt, 1997).

Also given was an example of Lean Supply in another industry, in this case Bradley's
(1996) description of the logistical arrangements to do with Kodak film, where Kodak
reduced the number of carriers from sixteen to just one. It also showed that the initial cost
saving was 20% of the freight line and that the systems, reporting structure and goodwill
ensured that Kodak continued to receive favourable pricing.

2.9.4.4.2 Factors 4 and 5: Areas in the literature review which did not support
the factor
In terms of areas not supported by the factors, Section 4.4.2, Submission I gave nine
areas.
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First, issues which dealt with Just-in-Time internationally. Lamming did not provide any
reason for overcoming Just-in-Time's supply difficulties over international boundaries.

Secondly, the detail of the capacity modelling with suppliers was not addressed. No
definition of what `normal business' was given and there was no support for the assertion
that the supplier should locate near to every assembler's plant. There was no
understanding of how the existing and predicted capacity should be assessed.There was
no model given for addressing local or national influences.

Thirdly, there appeared to be no understanding of how cultural issues may have affected

capacitydecisions.

Fourthly, there was no consideration within the Lean Supply Model of any market
downturn. This was important

because the Lean Supply Model

considered that

assemblers and tier one suppliers should locate together, but the problem would be that if
there was a market downturn then both would be affected.

Fifthly, there was no considerationof how different types of product may be considered
logistically. For example, Lamming gave an example of seating but this maybe a special
case because of its bulk and fragility.

Sixthly,

and this was a major consideration, the Lean Supply Model

gave no

consideration of over-capacity issues and this was extensively considered in the literature
review. Gardner (1997), quoted a DRI/McGraw-Hill

study which looked at the problems

in
First,
the supply of cars and trucks. For
there
of over capacity.
was gross over capacity
example, in 1997 the capacity was potential production of 64.8 million units of which
49.6 million

units were actually made, a global capacity usage rate of 77%. This
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utilisation capacity was the equivalent to the productive capacity of 60 assembly plants
turning out 250,000 vehicles a year, which would be enough to satisfy the predicted sales
demand for the Unites States for the whole of 1997. In addition, this capacity gap was
fast.
Global
to
grow
capacity was expected to be 75.6 million units in 1997
predicted
whilst demand was expected to rise to 57.4 million units. The Global capacity usage rate
would drop slightly to 76% but the absolute gap would rise from 15.2 million vehicles to
18 million vehicles, equivalent to an additional 12 idle assembly plants. Gardner stated
that there might be a number of possible consequences. For example pricing

and

profitability would be effected with a great temptation to import vehicles back to Western
Europe from low wage rate economics of Eastern Europe, such as Poland, Hungary and
Czech Republic. In these countries, the wage rate was approximately $250 per month
compared to $2700 per month in Western Germany.

Seventhly, there was an issue in terms of export. Japanese vehicle manufacturers had
exported their way to dominance but the rules had changed. Emerging markets now
required local production and investment. This could leave Japan by 2000 with 4 million
units of spare capacity or the combined output at Honda, Mitsubishi. and Nissan in 1995.
In fact, the problems at Nissan drove it into placing itself into take-over by Renault in all
but name recently. Korea wanted to add 3 million capacity nearly doubling the 1996
potential output but the problem was where these vehicles were to be sold. This would
mean that some other assembler would suffer because of the mature markets in Europe
and United States. Although the DRI/McGraw-I-Iill

report was written before the South

East Asian crisis, there might still be a desire by the Korean manufacturers to export
cheap vehicles, even if the predicted capacity did not materialise. Also, the Lean Supply
Model did not address the political issues, as mentioned with respect to Korea, where the
car industry was seen as a national industry.

The Lean Supply model did not take into account increasing urban congestion. Cusumano
(1994) pointed out some of the difficulties

in the continuation of Lean Production in

Japan. When Toyota started production after the war, the prefecture, equivalent to the
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local "county", was mostly rural, but as many industries had relocated to the area and
adopted the Toyota Just-in-Time system at the time of his writing, there was intense
traffic congestion. In addition when Toyota started, most of the suppliers were local to
Toyoda city in the Aichi prefecture. However, assemblers and their suppliers had started
to relocate to less costly and less congested areas elsewhere in Japan, it was more
difficult to have the type of small delivery Just-in-Time that Toyota had grown used to.

Eighthly, the Lean Supply Model did not give a clear picture of what might be included
in the criteria for delivery product of what might be deemed to be over bearing

requirementsof the supplier. An example of this was that the small lot delivery was seen
to be an ideology, so larger assemblerswould use their economic muscle to obtain
smaller and smaller deliveries, irrespectiveof the coststo the supplier.

Ninthly, it was seen that the automotive supply chain was considered to be in two parts.
The author formed a view when writing the literature review that the considerations for
supply into the assembler seemed to be at odds with the public statements and the image
into
the
the market. Supply into the assembler was characterised by the
out
of
assembler
collaboration and co-operation between companies, as opposed to supply into the
consumer market where assemblers fiercely defended the perhaps archaic franchising
system, a system which was continually under investigation by the European Union
authorities. There seemed to be a contradiction to this which did not seem to be consistent
or right.

2.9.4.5 Factor 6: Dealing with Price Changes
This was reviewed in Section 4.5, Submission 1.
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The Lean Supply Model took as its role model the Japanese method of supplier and
assembler working together to reduce costs, looking at return on assets, value analysis
be
done
This
then
target
to
costing.
was
successfully over a number of years to obtain
and
much lower prices and costs. This was also seen in the primary research interviews.
Jaguar with its major suppliers did not discuss price until the product development
process was significantly advanced, taking on trust that the appropriate pricing would be
achieved. Instead they used the time it would have taken for negotiation in actually
developing the new products together2.

It was true that the issue of "cost down" had then become a regular feature in customer
industry.
in
For example, The Economist, 14 August
the
automotive
supply relations
1995, reported that Ford wanted to reduce the price of its parts purchased by 20% over
the following four years as well as making the suppliers do the engineering work, and to
be able to reclaim any windfall profits due to any currency movements.

2.9.4.5.1 Factor 6: Areas in the literature review which did not support the
factor
Section 4.5.1, Submission 1 outlined four areas where this pricing factor was not
supported.

First, the author believed that Lamming's thoughts on the issue of price reduction had
shifted albeit subtly. In a paper by Lamming (1990), he outlined supplier strategies in an
area that became known as Lean Supply. In this paper, price reduction was seen to be
obtained by the supplier reducing costs through incorporating best practices and through
the implementation of new technology as a means of gaining competitive advantage.
Here, it appeared that the supplier should use price reductions at his own discretion but

2 Interview

with Margaret Beaver, Senior Buyer, Jaguar cars.
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though in time prices would fall. However, within the Lean Supply Model, price
become
directive
driven,
then
that
to
was
seen
a
assembler
was
an ideology
reduction
irrespective of other considerations.

Secondly, the Lean Supply Model did not consider issues of changes in prices of
for
looms,
example,
wiring
whose main content, copper, was a spot-marketed
commodity
commodity.

Thirdly, the Lean Supply Model did not consider the believability

of costing figures.

Even where there was a considerable amount of understanding in collaboration, for
example, in the case between Rover and its supplier, TRW (Burnes and New, 1997), the
issue of allocation of overhead costs relating to management and culture could be seen to
be difficult to address.

Fourthly, the Lean Supply Model assumed that customer suppliers wished to work
together to reduce costs and to remove waste. The issue of the relationship where this did
not occur was not considered in the Lean Supply Model, but this was a consideration
within the SME (Operations) Assessment Tool (SOAT), Submission 3-3, and also within
the research which led to the proposal of the Memorandum of Understanding and Intent
(MUI), Submission 4-2.

2.9.4.6 Factor 7: Attitude to Quality
This was reviewed in Section 4.6, Submission 1.

The Lean Supply Model rightly pointed out the poor legacy of quality in Western Europe,
characterised by an aggressive and dogmatic approach to suppliers. One solution had
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been the use of vetting systems by customers of suppliers, but Lamming stated that in a
partnership approach such a way of handling quality

and the relationship

was

counterproductive. Quality should become an issue with which both customers and
be
for
being
Quality
to
seen
an
order-qualifier
should
share
an
equal
part.
was
supplier
able to supply, rather than as order-winning criteria.

2.9.4.6.1 Factor7: Support given in the literature review
This was reviewed in Section 4.6.1, Submission 1.

Levy et al. 's (1995) research in the telecommunications industry revealed that customer
organisations found it very difficult to give up their buyer power. Secondly, Levy et al.
found that there was scope to extend the processes developed for internal total quality
into the supply chain. Thirdly, they found that there was little measurement of this state
of the relationship itself. This need to measure the state of the relationship was identified
as a gap in the body of knowledge, and included as the first point in developing the
research of the author, Point 1, Section 8.4, Submission 1.

2.9.4.6.2 Factor 7: Area in the literature review which did not support the factor
This was reviewed in Section4.6.2, Submission1.

The Lean Supply Model did not give any indication of how any such partnership

become
joint
issue.
be
improved
that
quality
may
a
so
relationshipscould

2.9.4.7 Factor 8: Role of Research and Development (R&D)
This was reviewed in section 4.7, Submission 1.
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The Lean Supply Model saw collaboration through mutual R&D, and that R&D should
not be exploitative of the assembler or the supplier but should done through trust. Trust
was defined as mutual agreement on principles, transparency of information and correct
behaviour.

2.9.4.7.1 Factor 8: Support given in the literature review
This was reviewed in Section6.4.5, Submission1.

The main element of collaboration seen was that by subcontracting work, including
R&D, flexibility,

faster turnaround times and lower inventory would be the result. Ellram

(1991) outlined the potential benefits of Japanese style subcontracting in terms of
management, technology and finances.

2.9.4.7.2 Factor 8: Areas in the literature review which did not support the
factor
This was reviewed in Section 4.7.2, Submission 1.

There were a number of areas which did not support the collaborative nature of Research
and Development.

First, there might be a loss of technological competencies. As the assembler continued to

subcontract work, there was a risk that they might lose competency in design and
technology, so providing a commercial threat to their competitiveness.
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Secondly, the Lean Supply Model

assumed stable incremental

change in new

technologies in the current supply chain, and that there would be few new entrants to
upset the supply chain.

Thirdly, a considerable change in the supply chain was not considered by the Lean
Supply Model. Where there was considerable change often caused by the fast adoption of
new technologies usually pioneered by new entrants to the supply chain, this led to
redundancy of technology, factories and ways of working. This was called technological
discontinuity (Foster, 1986).

2.9.4.8 Factor 9: Level of Pressure
This was reviewed in Section 4.8, Submission 1.

In Lean Supply the attitudes betweenindividuals within the customerand supplier should
have had a so-called high level of pressure. This area was relevant as it was the only
factor which directly included people and their behaviour.

2.9.4.8.1 Factor 9: Areas in the literature review which did not support the
factor
This was reviewed in Section 4.8.1, Submission 1.

The factor, Level of Pressure, however, was not described and was seen to be a weak area
do
Model.
Lean
Supply
There
two
the
not seem to support the
were
within
areas which
factor.
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First, the issue of individual's motivation was not considered, as seen for example in the

by
Gummasson(1995).
work

Secondly, there appears to be little academic support for the way which Lamming treated
the individuals' pressure and the relationships in which individuals attempted to operate.
This can be compared to the considerable quantity of literature which discussed the
demands which relationships created, and in making them work, for example, Hines
(1994), Priess et al. (1996), Gummesson (1997), Brodie et al (1997), and Sinclair et al.
(1996).
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2.10 Gaps in the body of knowledge identified, and suggested

areas of research

The Lean Supply Model was chosen as it was the start point for both the author's
Supply
Model
it
Lean
for
The
to
the
research
programme
which
contributed.
research and
was used as a basis for the generation of a further theory (Submissions 2-1,2-2 and 2-3).

The literature review demonstratedgaps seen in the body of knowledge. Although the
by
listed
knowledge
in
in
body
Section 2.8 above, an
the
the
author
seen
were
of
gaps
behind
is
information
the
the
assertion
gap
of
such
a
given.
of
example

2.10.1

Example of a Gap in the body of knowledge identified

The example chosen is Gap 1, and is quoted from Section 8.2.1, Submission 1, see Box 21.

It can be seen that the gap related to the definitions of customer-supplierrelationships,
and that there was a need to provide some measurement of the relationship.

8.2.1 The types of relationships within customer-supplier interaction needs to defined,
including leadership and grouping. Research on the measurement of the relationship,
both at the strategic and operational levels.
The issue of customer-supplier relationships is a central concern in this review.
Relationships are referenced in many of the introductory Sections 1.2,1.3,2.1 and 2.2.2.
Relationships are also central to the Lean Supply Model so are raised in Sections 3,3.1,
3.2,3.3 and 3.4, which review the Post-Japanese Model, the Lean Supply Model and the
factors within the Lean Supply Model. It is interesting to note that it is only at this stage
that the term `relationship' has been used loosely. `Relationship' refers to a set of related
define
Not
to
the
attempted
sources reviewed
one of
relationship, except
concepts.
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perhaps Sinclair et aL (1996) Section 4.2.2.5, and Sinclair et aL appearsto have a
restrictedview of relationship.
Relationshipswere raised in the following sections:
"

Section 4.1.1.3, the relationship of the component suppliers to the culture in which
they reside,

"

Section4.1.2.1, the interrelationshipbetweenthe factors in the Lean Supply Model,

"

Section4.2.2.1, time as an indication of the strengthof the relationship,

"

Section4.2.2.3, the social construction of relationships is raised,

"

Section 4.2.2.6, the issue of single of sole supplier status is dependent on the
relationship betweensupplier and customer,

"

Section4.2.2.7, the needfor relationshipsto be ethically based,

"

Section4.2.2.9, styles of organisationalrelationship to other organisationsmay differ
within a single company,

"

Section4.5.1.4, the issue of how a relationship can be continued or taken forward if
the objectives of that relationship differ, for example despite product acceptability
and operationswork together,

"

Section 4.6, the relationship itself should be measured as a quality standard, and
section 4.6.1.1 suggeststhat there could be many potential measureswhich could be
used for customer-supplier relationship. Joint relationship initiatives require joint
quality standardson the relationship,
Section 4.7.2.4, technological discontinuities need to be considered in customersupplier relationships,

"
"

Section4.8.1.1, measurementsin the factors for the Lean Supply Model are needed,

"

Section 4.8.1.2, the issue of the individual's motivation in the relationship is
considered,

"

Section 4.8.2 reviews a case between TRW and Rover. Section 4.8.2.2 considers
factors which influence how two companies may work closely together; the
difference between senior and operational levels in the strength of the relationship;
the rhetoric of partnershipin any relationship needsto be treated with caution,

"

Section5.2.4 discussesnon-cooperationwithin the supply chain,

"

Section5.2.9 discussesthe issueof trust,

"

Section 5.2.18 discussesthat in the Lean Supply Model, the 'level of pressure' is the
only directly people factor, and no academicsupport has beenshown for its inclusion,

"

Section5.2.19 dealswith the relationship of individuals,

41 Section 5.2.24 discussesthe applicability of the Lean Supply Model to different
groups,
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"

Section 6.3 discusses the factor `Optimisation and use of people' within the LAI
model refers only to any one company under review,

"

Section6.3.1 suggeststhat relationshipshave validity in themselves,

"

Section 6.3.4 also discussthe importance of time in developing relationships and the
possibleuse of the relationshipswithin supplier associationsto changethe dynamic of
the customer-supplierrelationship,
Section 6.4.2 reviews a study which suggests that the strengths of relationship with
the customer is a better predictor of factory performance than typical human
issues
like work systems or human resources management policies,
resources

"

Section 6.4.5 suggests that a close relationship with a single supplier may blind the
customer to technology changes not being pursued by the supplier,

"

Section 6.4.6, the relationship between the supplier and the customer may become
diffuse where for example part of the production process is contracted out,

"

Section6.6.5, managementaccountingsystemsbetweencompaniesneedto reflect the
reality of close cooperation,

"

Section 6.9.1, the relationship needs to include considerations on catastrophic change,

"

Section 7.1.4.1, the concept of organisational slack suggests that there may be an end
point to closer cooperation,

"

Section 7.4.1, all organisation relationships have a competitive and a co-operative
element. What is unclear is how the involved individuals' motives and behaviours
it
is not clear how internal relationships may differ from
In
to
this.
addition
contribute
externalones.

Box 2-1 First gap in the body of knowledge identified with supporting evidenceSource:
Section8.2.1, Submission1

Section 8.3, Submission 1 then outlined possible actions in order to address or fill each
gap. Section 8.3.1, Submission 1, outlined the possible actions with respect to the need to
define customer-supplier relationships, and to measure aspects of the relationship, see
Box 2-2.
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8.3.1 The typesofrelationships within customer-supplierinteraction needsto be
defined, including leadership and grouping. Researchon the measurementof the
relationship, both at the strategic and operational levels.
Actions to meet researchgap:
set of defiiiitions for "relationship",
"A
set of predictions as to how cultural background influences customer-supplier
relationships,
be
interrelationship
between
factors
in
Supply
Model
Lean
The
the
the
can
"
determinedand quantified,

"A

"A

definition of how time influences customer-supplierrelationships,

"A

definition of when it is appropriateto single or sole source,

"A

statement on what constitutes ethical considerations in customer-supplier
relationships,

influencing
and
an organisationalrelationships' style,
"A
systemof predicting
way of reconciling differing organisational objectives between customer and
"A
supplier,
how
be
in
be
Determine
these
the
and
measures
can
can
measured
"
what
relationship
it
is
for
determining
A
to
whose
responsibility
used as a quality standard. system
monitor and enforce suchstandards,
how
for
interaction
individuals
Determine
the
of
within
customer-supplier
a system
"
fast the technology is changing, and what effects this will have,
"

Provide an appropriateset of measuresfor the factors within the Lean Supply Model,
Measureand predict how an individual's motivation will influence the relationship,
Define, measureand predict the influence and roles of senior and operationalpeople,
Define trust and predict how it changesand influencesthe relationship,
Provide a justification for the factor "level of pressure" in the Lean Supply Model as
appropriate,
Define and show how different groups influence the customer-supplierrelationship,
Determine the role of individuals to enablesuccessfulrelationships betweencustomer
and supplier to be established,
Determine to what extent the relationship has an identity separate from the
drawn,
from
the
are
participants
organisations
which
Establish how other sets of relationships, such as supplier associationsinfluence the
customer-supplierrelationship,
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"

Establish a comparative measure of the relationships between customer and supplier
and relationships internally to determine where managerial time and effort is best
apportioned,

"

Establish mechanisms for ensuring the customer maintains an understanding of the
latest developments in technology even when it is closely linked to a particular
supplier,

". Determine and specify the boundary characteristics of the company in a situation
where the boundary is diffuse, for example when part of the production process is
contractedout,
"

Determine and establish a financial system to reflect the close cooperation between
customer and supplier,

"

Determine issues which may have a catastrophic impact on the customer-supplier
relationship, and establish systems to cope with the consequences of such
catastrophies,

"

To be able to determine whether there is an end point to close integration between
organisationswhich remain separate,for example by using organisationalslack, and
if there is an end point, to determinewhat effects closer integration will have,

"

To determine the relationship between individual's motives and behaviours and the
organisation's competitive and co-operational characteristics.

Box 2-2 Addressingknowledge gap I Source: Section 8.3.1, Submission1

The author chosefive main areasof research,as listed in Section 2.8.

As the main interest was customer-supplier relationships, these five areas were based
around understanding customer-supplier

relationships,

Section 8.4, Submission

1.

Submission 1 closed with a review of integration and collaboration, with the assertion
that with a better understanding of customer-supplier relationships, it would be possible
to manage better and predict other areas within the relationship. Submission 1 showed
that there is no one model which fitted the diversity of factors that influenced such
relationships.
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Thereforethe author proposedthat further researchaims should be statedto addresssome
Submission
in
in
8.2,
knowledge
Sections
1,
body
the
the
of
as
outlined
gaps
and
of
in
Section 8.3, Submission1.
these
to
actions address

The further research aim quoted is Point 1, see Box 2-3. It can be seen that factors from
the quoted Section 8.2.1, Submission 1 and reproduced in Box 2-1, and Section 8.3.1,
Submission 1 and reproduced in Box 2-2, were included in Point 1.

To further research on the nature of customer-supplier relationships, including
the measurement of the strength of the relationship, as discussed in Sections 8.2.1
be
definition
different
in
Included
8.3.1.
the
types of
this
a
of
would
and
8.2.2
8.3.2)
individual
(Sections
the
and with the
of
and
relationship,
be
8.3.4).
There
(Sections
8.2.4
to
needs
an understanding of
and
environment
the requirements in leadership for change within the lean approach (Sections
8.2.1 and 8.3.1). This may also include customer grouping (Sections 8.2.1 and
8.3.1).
Box 2-3 Point 1 of further research aims Source: Section 8.4, Submission 1

2.10.2

Addressing

further research aims within the Engineering

Doctorate
The areas for further research aims are reviewed to assesshow they have been addressed
done
for
Engineering
be
It
Doctorate.
the
the
Engineering
that
the
work
can
seen
within
Doctorate addressed Points 1 and 4.
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2.10.2.1

Point 1 Customer-supplier

relationships

See Box 2-3 for Point 1.

The nature of customer-supplier
Doctorate, directly

relationships

was addressed in the Engineering

through the ECLOS project. The nature of customer-supplier

relationships was the main concern within the companies and organisations of the
ECLOS project, Section 1, Submission 4-1, although this had not been the main focus of
ECLOS originally. In support of the need to further understanding of customer-supplier
relationships within

ECLOS, the author reviewed models within

the literature of

in
the area of Relationship Marketing, and these
customer-supplier relationships, mostly
were brought together in Section 5, Submission 4-1. This led to the development of a
Memorandum of Understanding and Intent which could be a guide for the way new
relationships between customer and supplier could proceed and continue, Submission 42. These are summarised in Chapter 5 below.

The measurement of 'customer-supplier relationships started to be addressed through two
tools reviewed in Section 3.2, Submission 4-1. SCRIA. RET (Supply Chain Relationships
in Action Relationship Evaluation Tool) was developed by a team from Bath University
(Soft
Issue
Evaluation
Bid
Industry,
SIBET
for
UK
Aerospace
Lamming
the
and
under
Tool) developed by the MoD in order to place the relationship, rather than the price, as a
As
determining
these were ongoing, the
contract.
who should win any particular
means of
author did not believe he could significantly add to them.

One aspect of the different types of relationship is discussed in Chapter 10 below, which
brings together the two main areas of research within the Engineering Doctorate.

The nature of the customer-supplier relationship was reviewed indirectly within the
primary area of research presented, the SME (Operations) Assessment Tool (SORT),
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Submissions 3-1,3-2

and 3-3. SOAT mapped the flow of information and product not

only within the SME itself, but also between itself, its suppliers and customer. It was seen
that good relationships with customer and suppliers contributed towards effective flow of
product and information in the minimum of time. An example of this was seen in one of
the SMEs where SOAT was applied, an Application SME, called Brandenburg (UK),
where the SOAT analysis had clearly mapped the link between standard, though long,
supplier delivery times, and wasted time within the production processes, Section 6.1.2,
Submission 3-3. Brandenburg (UK)

acknowledged that they had to improve the

relationship with their suppliers in order to reduce supply lead times.

SOAT also highlighted some of the leadership requirements for implementing the issues
raised within SOAT, for example being ideally younger and open to change, Section
8.6.7, Submission 3-3.

The issue of customer grouping was not further researched.

2.10.2.2

Point 2 Formation of complex relationships; use of network
theory

2

To further explore the complicated and complex way relationshipsare formed
between different groups. This is a network approach to supply chain
is
Sections
8.2.3
Within
8.3.3.
this,
understanding
an
required
management,
and
of how particular firms, often locally situated, can successfully work together yet
also compete against each other. This is the subject of regional clusters, section.
Hines (1998) has drawn attention to the lack of research in these areas. Such
research would include what factors in Small and Medium Sized Enterprises lead
to regional clusters.

Box 2-4 Point 2 of further researchaims Source: Section8.4, Submission1
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See Box 2-4 for Point 2.

The issue of addressing the complex way relationships were formed, and using the
network approachwas only referred to in the various literature reviewed, for example,
Ford et al. (1998) in Submission4-1 and also below in Chapter 6. The issue of regional
clustersof SMEs was raised on a number of occasions,Submissions1 and 4-1.

Otherwise, this research aim has not been addressed in the Engineering Doctorate.

2.10.2.3
3

Point 3: Environment factors

The affect of external,environmental factors, in particular environmental
legislation and consumerinfluences on supply chains could be mapped(Sections
8.2.4 and 8.3.4).

Box 2-5 Point 3 of further research aims Source: Section 8.4, Submission 1

SeeBox 2-5 for Point 3. This areaof researchwas not addressed.

2.10.2.4

Point 4: Managing lean thinking paradigms into the supply
chain

4

The managing of Lean Thinking paradigms into the supply chain culture, by
relating how people and organisations learn could be investigated, Section 8.3.13
and also Sections 8.3.7 and 8.3.9.

Box 2-6 Point 4 of further research aims Source: Section 8.4, Submission 1

SeeBox 2-6 for Point 4.
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This research aim was addressedwithin the Engineering Doctorate, and was done so
through the AutoLean 11programmeand through the developmentand use of SOAT. The
AutoLean programme, Submission 3-1, was aimed at assisting SNIEs in a particular
industry in a particular geographicalarea (SMEs within the West Midlands), within the
internet.
just
directed
It's
to
to
the
chain,
obtain
use
not
supply
and
use
was
automotive
the technology itself, but also to the way it could be applied to the SME-'sbusiness.This
business
done
three
through
an analysis of
processeswithin the SME, Quotation
was
Process,Product Development Process,and Order to Delivery Process,and these were
mapped using process flow and time compression methodologies. These processes
information
flow
of
mapped
and product between customer, SME and supplier. The
methodologies used, which were process flow and time compression, were lean
detailed
In
through
the
addition
addition,
of
a
questionnaireran through
methodologies.
with the SME, a significant understandingof the SME was obtained. SOAT was seento
0,
be
6.2
Submission 3-3. In
issues
Sections
and
which could then
addressed,
raise
addition, because it was possible to suggest which SMEs might benefit from using
SOAT, Section 8.6, Submission 3-3, together with the attributes of effective leaders
lean
into
be
SME,
SOAT
to
thinking
the supply
can
manage
paradigms
said
within an
chain.

Point 4 addressesthe idea that managing these lean thinking paradigms should be by the

indirectly
learn,
is
this
and
addressedthrough the
only
way people and organisations
SOAT.
application of

The points raised in the sections within Submission 1, mentioned within Point 4 were not

addressed.
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2.10.2.5
5

Point 5: Lean Supply Model and role of buyer

It is proposedto verify or not the conclusion suggestedin Section8.1.2. where
we suggestedthat the Lean Supply Model gives a good understandingof the role
of the traditional buyer, and to investigatewhere the ideologies statedin Section
8.1.3 are true, and whether they support the conclusion suggested.These
ideologies perhaps arise, from the conclusion just drawn on the operational nature
of the lean approach and secondly, as mentioned in Sections 8.3.3,8.3.15,8.3.18
and 8.3.21, from the questioning if there is an end point to supply chain

integration.
Box 2-7 Point 5 of further researchaims Source: Section 8.4, Submission1
See Box 2-7 for Point 5. The point was not addressed.
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3

Papers published

Submissions2-1,2-2 and 2-3 were the paperspresentedand published.

Submission 2-1 introduced new theory developed by the author, which arose out of
the literature review, Submission 1. This theory was a set of factors to be addressed in
be
in
factors
to
these
addition to
used
were
any customer-supplier relationship, and
those listed in the Lean Supply Model, (Lamming, 1993), addressed from Submission
2-2 onwards as the Additional Factors. This paper accompanied a presentation on
these factors to a conference of practitioners within the aerospace sector. It was cowritten with the author's academic mentor.

Submission 2-2 used the Lean Supply Model and the Additional Factors to analyse the
1
Submission
This
from
to
the
contributed.
paper
which
programme
research
primary
Network
Logistics
Research
to
the
was presented

Annual Conference, and was

published in the conference proceedings. This paper and presentation was co-authored
by the author's research colleague on that-research programme.

Submission2-3 took the paper which was Submission2-1 and redrafted it in a form
for publication within a practitioner aerospacejournal. It was the author who was
for
inclusion
in
journal
by
directly
the
the
to
specifically
produce
a
paper
approached
journal.
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4 AutoLean II Programme and SOAT, Introductory
Chapter

4.1 Objectives and Structure of the Chapters 4,5,6,7

4.1.1 Objectives of Chapters 4,5,6,7
Chapters 4,5,6,7
Application

and 8

and 8

and 8 have one principle

objective which is to demonstrate

of Innovation within the Engineering Doctorate programme. It does so

through the use of the SME (Operations)AssessmentTool (SOAT).

Thesechaptersare basedaround three submissions.Submission3-1 entitled AutoLean II:
"Description of the Project" showedhow the programmeand SOAT tool arose.Secondly,
Submission 3-2 "SOAT tool: innovative approach to SME assessment" and thirdly,

Submission3-3 "Application of the SOAT tool".

4.1.2 Structure of Chapters 4,5,6,7 and 8
This chapteris an introductory chapterwhich summarisesthe application of innovation.
Chapter5 reviews the literature review, showing how SOAT can be seento be innovative
when comparedto the literature.
Chapter 6 reviews the data collected from the AutoLean II SMEs, the programme from
which SOAT arose.

Chapter7 reviews the philosophical researchbackgroundin which SOAT sits. SOAT can
be seento be part of a continuum of such researchphilosophies.
Chapter 8 reviews the application of SOAT, and the claim that SOAT provides
application of innovation as required by the Engineering Doctorate.
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4.2 Fit into Engineering Doctorate
SOAT fitted into the Engineering Doctorate by demonstrating Application of Innovation.
This it did by taking a methodology developed for one purpose, assistance with internet
access, and making it more widely applicable as a general purpose tool for assessing the
performance of SMEs.

The author was appointed lead person within the AutoLean 11project within WMG, and
this meant that he was responsiblefor ensuring that the interviews were done and liasing
with other parts of the university to ensurethat the financial side of tile programme was
addressed.This led to developmentof leadershipskills in a public organisation, namely
the university. Teamwork skills were demonstratedin that the author had to work closely
with his predecessorPaul Chapman of WMG, and Mike Szczygiel of the European
Automotive Initiative group (EAIG) with whom the author had to bid for and to win the
AutoLcan II programme.This meant the team had to work to justify the budget put in for
the AutoLean 11programmeand the author's skills were developedin terms of what was
required for bidding within the public sector for money. The author also had to work
closely with Mike Szczygiel during the AutoLean programme, as both were cointerviewees in the SME's interview. This meant that the author had to understandand
develop consultancy skills and to develop a rapport with Mike Szczygiel the cointerviewer. This certainly developed the author's oral communication skills in an area
had
been
before.
not
required
which

The programme also developed an understanding of the technical organisational skills
had
from
background
industrial
in
SMEs.
The
come
of
author
a
marketing, so
required
the understanding of organisations was reasonably well developed, but this then had to be
applied and understood using SOAT. For example, in two of the SMEs where SOAT was
applied the author was able to suggest that the organisation currently used within the
SME was not meeting its needs. The author suggested that each of these two SMEs
required a "middle person" to take responsibility
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Introduction Process and Procedures, and this person was to be organisationally between
the technical people and the commercial people.

The author had to seekout relevant information sourcesto justify the innovative nature of
the tool and also to justify the philosophy behind the tool in terms of research
methodology.
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5 SOAT: Innovation from the literature

5.1 Introduction
This chapter summarises definitions of operations and business processes, from Section
2.2.2, Submission 3-2, and summarises the literature reviewed in Chapter 2, Submission
3-2. The purpose of this literature review was to justify the reason for researching SMEs,
and also to discover if any assessment tool of SMEs, based on business processes was in
the literature.

No such assessment tool was found in the literature, so helping to justify the assertion

that the SOAT tool developedwas innovative.
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5.2 Business Processes and Operations
5.2.1 Overview
These processeswere Quotation Process, Product Development Processand Order to
Delivery Process. SOAT mapped the three processesusing flow chart and time based
based
for
Gregory
(1997)
Rawling
time
process map
a similar
and
stated
processmaps.
issues
help
key
identify
it
"rigorous
to
that
and
challenge
a
provides
approach
analysis
...
belief held in the business" (p.231). This section reviewed the literature starting from
Chapman(undated) in his analysis of AutoLcan I and included a definition of business
business
justification
importance
SME
the
to
the
of
core
and
an
of operations
processes,
processes.It also the looked at the data gatheredfrom the AutoLean 11SMEs.

Section 6.2 below described the history of the AutoLean project and also describes why

businessprocesseswere seento be important.
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5.2.2 Business processes as arising from AutoLean I
Paul Chapman bought the AutoLean project into existence with his understanding of
business processes, information technologies and of Lean Thinking, So the Lean part of
AutoLean was a reference to the need to understand process flow to meet customer value
and also to understand value chains in order to remove waste from such value chains,
(Womack and Jones, 1996). Mike Szczygiel and the author extended the methodology
used, to provide a fuller and broader understanding and assessment of SMEs and of the
SME's issues. This methodology called SOAT, was used with the AutoLean II SMEs and
with the Application SMEs.
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5.2.3 Definitions
The definition

of Operations and Business Process

of operations and business processes were discussed in Chapter 2.2,

Submission 3-2. "Operations" is discussed and defined first here, after which "business
is
discussed
process"
and defined.

Scholars used the words "operations" and "manufacturing"

interchangeably (Hill, 1991;

Hill, 1993; Saunders, 1997). It was Slack et al. (1995) who seemed to come up with an
appropriate definition and where they stated:
"Operations management is about the way organisations

produce goodsand services," (p.4).

Within the AutoLcan II interviews, business processes were mapped irrespective of
whether or not the SME used this terminology. The interviewers looked for a set of

proceduresin place, or intendedto be in place, that would meet the requirementsof the
businessprocesses.Every effort was madeto identify any such behaviourand procedures
or set of procedures,which could be classified as businessprocesses.

A definition of a business process is also given. A process within operations was defined
(Slack et al., 1995) as transforming inputs to outputs, see Figure 5-1. Within each
transformation was one or more activities, and as a business required a combination of
functions,

sales

literature,

marketing

technical

performance,

purchasing

and

manufacturing, then the process was a set of linked activities, the output of one activity
becoming the input for the next activity.
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Inputs

The
Transformation

Outputs

Process

Figure 5-1 The input-transformation-outputprocessmodel Source: Slack et al., (1995, p.
11), and quoted as Figure 2-1, Submission3-2

Building on this definition a businessprocess was one where the transformation adds
value (Ryals, 2000), Figure 5-2.

I Inputs

HPOEl

Add value

Outputs

Figure 5-2 Definition of business process Source: Ryals, (2000, p. 253), and quoted as
Figure 2-2, Submission 3-2
-

So, a defined businessprocess would be a set of "value adding activities", where the
outputs of one set of activities becamethe inputs of the subsequentset of activities. In
addition, there was required a definable start input or set of inputs, and a definable end
output or set of outputs.

Ryals continued with a discussion on core business processes:
"core business processes are likely to be those processes
which a company has a relative strength, which add
significant value and are regarded as fundamental to the
business", (p. 254, italics in original text).
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These core business processes were the ones which provide customer value. Ryal
believed that relatively few processes generally contributed to core value. One of the ones

listed included new product developmentwhich was one of the core businessesidentified
and used in SOAT.
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5.2.4 Importance of operations to an SME
Chapter2.4, Submission 3-2 provided a justification for the importance of operations in
SME. In this, Hill (1987) estimatedthat operationswere about 80% of the costs of the
business.In addition, by using*the cost structure figures for a manufacturingbusinessby
Eanigan (1992), and using the findings on those parts of an SNE from the AutoLean H
research,a similar figure to Hill's was suggested.In this case,the cost of salesof product,
as an approximation for the cost of operationswithin an SME, was estimatedto be 78%
of the total price of the product. Chapter 2.4, Submission 3-2 argued that even if the
assumptionsmade were overgenerous,it was certainly the casethat the operationspart of
an SNM-madeup a proportionally large part of the business.
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5.2.5 Justification of core processes
The choice of Quotation Process, Product Development Process and Order to Delivery
Process as appropriate core business processes was justified

by the participating

AutoLean 1 SMEs (Section 2.1, Submission 3-1), and from a review of the literature
(Sections 2.6 and 2.7, Submission 3-2).

First, justification for the choice of the three business processes from AutoLean 1,
(Chapmanet aL, undated). Chapmanargued that these three processescovered the span
of activities within an SME, and the businessprocessmapping methodology was trialled
in two SMEs initially. The validity of the three businessprocesseswas reviewed with the
21 AutoLean I SMEs some time after the initial interview, in terms of data accuracy, of
businessprocessunderstanding,and of the direction on application of internet capability,
(Chapmanet aL, undated). On all these three counts the methodology and the choice of
businessprocessescould bejustified.

Secondly, the choice of core business processes was given in Sections 2.6 and 2.7,

Submission3-2. This could be seenin the fact that internal businessprocesseswere seen
by referenceto the Balanced ScorecardModel (Kaplan and Norton, 1996), seeFigure 53.
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Financial
"To succeedfinancially,
how should we appearto
"
our shareholders?

Customer
"To achieve our vision,
how should we appear
to our customers?"

Vision
and
Strategy

Internal Business Process
"To satisfy our shareholders
MOOO
and customers, what business
processes must we excel at?"

Learning and Growth
"To achieve our vision,
how will we sustain our
ability to change and improve? "
Figure 5-3 The Balanced Scorecard Source: Kaplan and Norton (1996, p. 9, adapted), and
quoted in Figure 2-5, Submission 3-2

The three SOAT business processes were essentially Internal Business Processes as
described in one of the four main elements of management and control within the
company. The three SOAT business processes also related to the Customer, another
development
SOAT,
Balanced
Scorecard.
During
the other two
the
the
of
element within
Balanced Scorecard elements were discussed.

In the Kaplan and Norton model, within the internal business perspective were several

further businessprocesses,Figure 5-4.
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Innovation
Proccss
Customer
Need
Identified

Identify
the
Market

Create th,
Product/
Service
Offering

Operations
Process
Build the
Products/
Services

Deliver
the
Products/
Services

Postsalc
Service
Process
Service
the
Customer

Customer
Need
Satisfied

Figure 5-4 The internal-business-process
perspective,the generic value-chainmodel,
Source: Kaplan and Norton (1996, p. 96), and quoted in Figure 2-6, Submission3-2

From Figure 5-4, "Create the Product/Service Offering" corresponded with SOAT
processes, Quotation Process and Product Development Process. The third SOAT
process,Order to Delivery Processwas Kaplan and Norton's "OperationsProcess"which
coveredboth the "Build of the Product/Services",and "Deliver the Products/Servic&'. In
only one casein AutoLcan I was there a "Post-SaleService Process".

Thirdly, Ryals (2000) included New Product Development, Consumer Development,
Customer Management, Supplier Development, Supply Chain Development within be
core businessesprocesses.New Product Development was directly identified and was
equivalent to SOAT's Product Development Process.The other processesRyal listed
could be seento be part of the Quotation Processand Order to Delivery Processwithin
SOAT.

Fourthly, and more generally, Hammer (1996) pointed out that in the Information Age
just beginning, competitive advantage would come to firms with the most effective
processes. In addition,

Mroz

(1998) saw core processes as being the dominant

in
this Information Age.
management paradigm

Fourthly, and again more generally, processes were used successfully at an operational
level (Gregory and Rawling, 1997) and also at a strategic level, (Womack and Jones,
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1996; Hines, 1994). These seem to identify the process of flow from customer back
through the company and supply chain.
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5.3 Review of SAITEliterature
5.3.1 Justification
The justification

for research into SMEs

for researching SMEs was answered in two ways in Section 2-3,

Submission 3-2. In essence, SMEs were seen to be important politically

so attracted

support, and secondly, that the literature pointed to SMEs being seen to be different to
larger companies.

There was a considerable"industry" researchingand supporting SM[Es.For example in
academia, Business Links, Chambers of Commerce, UK

Government through

Department of Trade and Industry and the ResearchCouncils, and from the European
Union. The researchprogrammethrough which SOAT was developedwas the AutoLean
funded
European
Union
programmeunder the AccelerateInitiative, aimed
a
programme,
at increasingthe abilities of MMs in the automotive sector within the West Midland area.
So there was a phenomenologicaljustification ("it is there, so let's get on board") for
driven
jusfification
in
for
SMEs was seenas
SMEs,
that
the
support
and
value
researching
an integral part of governmental support for businessboth at local, national and at EU
levels.

The literature suggestedthat SMEs were not just a name given to "cut-down versions of
large companies". Large companies were characterisedby sophisticated management
international
business
through
the
structures (Womack and
units
or
structures
use of
Jones, 1996), and also by the numerous stakeholdersrequired to make any supposedly
information,
decision,
flows
(Blythe,
1998).
This
that
of
simple
meant
product or
decision making within the processwere more likely to be impeded.

Ahmed et al. (1996) statedthat large firms were more likely to be adoptersof strategy
than small firms. Wiele and Browne (1998) quoting Lee and Oakes(1995), suggestedthat
for the SME it was easier for managers to inspire and motivate others in the organisation,
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becauseorganisational structures and systemsin the SME were generally simple. They
listed severalfactors which created difficulty for SIýEs and these included the inclusion
of initiatives, such as total quality managementinto strategy, together with investment
and training. However, the limited knowledge base within the SME and the limited
financial resourcesconstrainedthe SME.
Carrier (1994) identified problems with intrepeneurs(an internal "entrepreneur") in both
large and small firms. In large firms, intrepeneurssuffered through the inertia of the large
organisational structure, which in turn stifled personal autonomy and individual
creativity. SMEs provided for a friendlier environment, where structuresand processes
remainedsimple, flexible and adaptable.However, SMEs had limited resources.
Ghobadian and Gallear (1997) listed differences between large and small fu-ms. They
listed a number of advantagesfor SMEs including a flat managementstructure, short
decision making processallowing for shorter and faster information flow so improving
issues
broader
low
degree
of specialisationand a
perspectiveon
and
communications;a
problems. Alchemic was one of the SMEs used for application of SOAT. Alchemic was
able to deliver from stock the same day, which provided feedback in case of problems,
it
and made easier to make changes. The unified culture within Alchernie provided a
foundation for change.
Ghobadianand Gallear also statedthat SMEs provided an environment where innovation
be
improvement
by
AutoLean
II
SMEs,
to
were
seen
contrast,
and continuous
existed;
variable in their approach to innovation and improvement. Disadvantagesof SMEs
included lack of financial resources which could affect investment in new product
developmentprocesses;ad hoc systemsfor example in training; and the unwillingness of
the owner to delegate.
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5.3.2 SME Literature Review: Operations and Business Processes
Section 2.5 of Submission 3-2 identified four broad areas of the literature review
regarding SMEs.

5.3.2.1 Analysis of the SME sector as a whole or part
The analysis of the SME sector as a whole or part seen for example in work by Storey
(1994)) and Boter and Holmquist (1998). However, both Storey, and Boter and
Holmquist did not discuss the internal operations nor the impact of internal operations on
functions
business.
Boter
Holmquist
that
the
recognised
of
and
and
other characteristics

processesexisted but only in a narrow senseof seeking to understandthe innovation
internal
innovate
from
SMEs
to
their
sources.
and
ability
characteristicsof

5.3.2.2 Consideration of particular

traits of the SME

Here, for example Keaseyand Watson (1993) consideredthe inner financial environment
fmancing
looking
SMEs
and remuneration.
at economics, ownership, profitability,
of
Suchan approachdid not considerbusinessprocesses.

5.3.2.3 "How to do it" type of manuals
Examples of the "how to do it" type of manuals were Morris (1988), J.KLasser Institute

(1994) and Kuriloff et al. (1993).

It was interesting to note that although these books were sometimes quite extensive, for

large
internal
hundred
the
Kuriloff
to
pages,
operations
et al. ran almost seven
example
in
business
were
not
mentioned
at
processes
all
were almost completely missing, and
their descriptions and analyses.
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In summary, these types of book appeared to "miss the wood for the trees" by
concentratingon the detail, rather than keeping sight of what the SME was trying to do
which was to (sometimes) design, and deliver product to customers who wanted the
product, and to do so profitably

These books appearedto treated SMEs the same irrespective of size. However it was
knowing that SMEs had different characteristics depending on size (Storey, 1995) that

justification
for grouping the SMEs researched.
a
provided

5.3.2.4 A limited amount of operations and business process information
Lastly, the SME literature revealed a limited amount of operationsand businessprocess
information. Hill (1987) was typical in trying to use such techniquesand tools in a book
on operations of SMEs, where network analysis was outlined for project type control,
selling a large scale project or service, but not seen to be appropriate for AutoLean II
SMEs.'Hill did though, highlight the need for key processesto be designedfor, but only
in a narrow production sensein order to overcomeproduction bottlenecks.

There was though a gradual rise in understanding that there was a need for business
implement
Vorstman
(1983)
tools
to
such
and
accompanying
processes.
was
processes
perhapsan early example of businessprocess implementation with primary supporting
processes.In the primary process,Vorstman outlined a set of activities to be conducted
by
Womack
Jones
(1996).
to
those
and
were
similar
which
stated
sequentially,
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It was only comparatively recently, and only in journal articles, that scholars started to
point to the introduction of processof flow as a requirement, despitethe emphasisgiven
by Womack and Jones in their book, Lean Thinking (1996). For example, Lewis et al.
(1997) concluded that three flows were necessary; information, product flow, and
integrateinternally and integrateexternally.
I
Fawcett and Fawcett (1995) outlined the firm as a value-added system where logistics,
operations and purchasing should be all seen to flow within customer value added
transformationprocesses.But this did not addressthe relationship betweenrequirements
integration
logistics,
level,
implemented
the
of
and
overall
operations
at an operational,
and purchasingactivities.

Similarly, Halley and Guilhion (1997) stated that it was important for small firms to
integrate logistics strategiesinto the firms overall framework, but again how this should
be done in practice was not described.

Armistead et al. (1995) linked operations management and business process rebusiness
an
example
a
process.
of
engineering,with operationsviewed as
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6 Innovation: SOAT as a usable business tool

6.1 Introduction
SOAT is a tool for assessingsmall businessesusing business processesas a base
is
described
in
illustrated
data
from
SOAT
this
the
with
some
of
chapter,
methodology.
the AutoLean II SME interviews in which SOAT was developed.

No such similar tool was found to exist in practical examples seen in the literature, in
Engineering
literature
Doctorate, or through
the
the
of
course
reviewed
over
more general
discussionswith colleaguesor businesspeople.
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6.2 Practical Examples

6.2.1 Practical Examples seen in the Literature
As will be seenwithin the rest of this chapter, SOAT provided a way of assessingSMEs
through using business processesas a base methodology. No practical examples of
assessingSMEs through the use of businessprocesses,formally specified or used in any
other way was seenin the literature.

6.2.2 Coventry and Warwickshire Business Link
One of the providers of assistanceto SMEs contacted when the author was applying
SOAT to SMEs more widely, was Coventry and Warwickshire BusinessLink. Business
Links were locally basedproviders of a range of businessservices,originally part of local
having
become
funding.
but
increasingly
to
self
government,

Chapter 7.2, Submission 3-3 described the Coventry and Warwickshire Business Link
approachto assessingsmall businesses.They had four characteristics,but the one that
Through
fourth
Performance".
SOAT
'Tractice
to
the
and
was
one called
was related
forced
business
had
Business
Link
the
to
this
that
was
experience
seen
practices which
legal
to
through
environmental
or
adopt
customer
requirements,
adopt or chose
requirementsor through their own choice, affected the performance of the business.In
addition, this worked in reverse.Where an SME had a certain level of performance,this
its
business
SME
it
the
the
then
and
culture
of
practices,
was
was often associatedwith
very difficult to changethesepractices. SOAT was seen to fit this fourth area as it did
indeedseekto examineboth the practiceswithin the SME and also its performance.
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6.2.3 AutoLean II - Action Research
The AutoLean H programme, through a consultancyapproach, was aimed at generating
actions which the SME would then follow through, and as the programmewas also to
produce academicresearchfindings, then the methodology followed was one of Action
Research.In addition, from such findings it was possible to review the information of the
consultancyexercise in a retrospective manner. This allowed the author to compare the
circumstancesof individual SMEs with the group of SMEs as a whole, or part of the
group of SMEs and this was done in the feedback stage of the project, as described in
Chapter5 and 6, Submission3-3 in generaldiscussionswith the SME.
Action Researchis summarisedin Section 7.3, from a discussionin Section3.3,
Submission 3-2.
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6.3 Background

to SOA T

6.3.1 Introduction
The SME (Operations) Assessment Tool was developed within a programme called
AutoLean II.

6.3.2 The AutoLean Programme
The AutoLean programme was a EuropeanUnion funded programme under an Initiative
called Accelerate. Accelerate was to assist SMEs within the automotive supply chain in
the West Midlands area of the UK, designated for EU purposes as "Objective 2".
AutoLcan was to assist such SUEs with internet access,and as part of the "package" of
assistance,the SNIEs businessprocesseswere mapped in order for the SME to perceive
internet opportunities.

Later, a secondtranche of money was won to expand the assistanceoriginally provided.
This trancheof money was called AccelerateH, and AutoLean was part of this continued
Initiative, called AutoLean 11.It was at this later stagethat the author becameinvolved.
The original programme becameknown as Accelerate I and AutoLean 1, respectively.

It was at the start of AutoLean II that the questionnairepart of the businessmapping
interview was significantly expanded.During the course of the 23 SMEs inter-viewed,it
becameclear that the questionnaireand businessprocess mapping structure provided a
quick and accurateway of assessingthe SME, irrespective of the original purpose of the
interview.
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It was as a consequenceof these beliefs that the questionnaire and business process
SME
Assessment
Tool,
(Operations)
SOAT with
primarily
as
used
an
mapping was
SIýMs not within the designatedcharacteristicsfor AutoLean assistance.The results of
the application of SOAT are given in Chapter 8 below.

This chapter describesthe content of SOAT, analysing data gatheredfrom the AutoLean
II interviews.

6.3.2.1 Innovation:

SOAT

SOAT used businessprocessesas a base methodology for assessingSIýEs. Chapter 5
demonstratedthat no such approach had been seen in the literature, and Section 6.2
by
be
to
that
no
such
approach
was
seen
used
companiesthemselves,or those
suggested
assistingcompanies.

The author claimed that SOAT was a tool which had been shown to assessSMEs
in
feedback
from
because
the AutoLean II SMEs, SOAT did accuratelymap
successfully,
the businessprocessesand it did reveal further issueswhich were to be then acted upon.
Theseare discussedin detail in Chapter 8.

What was not claimed to be innovative is the constituent parts of SOAT itself The
businessprocessesused were developed within AutoLean I and seento be appropriate
(Chapman,undated; Chapmanet A, undated).A semi-structuredquestionnairewas seen
to be a standardresearchtool, though the particular content of the Questionnairemay be
be
business
but
the
the
called
standard
questions
might
content
of
characteristics
original,
of the SME.
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However, it was by putting the questionnairetogether with the mapping of the business
processesthat a usablebusinesstool was born. This was the claim for innovation.

To ensurethat the content of thp questionnairewas appropriate,the data from the
AutoLean II SME interviews was analysed,Chapter5, Submission3-2 and summarised
in this chapter. The data gatheredfrom the businessprocessesfrom the AutoLean II
SW-s was also analysed,Chapters6,7,8 and 9, Submission3-2 and is summarisedin
this chapter.

There were a number of purposesin doing such analyses.The first was to discover if any
of the questionsusedwere inappropriateor poorly drafted. This did not appearto be the
case.Secondly,it was to be able to understandthe characteristicsacrossthe AutoLean H
SMEs, but to be able to do this each characteristichad to be reviewed in turn, against
other characteristicsas seemedappropriate.In doing so, it was discoveredwhich
questionswere to be seenas the oneswhich provided significantly more value for the
assessment,and thesewere outlined in Chapter 10, Submission3-2.
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6.3.3 AutoLean I
AutoLean I programmewas used as backgroundto the researchpresentedand was given
in Section2.1, Submission3-1 and is repeatedhere.

The AutoLean I programme was a European Union Initiative, called Accelerate. In the
original AutoLean programme,henceforward called AutoLean I which ran until the end
of 1998,21 SM[Eswere assisted,and they were assistedin two distinct ways. First, they
were assistedthrough the provision and installation of a low cost personalcomputer (PC),
together with internet training. This part of the AutoLean programme was provided by
the University of Wolverhampton, School of Computing and Information Technology.

Secondly,the SME was assistedby a consultation exercise which saw Paul Chapman, a
researcherfrom WMG, together with Mike Szczygiel from the European Automotive
Initiative Group (EAIG), a specialist automotive consultancy, spendinghalf a day at the
SME, understanding how the business opýrates in terms of the SME's three business
processes:Quotation Process, Product Development Process and Order to Delivery
Process.The justification of choice for these three processeswas through researchby
Chapman et aL, (undated) and in Chapman, (undated), but essentially these three
processescovered the span of activities within an SME, and was trialled in two SMEs
initially. This was summarisedin Section 5.2.4 above.

The Accelerate Initiative was a EuropeanDevelopment Fund supportedproject aimed at
assisting Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs) within the automotive supply
chain within the West Midlands areasof the UK, a defined "Objective 2" area. This area
included what might be called "Greater Birmingham", including the built up areasto the
west of Birmingham of Dudley and Walsall, the "Black Country", and the city of
Coventry. Its aim was to build SME "capacity", which was a way of building up the
competenciesof SMEs, people, technology, understandingand systems.
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6.3.4 Use of Internet
The rise of the use of internet was discussedby Chapman(undated) and Chapmanet aL
(undated)and reviewed in Section 2.2, Submission3-1, and is summarisedhere.

The rise of internet has been widely reported for business-to-businessuse, for example
Cranfield School of Management (2000), Keen et aL (1999), Newell (2000) as well as
specifically in the automotive industry supply chain (The Economist, March 4h, 2000).
Justification for its usageas a basisfor the AutoLean programme was given by Chapman
(undated).For these reasonsPfurther justification for the use of businessprocessesto aid
internet usagewas not given in the author's submissions.
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6.3.5 AutoLean II and the birth of SAAT
Chapter 2.3, Submission 3-1 outlined the background to AutoLean H, and this is
here.
summariscd

Given the received successof the original Accelerate Initiative, a further expanded
trancheof money was won to continue support for Objective 2 SMEs in the automotive
sector. This became known as Accelerate 11 and the AutoLean programme was also
carried forward, this time to include 100 Slýffis, of which 75 would have the business
processconsultation. 23 of these 75 SMEs were interviewed within AutoLean II by the
author and Mike Szczygiel. It was in within these AutoLean 11 SMEs that the
methodology, originally used for internet capability and application, was believed to be
suitable for a fuller and broader assessmentof the SME. It was on the basis of these 23
SMEs that the SME (Operations)AssessmentTool (SOAT) was born.
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6.3.6 "Package" provided to the SME within AutoLean 11
The "package" of assistancefor the SME through AutoLean 11was outlined in Chapter
2.4, Submission3-1 and is summarisedhere.

Each SMIEýwithin the programme received a PC with internet accesshardware and
software, its installation on its site, and training for its staff on internet usage.This was
provided by the University of Wolverhampton.

After such training, the SME was visited by one person from WMG and one from EAIG
who spent half a day with the SME's Managing Director or other senior director, to
discussthe businessand to "walk" through the SME's businessprocesses.The business
processeswere outlined in Section 2.6, Submission 3-1 and are summarisedbelow in
Section6.5.2. A reasonfor working with the SME in some detaifwas to put the usageof
the internet into perspective,and to suggestways in which the internet could benefit the
SMEs. Such a view was supported by Liz Amos from the Institute of Manufacturing
Director, who statedthat:
"It is important that companieslook at c-commerce [using
internet technologies] in a more holistic way, incorporating
it into their management processes through the supply
21).
"
(Overseas
Trade,
1999,
p.
on,
chain and so

The argument was not just to have internet access,but to relate the new technologiesto
business.
the
within
possibleapplications
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6.4 Overview of the AutoLean H methodology
Section2.6, Submission3-1 provided an overview of the AutoLean II consultancypart of
the programme,and is surnmarisedhere.

In AutoLean I the purposewas to map the three businessprocesses,and very little other
information was recorded. This is seen for example in a typical report in AutoLean I
generatedfor the SUE and is given in Appendix A, taken from Appendix A, Submission
3-1. For AutoLean II, Mike Szczygiel, EAIG put together a questionnaireto be used in a
serni-structured way before the mapping of the business processes. Appendix B,
Submission 3-1 showed the first questionnaire developed within the context of an
example report, and is placed here in Appendix B. The businessprocesseswere mapped
in a flow of activities, and timings for eachactivity were given in terms of Activity Time
and Waste Time. Activity time was time actually spent in performing the activity, and
was usedas a proxy for value addedtime, and the waste time was the remaining time not
for,
(1997).
B,
Submission
Gregory
Rawling
Appendix
3-1 also showed
and
accounted
that the analysis given for the companyinterviewed in terms of strengths,weaknessesand
challenges.
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6.4.1 Level of detail appropriate for the Autol-ean analysis
The researchshowed that it was possible to provide an appropriate overview in a two
from
(Chapman,
hours
AutoLean
lasting
two
undated) and
as
shown
about
visit
person
this was corroborated in AutoLean 11.This was seenthrough the reportedaccuracyof the
data capturedand detail within the businessprocesses(Section 6, Submission3-3).
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6.4.2 Process of assessing an AutoLean 11SME using SOAT
The assessmentof SOAT was done in two parts.

The first part was an interview on site and consisted of two stages,a semi-structured
interview and the mapping of the businessprocesses.

The secondpart was the evaluation of the SME by the interviewers and a preparationof a
report detailing the information given in the questionnaire stage and the business
processes mapped.

The report was then emailed to the SUE, and the process concluded with a follow-up
telephonecall to ensurethat the SME was satisfiedwith the report.

At any stageafter the interview, the inter-viewerswere open to discussionswith the SW-,
and the interviewers might ask for clarification on points raised.

6.4.2.1 Consultancy session on the SME's site
The first part was a consultation sessionwith the SME. A description of the consultation
here.
is
in
Section
Submission
3-1
2.5,
summarised
and
sectionwas given

Each consultation session was a half-day, arranged in an advance with the Managing
Director or another senior director of the business.Within AutoLean 1, the focus of the
consultation had been on the core business processes, Quotation Process, Product
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Development Process,and Order to Delivery Process,with only a simple and sketchy
for
SME
A
Appendix
the
of
see
a typical report resulting.
visited,
overview

With the AutoLcan III SMEs, this overview of the SME was expandedto fill half the
consultation time, and more importantly provided a basis, together with the business
had
SOAT
SOAT
Thus
SME,
two parts,
to
the
tool
the
tool.
a
processes,of
assess
namely
a semi-structuredquestionnaireand the businessprocessmapping.

This methodology, an extensive questionnaire, together with detailed mapping of the
businessprocesses,was the basis for the SUE (Operations) AssessmentTool, SOAT. A
in
is
in
SOAT
SOAT
B.
Later,
Appendix
when
was
shown
applied
report generatedusing
non-AutoLean.SMEs, the questionnairewas restructured by the author, and an example
of the resulting report is given in Appendix C.

In the two to three hour visit of the SME, both the questionnaireand the processmapping
in
done.
SNM
This
to
time
the
spent
at
appeared
an
optimum
order to acquire the
were
information needed.An overview of the SINE was obtained, and the data collected was
usedto produce a report which was sent later to the SME. See Section3.5, Submission31.

The questionnairepart was led by Mike Szczygiel whilst the businessprocess mapping
part was led by the author.

6.4.2.2 Preparation and sending off the SOAT report
The secondpart of SOAT was the preparationof a report. Immediately after the visit, the
interviewers recorded their impressions from the visit, in particular adding to the
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strengths,weaknessand challengesalready specified within the interview on the SME's
site. Back in the office, the questionnairewas completed with the information given by
the SME, and also the businessprocessmaps and time baseprocessmapswere prepared.
This was all put into a report with an explanationof the purposesof mapping the business
following
by
both interviewers, the report was emailed to the
and
check
processes
a
SME. The report generationwas budgetedfor two man days. Sometimelater, a follow-up
telephone call was made to a contact of the SME to ensure that he had received the
report, and to elicit any feedback.
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6.5 Description

of SOAT

SOAT consisted of a semi-structured questionnaire and the mapping of the business
in
2.6,
Submission
3-1
description
SOAT
Section
A
given
was
of
and is
processes.
summarisedhere.

6.5.1 Semi-structured questionnaire
Section 2.6.2.1, Submission 3-1, outlined the questionnaire and this is detailed below.
The questionnairecoveredthe following areas:
"A

generalintroduction,

4, A marketing and competitor overview,
Questions looking at turnover, number of employees, customers and their supply
chainsand other similar information
*

The number of requestsfor quotation,

*

The number of product introductions,

*

Details about the order to delivery process,

"A

review of key standards,

"

Inventory and shipments,

"

How any regular orderswere placed: forecasts,schedulesand call-offs,

"A

section on technology for commerce, looking at the information technology in
terms of interface with customersor suppliers,

"

Other communications issues relating to how individuals or the technology were
used,and

"

Finally, overall strengths, weaknessesand opportunities that affected the whole
business.
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Appendix B shows a questionnairein its original form as recorded in a typical AutoLean
II interview. This form was subsequentlyrestructuredby the author for the application of
SOAT, Submission3-3, and a report from this stageis given in Appendix C.

6.5.1.1 Benefits of the questionnaire
The benefits of asking the questions in the questionnaire was given in Section 3.1,
Submission3-2. The questionnairewas introduced in to AutoLean II, whereasonly a few
generalquestionswere askedin AutoLean 1. The benefits provided were on a number of
different levels. The answerswere used to save time later in the processmapping as it
was often clear what should be included and what should not. They also provided a high
level assessmentof the company,and this was the basisof the SOAT analysisas outlined
in Submissions3-2 and 3-3. On reflection, it may have been intimidating for the owner to
be askedsuch questionsabout his business,and their probing nature meantthat they were
unlikely to have beenoften askedof him.

The detailed questioning did provide somedisadvantage.

First, some of the SMEs appeared to be uncertain of the status of the interviewers,
thinking they may be 'tax' people, as some of the turnover figures given would have
meant that each employeewould have been on a "slave" wage. By dividing turnover,by
the number of employees,the interviewers were able to seewhich companieswere doing
improve.
For example, under E30000 turnover per employee
to
well, and which needed
was.considered to be an indication that either the right turnover figure had not been
given, or that there was a danger that the company would have difficulty in generating
profit.
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Secondly, those SMEs which had used the AutoLean II programme to simply acquire a
low cost PC, did not welcome or seethe need for such questions.
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6.5.2 Business Process Mapping
Oncethe questionnairewas completed within the interview, the businessprocesseswere
mapped for the Quotation Process, Product Development Process and the Order to
Delivery Process.

The questionnaire provided a basis for determining which of the processesmight be
present.All AutoLean III companieshad a quotation process,whflst all except two SMEs
were volume producers so had an Order to Delivery Process.The two SNEs which did
not have an Order to Delivery Processwere the ones whose businesswas design. These
were Heron Design in the design of jigs, and Springfield Tools, in the supply of one- off
tools. A number of SMEs did not have any processor procedureto developnew products,
for exampleJBI Engineering and EledtroheatTreatments.

6.5.2.1 Quotation Process
The Quotation Processstartedwhen a customer sent the SME a specification, or Request
for Quotation (RFQ). The ProcessMapping exercise then followed the set of activities
through the SME, until a quotation was sent off. Activities were combined where they
appearedto be adjacent in terms of time or in terms of a series of transformations, for
examplea set of machineslinked together. SeeFigure 6-1 for a typical example.

The purposewas to understandthe flow of information and/or material through the SME
using time as a measureof success.Activity Time was used as an approximation for
value added time and Waste Time was all the other time expended,for example where
there was inactivity, queues,or waiting for a decision. Time was consideredto be truly
adding value where all three of the following rules were true (Chapman, undated;
Womack and Jones, 1996):
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9 The product/document/informationwas physically changed,
9 The customercared about the change,and
o The changewas done right first time.

Xctivity Time took into
account the first of these rules, i.e. that the thing in the process
was Physically worked on. Whether this activity was value added dependedupon the end
customer caring about the change and that it was done right first time. However, the
approximation of Activity Time to Value Added Time within the SOAT tool, still
provided an accurate representationof the businessprocesseswithin the SME, so could
be seenas valid (Section 6, Submission3-3).

Non-value adding time was everything else and included time where the thing going
through the processstood idle, was being reworked or underwent a stepthat the customer
did not care about. See the typical example of the analysis of a Quotations Process,
Figure 6-1, with the correspondingtime baseprocessmap in Figure 6-2 and Table 6-1.
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QuotationProcess
AD Hayes
Customer
Sendspecificatim

Yes

Done
fore?
No
No
Cremedrawing

supplied?
yes

Assess
Estfinator

WorksManager
Generale
initial quotation

Pan to cwmrdl
Comrmrcialassess
andmodify

OWw-M&ManufacturingGroupI998

Figure 6-1 Typical AutoLcan 11Quotation Process(A. D. Hayes) Source: Figure 1,
Submission3-1, from AutoLean 11interview
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AD Hayes Quotation Process
ReceiveEnquiry I
Review: done before? FCreate drawing
AssessJob
Generateinitial quote
Passto commercial
Commercial assess
Sendquote out
08

16 24

32

40 48

56 64

72

80

88

Time in Working Hours
Grey Bars WasteTime
Black Bars Activity Time

Figure 6-2 Time basedprocessmap for A. D. Hayes Quotation's ProcessSource:
AutoLean II interview

ID
I
2
31
4
5
6
7
8

Quote ProcessSteps
AD Hayes
ReceiveEnquiry
Done before?
CreateDrawing
Assess
GenerateInitial Quotation
Passto Commercial
Commercial Assessment
Quote sent out (fax)
Total

Cwn
Hrs
0
0.5
60.6
63.6
66.6
69.7
72.7
75.8
78.9 1

WT
Hrs
0.5
60
21
2.5
3
3
3
3
77

AT,
Hrs
0.1
1
0.5
0.1
0
0.2
0.1
1.9

Table 6-1 Data for A. D. HayesQuotation Process,time-basedprocessmapSource:
Table 1, Submission3-1, from AutoLcan II interview
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Analysis of the A. D. Hayes Quotation Process.
1. Timebaseprocess map
The quotation processbeginswhen a customersendsA. D. Hayes an enquiry. This
processcan be consideredcompletewhen the persongeneratingthat requestreceives
A. D. Hayes' quote in reply.
Examining the processin Figure I which createsthis quote, it is clear that an extensive
processexists. From the point of view of the quote passingthe process,there are 8 stepsit
needsto go through before reachingthe customer.
The performanceof this processis revealedin Figure 2, the Time BasedProcessMap. It
can be seenthat much of the time the quote spendsduring this processis idle. In fact, the
amountof time the quote was worked on was only 2% of the time that elapsed.
Given the importancemost customersstressupon timely responsesto their needs,it is
clear that this processcontainsopportunitiesto improve.
2. Internet Opportunities ulthin the Quotation Process
2.1

Short Term
E-mail with customersto resolve routine questions,
Receivedrawings in digital form.

2.2

Long Term

AccessingRequestfor Quotations(RFQ)at the customerWeb siteobtainingall
in digital form. Quoteis submittedasoneor moreon-line
relevantdocumentation
formsprovidedby customer.This will beprovidedby customersto speedup the
quotationprocess,
TheInternetwill facilitatethe establishment
of brokeragefacilitiesmakingit easier
for buyerandsellerto find eachother.This will evolvefrom simpleoneto one
matchingwherea completesupplychainwill be ableto offer its serviceson an
integratedbasisto prospectivecustomers.
TheInternetwill be usedto not only
advertisesuchservicesbut offer the meansfor a completebrokerageserviceto be
betweenbuyersandsellers(integratedsupplychaingroupings).
established
Box 6-1 Analysis of A. D. Hayes' Quotation Processand for internet usageSource: Box
1, Submission3-1 and from AutoLean II interview
The SME, as part of the AutoLean II programme,received a report detailing the business
processesand an analysis of each processtogether with potential internet usage, in both
long and short term. The analYsisfor A. D. Hayes' Quotation Processis given in Box 6-1.
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6.5.2.2 Product Development Process
Once a customer accepteda quotation for a new product from the SME, the customer
createdan order for it. The New Product Development Processwas then followed until
the customer accepted a first off production sample. The Process flow diagram, time
*
based activity map and process analysis was similar to the Quotation process. An
I
examplewas given in Section 2.6.2.2.2, Submission3-1, and is given below, Figures 6-3
and 6-4.

Component Manufacturer's New
Product Development Process
Customer

Brookvale

Custo ersends
requestfor quotation

Suppliers

Generatequotation

(Quotation
process)

Customerrcyiews
outline spec
Continue?

I

Orderreceived

No

Yes

Drop Productorder
Toolingorder
sent

Createtoolingdrawings
Maketools
Waitform hines

Contactsuppliers
for
subassembly
andmaterial!

Inserttools
Testtools

Review
3 times
No

Tooling
right?

Firstoff samples
andpreproduction
Sendto customer
Customerreviews

No
Drop

Yes
Send
order

i

0 WarwickManufacturing
Group1998

Figure 6-3 Product DevelopmentProcessfor Brookvale Manufacturing (part a) Source:
Figure 3, Submission3-1, from AutoLean 11interview
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ComponentManufacturer's New
Product DevelopmentProcess
Customer

Brookvale

Suppliers

Feceive productionorder
semtods

Wer

Harden tools and retuan

aterials

Cremeworks order

Sendmaterials

Manuflicture for start date

Stock components

Customerreceives
components

0 Warwick hianu&cturing Group 1998

Figure 6-4 Product DevelopmentProcessfor Brook-valeManufacturing (part b) Source:
Figure 4, Submission3-1, from AutoLcan 11interview

As the other parts of the analysiswere similar to the Quotation Processexample given in
Section6.5.2.1 above,they have not beenincluded here.
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What was clear about the Product Development Processwas that it was considerably
more involved than either of the other two processes.This was further discussed in
Submission3-2.

6.5.2.3 Order to Delivery Process
The final order managementprocessat the SME was the ongoing supply of goods. This
may be triggered from an order, or from a forecast, schedule or call-off. The process
finished with the receipt of goods by the customer. A typical example was given in
Section2.6.2.2.3, Submission3-1 and is shown in Figure 6-5.
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Order to Delivery Process
Customer

Brookvale

Suppliers I

Sendschedule
Receiveschedule

Sendweeklycallo

Receivecalloffs

Createsalesorderbalance

<

No

In stock?

i1

Manufacture

Materials scat

the mo th

Yu

.,

for

I Pick stock I

I

ii

r-

It

Assem

atchcomponent
ReceiveComponen
0 Waiwick ManufacturingGroup 1998

Figure 6-5 Typical Order to Delivery Process,Brookvale Manufacturing Source: Figure
6, Submission3-1, from AutoLean II interview

Again the flow chart, the time basedactivity map and the analysis was similar to both the
Quotation Processand the Product Development Process,so the results from the other
parts of the methodologieshave not beenincluded here.
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6.5.3 Identification of key activities within the business processes
The interviewers were concernedthat key activities should be identified and included in
the businessprocess mapping, as such mapping was done through interpreting what was
business.
flowed
Business
information
the
through
the
analysed
processes
way
seen.

The identification of key activities within the businessprocesseswas given in Section
3.3, Submission3-1 and is detailed here.

Doing both the questionnaire and process mapping provided a corroboration on data
in
data
from
both
the
the processmapping was
gathered
as
much
of
methods,
obtained
the same or similar to the questionnaire. In fact the process mapping data was
from
data
detailed.
Thus,
the
questionnaireand processmapping could
more
considerably
be triangulated (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). A methodological justification for research
into SMEs was given in Section 5.3.1 above,and Chapter2.3, Subn-dssion3-2.

In addition, by moving out of the interview room within the SME and into the factory in
in
information
for
by
the
business
'walk'
the
as
similar
to
asking
and
processes,
order
in
feel
interviewee
to
the
up
often
opened
and
relaxed,
was made
questionnairestage,
business
"walking"
business.
This
issues
the
the
within
terms of actual concerns and
information
flow
following
through
the
the
and
product
of
meant
physically
processes
far
as was practicable.
as
processes

This information started with quotations and was a combination of fmancial information
This
Quotation
the
information
to
was
called
technical
related a particular enquiry.
and
Process.

With the Product DevelopmentProcess,the information was both conceptual,in terms of
being
designed.
in
itself,
the
design
terms
product
of
the
and also physical,
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With the Order to Delivery Proccss,the information was both the paperwork associated
with the order and the physical product flowing through the factory.

Information was also tracked from and to customers,and to and from suppliers.

Thus, a complete high level picture of the business,its interactions and its attitudes to
both internal processesand external relationships was covered. In many cases, the
company had to work closely with either a customer or a supplier. For example, the
plastic moulders and metal formers had to work closely with toolmakers in particular.
This high level approach was combined with a level of detail which meant that a real
understandingof the businesswas obtained.

It was thus a judgement in the eyes of the interviewer as to what activities should be
grouped, either where activities or tasks naturally could be grouped together, or where
there was no identiflable or waste time between discreet tasks or sets of tasks. Despite
theseapparentarbitrary definitions, the SMEs generally thought that the processmapping
had beenaccuratelydone (Chapman,undated;Section6, Submission3-3).

Another benefit in this analysiswas that it was not necessaryto understandthe complete
manufacturing process, but only the overall process. The SMEs it appearedwere most
competentwithin their production or manufacturing parts of the businessand were very
keen to reduce actual production times. What was measuredin the SOAT analysis was
the overall times in particular production areas, and the times between different
operations.But often it was difficult to follow the flow of information from order input to
actual material placed into production. For example in Cromwell Plastics, orders were
left in a certain area for the works supervisor to pick them up at some convenient time
later, albeit later on in the day.
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It was sometimesdifficult to assessin the Order to Delivery Processhow to measurethe
process.

This was overcome in two ways. First, this was done by asking the customerto consider a
typical order. Even in caseswhere the SME protcsted that it was not possible at all to
outline a process, it was possible to identify a typical process. For example, at surface
treatment company K&S Plating where the product "just turned up", on pressing the
interviewce, it was found that over 50% of the work was regular work even if the details
of actual qualities and timings were only known about at the last moment. The solution
generally was to focus on the commonality of orders,rather than their differences.

Secondly, it was important to map the processin terms of the actual quantity or volume
supplied to the customer in any one delivery. For example, because of Production
efficiencies in Qualplast, it was better to flock all the actual order for a particular vehicle
part at*the sametime, in the same batch. However, this production quantity was actually
broken down into several consignments to meet the Just-in-Time requirements of the
customer.It was only towards the end of the AutoLean II exercisethat it was realisedthat
the mapping process should be done in this way. It should be this actual delivered
quantity that should be processmapped.This was a practical outworking of both Hines'
(1994) and Womack and Jones's (1996) analysis that the customer should pull the
product through the supply chain.
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6.6 Content-

SOAT Too/

6.6.1 Introduction
As was described in Section 6.3.2.1 above, the application and usage of SOAT was
iýnovative in a specified area. Submission 3-1 provided an overview of SOAT. The
constituentparts, the questionnaireor the businessprocessmapping were not themselves
innovative, but used together demonstratedinnovation. This is reviewed in Chapter 8
below, surnmarisedfrom Submission3-3.

However, what was needed to be justified was that the content of the SOAT was
appropriate and that the SOAT's usagewas also appropriate: this is the purpose of this

section.
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6.6.2 Semi-structured questionnaire
The area of details asked for in the questionnairewere described in Section 2.6.2.1 of
Submission3-1. However although this part of the SOAT Tool was called Questionnaire,
it was data on the companywhich was askedfor in a semi-structuredmanner.

The data required from the questions was very broad and this included general details
about the company including, for example turnover and number of employees; a
marketing and competitor overview which was added for the application stageof SOAT;
and data about customers, suppliers and other similar information. This was then
followed by details on the business processeswhich would then be mapped, namely
Quotation, Product Development, and Order to Delivery Processes.A considerable
amount of information was requested on the Order to Delivery, and this included
inventory and shipment and whether any regular schedulesor call-offs had been placed
on the SUE. Key standardswere also reviewed. Information on the technologiesused for
electronic data exchangeand other communications issues were asked for. Finally, the
SUE's strengths, weaknessesand challenges affecting the business were asked for,
strengthsand weaknesseswere seenas being current issues,and challengeswere issues
that neededto be addressedsometimein either the near or distant future.

In general therefore, the questions asked ranged, in general, from the strategic to
operational,and from being objective to being subjective.

The interviewers discussedthe strengths,weaknessesand challengesgiven by the SME.
As a result, these were then added to and interpreted to provide an overall set of
strengths,weaknessesand challengeswhich were included in the final report given back
to the SME. The report covereda description of businessprocessesand mapping, a table
filled out with all the data gatheredfrom the questionnairepart of SOAT, an assessment
of the company in terms of the whole company and also in terms of the technology used
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for communications. The businessprocesseswhich had been mapped on the interview
day were presented,togetherwith an analysisof eachbusinessprocess.
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6.6.3 Assessment of AutoLean 11data
6.6.3.1 Introduction
The Questionnaire part of the SOAT asked the SME for approximately 100 separate
information
first
data,
in
do
The
to
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seven
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general
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was
with
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dealt
do
the
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second
company,
was
with markets and competitors,
introduction,
fifth,
issues,
fourth,
the sixth, on the
the
the
on product
chain
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delivery process,and the seventhwas to do with people communicationsand information
technology.

The secondstageof SOAT was the processmapping of the core businessprocesses,these
being the Quotations Process, the Product Development Process and the Order to
Delivery Process. Justification for these to be seen as core processeswas given in
Sections2.6 and 2.7, Submission3-2 and also summarisedhere in Section5.6.6.

The interview was semi-structuredwhich ensuredthat the person leading the consultancy
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Chapter 8, Submission 3-3 discussedthe possible need to include a more wide ranging
financial assessment of the SME within the SOAT framework. SOAT met the
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Norton's Balanced ScorecardApproach could be said to be satisfied. Thus, it could be
said that SOAT provided a tight and cohesivestructureto assessan SMIE.

An assessmentand analysis of the data collected for the AutoLean II SMEs was given
Cýhapter
5, Submission3-2. A summaryof this data follows.

6.6.3.2 SME Overview data
6.6.3.2.1 General SME Data
The general SME company data collected within the AutoLean Il interviews was as
follows, (Section 5-1, Submission3-2):
9 Companyname,
9

ContactName,

*

Position,

9

Companyaddrcss,

a

Companytelephonenumber,

direct
Personal
telephonenumber,
9
s

Companyfax number,

9 Personalmobile number,
*

Email address,

Ownership
of the company,
o
9A

line/service,
summaryof product

Base
technology.
a
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The basic fmancial related information was as follows, (Section 5.2, Submission3-2):
e SME tumover,
Percentage
business,
non-LJK
of
9
*

Number of employees.

Whether the SNIEs had QS9000 or other types of approvals, or whether other standards
important
were
were asked(Section 5.7, Submission3-2). QS9000 was an enhancedand
extendedIS09000, drafted specifically for the automotive industry.

6.6.3.Z2 Geographical Location
The AutoLcan II SMEs were all in the Obj ective 2 areawithin the West Midlands areaof
the United Kingdom. Objective 2 was a classification of geographicalarea in order for it
to receive support funding from the EuropeanUnion.

6.6.3.2.3 Interviewee's position in the SME
A high proportion of intervieweeswithin the AutoLean II SME were Managing Directors
interviewers
6-6,
in
Figure
that
the
the
managers,
were
confident
meant
senior
which
and
information given. Section 5.1.3, Submission3-2 suggestedthat this maybe why SOAT
provided both SMEs' strategy and operational detail. Given that most of the
hierarchical,
forms
AutoLean
If
the
simple
were
within
programme
where
organisational
there were the owner or partnerstogether with workers, usually with no middle managers,
then it was possible for the managingdirector to understandboth strategyand operational
detail.
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Interviewee's Position In SME
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Managing
Director

Director

Company
secretary

Figure 6-6 Interviewee's position in SME (23 companiesin total) Source:Figure 5-1,
Submission3-2, from AutoLean II interviews

6.6.3.2.3.1 Ownership of SME
All but two of the SMEs, who stated their ownership, described themselvesas either
privately owned or family owned (seeFigure 6-7).
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Private

Farnily

Part of
larger
group

Director's Not
+
specified
investors

Figure 6-7 Ownership of SME (23 companiesin total) Source: Figure 5-2, Submission32, and AutoLean 11interviews
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Section 5.1.4 outlined a number of possible implications from these findings. First, it
allowed the SME greater freedom and flexibility to managetheir companyas they saw fit
without the intrusion of large corporate bodies,such as a parent group or set of investors.
Secondly,the AutoLean H SMEs were heavily dependenton their customersfor revenue
generationto fund the business.This could possibly be why the SMEs were interested in
the business process mapping, as it combined into an easy to understand graphical
representationof a part of the relationship with their customer.

6.6.3.2.4 Type of TechnologylServiceand Turnover
The AutoLean H SMEs could be grouped together into different types of technology and
these were metal turning, metal stamping, metal finishing and for plastics, injection
moulding, other moulding and plastic finishing. There was also an electrical assemblies
and design company, and testing equipment company, a toolmaker and a jig design
company. These companieswere also characterisedby a wide range of turnovers from
f 150,000 per annum (pa) turnover up to E6.5Million pa (Table 6-2)
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SME
HalesowenCNC
JBI Engineering
Marquin Engineering
Hayfield Engineering
Chadwick Engineering
AD Hayes
JamesHutton Pressings
Brookvale Manufacturing
C&H Howe
Cooke Bros
Ash Heat Treatments
K&S Plating
Advanced Finishing
ElectroheatTreatments
PJSMouldings
Aldridge Plastics
Concept Mouldings
Cromwell Plastics
Qualplast
RDM
Rotech
Springfield Tools
Heron Design

Typeof technology
Turnover (f, 000pa)
400
Metal turning
670
Metal turning
700
Metal turning
840
Metal turning
1500
Metal turning
1600
Metal turrang
300
Metal stampings
1000
Metal stampings
2000
Metal stampings
4800
Metal starnpings
300
Metal finishing
Metal finishing
1200
Metal finishing
1500
Metal finishing
3000
Injection moulding
1000
6500
Injection moulding
Other moulding
2500
Other moulding
400
Plastic finishing
1500
Electrical assemblies
700
Testing equipment
400
Toolmaker
IDesign
150

Table 6-2 SMEEgroupedby technology type and ranked by turnover Source:Table 5.1
Submission3-2, from AutoLean II interviews

This can be seendiagrammatically in Figure 6-8.
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Figure 6-8 Classification of SNM by technology basetechnology type, (23 companiesin
total) Source: Figure 5-3, Submission3-2ýand AutoLean II interviews

A number of the AutoLean II SMEs had other areas of technology which were a
substantialpart of the businessand theseare shown in Table 6-3.

Main technologyarea Other technologyareas
SME,
Design
Other mouldings
ConceptMouldings
Design, assembly,toolmaker
Metal stamping
Cooke Bros
Assembly
Other mouldings
Cromwell Plastics
Assembly
Metal turning
HalesowenCNC
Design, assembly
JamesHutton Pressings Metal stamping
Asscmbly
Metal stamping
Marquin Engineering
Electrical assemblies Design
Rotech
,
Table 6-3 SMEs with a significant other technology areaSource: Table 5-4, Subn-dssion
3-2, from AutoLean II interviews
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6.6.3.Z5 Number of Employees
The number of employeeswas a critical measurementof the size of the company, and
was one of the criteria within the EU's assessmentof whether a companywas an MM.
To qualify as an SMEs, the SME has to be below 250 employees,(Commission of the
European Community, 1992; Storey, 1994). The definition for an SME was further
divided, Storey, (1994), p. 13: a micro enterprise if it was below 10 employees,a small
between
from
10
100
to
was
a 100
medium
size
enterprise
employeesand a
a
enterprise
and 250 employees.

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
I
0'
Lessthan
or equal
to 10

11-20

21-50

51-100

101+

No
response

Figure 6-9 Numbers of employees,(23 companiesin total) Source: Figure 5-4,
Submission3-2, from AutoLean II interviews

Turning now to the researchdata, Figure 6-9, all but two of the SME were companies
larger
Aldridge
Plastics
Cooke
The
less.
50
two
companies
and
or
with
employees
Brot herswere by contrast significantly larger. The classification by Storey was seento be
had
SMEs
different
larger
"feer'
in
to the
these
two
a
companies
appropriate practice, as
had
in
SMEs.
This
that
they
a more sophisticatedmanagementstructure,
was seen
other
investment
by
that
group.
an
owned
one was
and
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There were a number of micro SMEs in the AutoLean H group and these exhibited
unstructured processesand management styles. As processes, these were loose and
haphazard.The micro-SMEs were Ash Heat Treatments, Heron Design, James Hutton
Pressings,PJSMouldings and Springfield Tools.

6.6.3.2.6 Turnoverper employee
Figure 6-10 shows that there was a wide variation of turnovers of the SME. The lowest
was in fact f 150,000and the highest was E6.5Million per annum.

TLsnmwpaof SIE
7
6
5
4
3

<=6M 501to 1001to 1501to 2M1 to 3M1 tD 4M1 tD 5M1 tD 6M1+
1000 1500 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000

TM"W(F,Ooopa)
Figure 6-10 SUE turnover per annum,(22 companiesin total, one did not reveal
turnover) Source: Figure 5-5, Submission3-2, AutoLean 11interviews
Turnover per employeewas seento be a key measureof the successor other wise of the
SME. The turnover per employee figure plotted against SMIE turnover provided an
insight into the successof the SME, seeFigure 6-11.
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Turnover per employee against SME turnover
120
100
Ci
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0
Z
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'0

40

0
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E

E

0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

Turnover of SME (E,000 pa)

Figure 6-11 Turnover per employeepa againstturnover pa of SME with polynomial
Figure
5-8,
Submission
data
included)
Source3-2,
line
fitted
(Only
complete
regression
AutoLcan 11interviews

Section5.3.2, Submission3-2 provided some observationsfrom the Figure 6-11.

First, it could be seenthat all but three of the SMEs had a turnover of E2000Kper annum
E20K
f60K.
bunched
between
The
below.
turnover
and
per
employee
was
or

Within this range of SWIs there was a discernible trend upwards, so that up to about
for
SuEs
E20"OOK
to maximise the effectivenessof
turnover,
the
the
annum,
ability
per
the company financially increased,Above this turnover per annurnfigure, it was seenthat
the SME had to start to addressissuesof flirther structuring the company in order for it to
function effectively.
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Secondlyfor both the large SMEs, they had almost identical turnover per employee.Even
allowing for rounding of the source data, such coincidence may be becauselarger SMEs
in this particular sector had a similar turnover per employee. Thirdly, the polynomial
regression line appeared to be very similar to under damped oscillation within
I
engineeringunderstanding(O'Neill, 1995). This could mean that such modelling may be
appropriatefor growing SMEs.

Such a trend line could be explained that as companiesgrow in size they need to become
more ordered and tasks nornially done by one person need to be done by severalpeople,
including expensivemiddle managersand specialist individuals.

6.6.3.2.7 Percentage of Non- UK Business
The AutoLcan 11SMEs did not considerthat they should export from the UK. At the time
of the interviews., 19 of the SMEs did not export overseaswhereas 4 did. In future, 3
additional SMEs envisagedexporting overseas.SeeTable 6-4.

Overseasbusiness Now
(Numbersof SMEs)
None
19
Some
4

Future
(Numbersof SMEs)
13
7

*3 did not know

Table 6-4 Summary of SME overseasturnover Source:Table 5-19, Submission3-2, from
AutoLean II interviews

6.6.3.2.8 Standards
QS9000was the quality standardwhich was seenas the benchmarkof quality and quality
for
industry.
The
the
systemswithin
automotive
purpose
asking this question was to
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provide a point of discussion on the increasing requirement within the industry for QS
9000 to test commitment in the automotive industry and on quality and quality systems.
At the time of interviews only four SMEs had QS9000accreditation,and five SMEs were

nearor planningaccreditation.SeealsoSection5.7, Submission3-2.

6.6.3.3 Marketing

and Competitor Overview

6.6.3.3.1 Marketing
What had been realised during the AutoLean II interviews was that any marketing
strategy had emerged from the discussionsfrom the business processesanalysis, often
from the Quotation BusinessProcess.It was seen,however, that the relationship between
the businessprocessesand marketing strategy within the SMEEwere inextricably linked.
Consequently,a marketing overview and an understandingof competitors were added to
the questionnairewhere SOAT was applied in SNEs outside the AutoLean II programme.

There were a range of marketing strategiesseen in AutoLean IL There could be a very
definite one, for example in Advanced Finishing had chosen to have only a single
customer,but was looking for other customersto gradually build up the customer base.
This could be contrasted to Aldridge Plastics who quoted for 166 jobs per month or
equivalent to one an hour but who only won 3%. AD Hayes on the other hand had a
steady market of replacementparts for old models of vehicle, but were passive in what
their businessshould be in the future. RDM were keen to proactively develop its contract
designbusiness.

6.6.3.3.2 Competitors
Section 5.2.2 of Submission 3-2 discussedwhy the issue of competitors did not arise
within the AutoLean II SME interview. First, it could have been that competition issues
were not apart of the main area of research so would not have formally been raised.
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However, asthe discussionswere wide ranging, if competition issueshad been important
then they would have almost certainly come up. Secondly, it could be that competitors
Again,
be
by
SMEs,
difficult
the
this
to
so
were
would
not
understood
not
raised.
were
believe, as the AutoLean III SMEs were commercially aware.

Thirdly, it could have been that the SMEs my have seen a competitor not just as a
competitor but also as a collaborator. This might have arisen for example, when
additional capacity was required. This was seen in the literature in Italian Industrial
Districts, (Rabellotti, 1995). Observationsby the author's co-interviewer, Mike Szczygiel
suggestedthat toolmakers in the Walsall area functioned similarly, in that they were seen
to be competitors but also collaboratorsin terms of fulfilling customerorders.

Fourthly, it could be that the competitors of the AutoLean 11SMEs were not large, easily
identifiable competitors but were many and various. This would mean that it was more
difficult in identifying competitors.

Fifthly, although there may be many large competitors, the SIýEs were often supplying
into different supply chains, so it was unclear who their actual competitorsmight be. This
was discussedin Section 5.3.6, Submission3-2.

Sixthly the SMEs might not have had the time to consider their competitors. It was
in
had
SMEs
the
that
the
the
people
more than enoughpotential tasks to'1111
case
certainly

their time.

In summary, it was probable that the SME was focused on the businessthat they might
win, rather than overly concerningthemselvesabout losing businessto a competitor.
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6.6.3.4 Supply Chain Data
The questionnaire asked for a number of specific pieces of information regarding the
supply chain. Theseconcerned:
*

The position of the SME within the supply chain (Section 5.1, Submission3-2),
Customer data, including the total number of customers, regular customers and
significant automotive customers, together with the name of the largest automotive
customer,(Section 5.3, Submission3-2),

*A

"picture" of customer supply chains: for each of three largest SME's customers,
their largest customerwas askedfor by name,(Section 5.3, Submission3-2),

*

The identity of the vehicle into which the componentswould be fitted to, (Section 5.3,
Submission3-2),

including
Data
the total number of suppliers and the number of regular
on
suppliers,
9
suppliers. The three largest or major suppliers were also requested,(Section 5.3,
Submission3-2),
The percentageof turnover bought in, (Section 5.3, Submission3-2).

Discussionand analysison these issuesrelating to the AutoLcan H SMEs were discussed
in Sections 5.1 and 5.3, Submission 3-2. No obvious groupings with these factors were
detected,but the data gathered from these discussionswas useful in understandingthe
relationship between the SME, its individual customers and its market. Therefore, the
information gatheredfrom thesequestionswas usedto anticipate featuresor the structure
of the businessprocessesand to understandthe companyin more detail.

In addition, this information was used to understandwhich customersthe SNE might
supply into. For example,44 known namedcompanieswere given in the list of customer
or customers' customers,and of these 15 or 34% of them were traditional West Midland
Figure
6-12.
Rover,
Landrover
Jaguar,
and
automotiveassemblers,
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Known names mentioned as customers within the supply chain

i
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Vgg,

Mt

01

CD
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LL

00
Vehicle assemblers, tier 19, aftersales name

Figure 6-12 Number of times a vehicle assembler,commercial vehicle assembler,known
tier one supplier and Unipirt (known aftersalesvendor) were mentionedSource: Figure
5-14, Submission3-2, from AutoLcan II interviews

6.6.3.5 Request for quotations and new product introductions
It was found that a considerablerange of quotations per calendar month were received
and thesedid not dependon SME turnover. The range of Requestfor Quotations(RFQs)
in a month, as mentioned previously, was only one at Advanced Finishing up to 166 per
calendar month at Aldridge Plastics. This gave on average of 32.7 RFQs per calendar
month (pcm) and a median of 20 RFQs pcm for the AutoLean SMEs as a whole. The
median was a preferred measureas it mitigated against a few high, SME RFQs figures.
The spread of number of quotations requestedper calendar month was plotted against
SME turnover, Figure 6-13.
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Nurttxr of Ctmtadonspcrn

0

2000

4000

6000

8000

SIVEhmnaver(Eý000
pa)
Figure 6-13 Numbers of quotationsreceived againstSME turnover Source:Figure 5-16,
Submission3-2, from AutoLcan II interviews
What was seento be more important was the decision-makingbehind the manipulation or
processingof RFQs. For some AutoLean II SMEs the handling of quotations was seen
proactively to gain new business,seen for example in Advanced Finishing, whereas in
other SMEs the handling of quotations was seenas a mechanisticway of reacting to the
market, as seenat Aldridge Plastics.

Turning now to the numbersof new products the AutoLean 11SMEs introduced,Table 65 lists the number of new products which each SME introduced on average,and whether
they had a product introduction procedureor process.
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SME

7ýpe of technology

HalesowenCNC

Metal turning

JBI Engineering

Metal turning

670

0

N

Marquin Engineering

Metal turning

700

2

Y

Hayfield Engineering

Metal turning

840

3

N

Chadwick Engineering

Metal turning

1500

N/A

N

AD Hayes

Metal turning

1600

10

N

JamesHutton Pressings

Metal stampings

300

1-2

N

Brookvale Manufacturing Metal stampings
C&H Howe
Metal stampings

1000

11

Y

2000

263

Y

Cooke Bros

Metal stampings

4800

3

Y

Ash Heat Treatments

Metal finishing

300

1-2

N

K&S Plating

Metal finishing

1200

2

AdvancedFinishing

Metal finishing

1500

2

Y

ElectroheatTreatments

Metal finishing

3000

Rare

N

PJSMouldings

Injection moulding

1000

10

Y

Aldridge Plastics

Injection moulding

6500

20

Y

ConceptMouldings

Other moulding

2500

8-12

Y

Cromwell Plastics

Other moulding

0

Y

Qualplast

Plastic finishing

Not given
400

RDM

Electrical assemblies

Rotech

Testing equipment

700

Springfield Tools

Toolmaker

400

Heron Design

Design

150

Turnoverpa No. ofProduct
X00 0)
Introductions
pa
400
3

1500

Product
Introduction
Process?
Y

34

Y

150

Y
N

N/A

Y
N/A

Average

22.5*

Median

2.5*

Y

* Average and median calculatedassumingmid range valuesused,and N/A equalszero.

Table 6-5 Number of new products introducedpa and if a Product Introduction Process
interviews
Source
Submission
3-2,
from
AutoLean
II
Table
5-25,
was mapped

It can be seenthat the range of numbersof products introduced per annum ranged from
nil to 263. This upper figure was probably due a difference in definition to that used by
the other SMEs, but more typically up to 2.5 new products were introduced a year. The
only exception was for in a case of RDM which introduced 150 new products, which
could be explained becausethey produced electrical wiring harnessesfor vehicles, which
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meant that each product could be said to be a unique product in a range of products.
Table 6-6 summarisesthe range of product introduction characteristics.

Characteristic
Number Number
I
SMEs who introduced no new
4
products, (includesN/A, rare) -2
SMEs who introduced productsbut
5
who did not have a defined Product
Introduction Process
3
SMEs with no Product Introductions
9
rocess(surn of 1 and 2)
4
SlýMs with a Product Introductions
14
Processas seenusing SOAT
Table 6-6 Summaryof numbersof SMEs with Product Introduction ProcessSource:
Table 5-26, Submission3-2, from AutoLcan II interviews

In could be seen that 14 AutoLean II SMEs had a Product Introduction Processwhich
could be mapped whereas 9 had no Product Introduction Process.However, of these 9
SIýEs, 5 had introduced new products without claiming to have a Product Introduction
Process. This was discussed in Section 5-5, Submission 3-2 in that these product
introductions in these SMEs were rare and so did not require a formal Product
Introduction Procedure.

The interviewers observed that their seemed to be a relationship between having a
introduce
to
new products on one hand and the attitude and culture within the
procedure
SME on the other. Wherethe SME did not have a Product DevelopmentProcess,then the
SME appeared to be less proactive. Conversely, the very fact of having a Product
Development Processmeant that the SME appearedto be adaptive and flexible in the
ways that it sought to win businessand work with its customers.Such proactivity might
be important, for example,if the SME lost a long standing customeror where there were
changesin its market and it had.to develop a different product offer.
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6.6.3.6 Order to Delivery Process
The data requestedwithin the questionnairefor the Order to Delivery Process(Section
5.6, Submission3-2) was as follows:
identifiable
SME
The
the
number
of
parts
supplied,
e
The number of automotive part numberssupplied,
*

The total number of part numbersto the largestautomotive customer,

*

Percentageof runnersproduced, and the percentageof strangersproduced,

*

Total volume of parts suppliedper annum.

The following issueswith shipmentsand inventory were asked(Section 5.8, Submission
3-2):
*

On-time shipmentsfor the main automotive customer,

*

Inventory overall,

*

Inventory held for the largestautomotivecustomer,

*

Automotive componentsfinished stock turns per annum.

Other details requestedincluded information on unplannedchangeoversin the "shop".

Information on ordering behaviour was requestedin terms of forecasts,schedulesand call
0ffs.

Despite a detailed analysis of the data collected under these different characteristicsin
Sections5.6,5.8 and 5.9, Submission 3-2, there was generally no overall understanding
of ordering data which came through these figures. An exception came through mapping
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the total number of part numbers supplied by the SUE against the total volume of parts
the SME supplied in a year, seeFigure 6-14.

Low

Volume
of parts
High

Total number of parts
I
High
_Low
300
Advanced Finishing
RDM
ConceptMouldings
Cromwell Plastics
HalesowenCNC
Marquin Engineering
Springfield Tools
250000 Ash Heat Treatments
pa Brookvale Manufacturing
C&H Howe
Hayfield Engineering
JamesHutton Pressings
PJSMouldings
Qualplast

AD Hayes
Aldridge Plastics
Cooke Bros

Not included due to lack of valid data: Chadwick Engineering, Cromwell Plastics,ElectroheatTreatments,
Heron Design, JBI Engineering,K&S Plating, Rotech Laboratories
Figure 6-14 Matrix of total number of parts with volume of parts pa Source: Figure 5-28,
Submission 3
from AutoLean II interviews
-2,

The divide points between low and high in total number of parts numbers, and the
volume of parts supplied in a year was perhapsarbitrary. What seemedto be important,
different
discussed
in
Submission
Section
5.6.5,
3-2,
that
the
this
was
was
quadrants
and
within the matrix within Figure 6-14 could be used to explain different groups of SMEs,
divide
do
The
to
the
points appeared to be
values
and
so consistently.
actual
at
appropriateto the author from the data gatheredfrom the AutoLean II SMEs.

As a meansof applying the matrix to other data gatheredfrom the AutoLean II SNEs, as
the number of employeesseemedto be a characteristicof the SME, the averagenumber
if
for
SMEs
the
the
quadrant
was
calculated,
group
within
each
so
see
of
of employees
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SIýEs
the
groups
of
accordingto which quadrantthe SUE was placed
about
assumptions
hold
true, Figure 6-15.
to
seemed

Number of employeesand average number of employeeswithin number of partsvolume matrix

Low

Volume
of parts

High

Total number of parts
I
High
Low
300
35
33 RDM
Advanced Finishing
Chadwick Engineering 24 Rotech Laboratories 22
Cromwell
Plastics N/A
Halesowen
20
CNC
Heron
6
Design
Marquin. Engineering 13
Springfield
Tools
9
Average 28.5
<= Average I Z5
250000 Ash Heat Treatments 8 AD
N/A
Hayes
140
Plastics
pa Brookvale Manufacturing 35 Aldridge
100
C&H
Howe
36 Cooke
Bros
Hayfield Engineering 20 Electrobeat Treatments 47
45
James Hutton Pressings 10 K&S
Plating
16
Engineering
JBI
Pis
Mouldings
9
Qualplast
11
Average
83
18.1
Average
I
1

SMEs not included in Figure 5-28 have beenplaced using author'sjudgement.

Figure 6-15 Numbers of employeesand averagenumber of employeeswithin number of
AutoLean
interviews
from
II
Submission
3-2,
Source:
Figure
5-29,
parts-volumematrix

The averagenumber of employeesis shown within each quadrant, and a explanation for
the different averagenumber of employeeswas given in Section 5.6.5, Submission 3-2.
In essence,the low-low, upper left hand quadrant,could be seento bc typical SMEs who
worked with very low numbersof employees.In contrast,the high-high, lower right hand
quadrant were those companieswith more sophisticatedorganisations,often the larger
SMES.
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The other two quadrantscould be characterisedas follows. The low number of parts-low
lower
left
hand quadrant was characterisedby SMEs who had found a
of
parts,
volume
niche market but had only a smaHnumber of part types they produced. The benefit of this
meant that they had high profitability, but the disadvantagewas they or their market
might draw the attention of larger companies.

The high total of number of part types-low volume of parts, the top right hand quadrant
were SMEs that had a higher design input or higher variability of product. However,
given that only two of the SMEs placed in this quadrant, the drawing out of the
characteristicsof this quadrantwas more tentative.

6.6.3.7 Information Technology and People Communications
The information technology assessmentof the AutoLean II SMEs was in Section 5.10,
Submission3-2 and is listed below:
e The number of personalcomputersin the SUE, both now and in the future,
*

Whether the PC's were in a Local Area Network,

if
for
Whether
a
computer
was used
production planning, and so, which system,
9
e Whether Electronic Data Interchange,(EDI used),
* The size of the company's telephonebill,
*

The presenceof a companyweb site.

Communication issues were discussed in general in Section 5.11, Submission 3-2 and
thesewere grouped into three different categories:
9 Thosewhich were customerrelated,
a Those which were supplier related,
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9 Thosewhich aroseout of in-house issues.

No overall grouping within the SMEs regarding the data in this area could be perceived.
However, the issuesto do with communicationsprovoked a wide range of responsesand
this is seenin Table 6-7.

Communications
problem
SME

Turn- Man Customerrelated
day
over
(f, 000 visits
pa)
pcm
HalesowenCNC
400
01Lack of IT, Lack of
beinizinformed
JBI Engineering
670
41None
Marquin.
Engineering

700

Hayfield
Engineering
Chadwick
Engineering
AD Hayes

840

Getting hold of
people, voice mail
1.5 Voice mail

JamesHutton
Pressings
Brookvale
Manufacturing
C&H Howe

2000

2 Very little

CookeBros

4800

3

Ash Heat
Treatments
K&S Plating

Advanced
Finishing
Electroheat
I reatments
I
PJSMouldings

1000

300

In-house

None

None

None

??

2.5 Dealing with 4/5
None
people on different
items, buyers lack of
understandingof
Marquin's processes
2 1Voice mail

1500 very Connectivity to fax
few machine
1600
4 None
300

Supplier related

None

None

None
None

Normal sorts of
problems
None

None

None

Very little

Very little

0 Phoneanswering

Phonenot answered

Lack of knowledge, Very little
20% of customers
don't know what they
are talking about
Getting to the
Vpropriate person

1200

1500

None

3000

8

1000
I

2 Terrible schedules,
voice mail
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Aldridge Plastics

6500

4 None

None

Concept
Mouldings
Cromwell
Plastics
I
Qualplast

2500

12 None

None

RDM

1500

400

Rotech

700

Springfield
Tools

400

Heron Design

150
1

Average
Median

1

Lack of consistent
communication
interfacewith the
customer,too many
people(6)
None

8 Voice mail/ too many Voice mail/ too many None
meetings,hard to get meetings,hard to get
hold of people
hold of people
1.5 No I point of contactý None
Phonenot answered,
lack of visibility,
time taken
treatedas small
company,too much
paper
None
Faxesget lost, people None
changelocation and
are hard to track down
20 Phoneanswering
Phoneanswering
None
0 Mismatch of drawings None
None
and componentdata,
not enough info,
st2pZ&oinstruction
]
4.0
2.5

Table 6-7 Other communicationsissuesSource:Table 5-42, Submission3-2, from
AutoLean H interviews

Theseare summarisedin Tables 6-8,6-9 and 6-10.
Customerrelated communicationsproblems
_
of right data,not enoughinformation
_Mismatch
mail, phone answering
_Voice
Getting hold of (appropriate)person
Too many contacts
. Connectionto fax
machine
Customerlack of knowledge about SME
Inconsistentdecision to start project
Lack of bcing informed
Lack of IT
Too much paper
Treated as small comppy, lack of visibility
None

Number of timesmentioned
II
8
3
2
I
I
I
I
1
1
1
5

Table 6-8 Summaryof customerrelated communicationsproblemsSource: Table 5-43,
Submission3-2, from AutoLean II interviews
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Supplier related communicationsproblems
Number of timesmentioned
_
hold of (appropriate)person
2
_Getting lost
I
get
_Faxesanswering
I
_Phone
I
mail, phone answering
_Voice
None/ very little
13
Table 6-9 Summary of supplier related communicationsproblems Source:Table 5-44,
Submission3-2, from AutoLean H interviews

communicationsproblems
_In-house

answering
-Phone
manycontactswith customers
-Too very little/ normalsortsof problems
_None/

Numberof timesmentioned
2
I
13

Table 6-10 Summary of in-housecommunicationsproblems Source:Table 5-45,
Submission3-2, from AutoLean H interviews

It can be seen from these Tables that there were virtually no communications issues
in-house,
but there was a range of issueswith customers.
to
relating suppliers or arising
Most of these issueswere to do with a mismatch of the right data or not enough data or
perhapsinterestingly, the issueof trying to get hold of a contact in order to directly speak
with him. There were several,negative commentsabout being put through to the person's
voicemail constantly.

The purpose of including Table 6-7 is to show that the range of communication issues
was wide ranging, and that they were unique to each SME. However, it was possible to
be able to group such issuesas could be seen.
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6.6.4 Assessment of SOAT business processes content through
AutoLean 11data
Sections6,7,8 and 9, Submission3-2 outlined the findings and data from the AutoLcan
II interviews. The detail within each businessprocess was relevant mainly to the SME
i6elf or to any Slvffi ServiceProvider.
Table 6-11 provides an overview of which SlýE had which processes.

SME

7ýpe of technoloSy

Tw-nover
(f, 000pa)

Processes
Quotation

Product
Order to
Development Delive
x

HalesowenCNC

Metal turning

400

JBI Engineering

Metal turning

670

If

x

Marquin Engineering

Metal turning

700

1(

Hayfield Engineering

Metal turning

840

Chadwick Engineering

Metal turning

1500

It
41

If
x

AD Hayes

Metal turning

1600

JamesHutton Pressings;

Metal stampings

300

Brookvale Manufacturing Metal stampings
C,&H Howe
Metal stampings

1000
2000

Cooke Bros

Metal stampings

4800

Ash Heat Treatments

Metal finishing

300

K&S Plating

Metal finishing

1200

AdvancedFinishing

Metal finishing

1500

ElectroheatTreatments

Metal finishing

3000

PJSMouldings

Injection moulding

1000

Aldridge Plastics

Injection moulding

6500

Qualplast

Plastic finishing

RDM

Electrical assemblies

Rotech

Testing equipment

700

Springfield Tools

Toolmaker

400

Heron Design

Design

150

x
x

x

400
1500
x
x

Table 6-11 Summaryof Processeswithin SMEs Source: Table 6-1, Submission3-2, from
AutoLean 11interviews
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6.6.4.1Quotation Process
This was reviewed in detail in Chapter 7, Submission 3-2. For each of these processes
two or three analyseswere set down. Here, Figure 6-16 shows the number of stepsin the

QuotationProcessagainstthe SME'sturnover.

Number of Quotation Process steps against
SME turnover

0
a.
40
16.
0
ja

E

i

U)
CL

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
0

2000

4000

6000

SME Turnover (E,000 pa)

8000

Figure 6-16 Numbers of Quotation ProcessstepsagainstSME turnover Source:Figurc71, Submission3-2, from AutoLean 11interviews

Most of the SM.Es were clustered within a minimum number of 4 steps,up to about 10
Plastics
There
C&H
Howe
13
Aldridge
Two
SNIEs,
were
with
mapped
steps.
and
steps.
did appearto be a trend as shown by the trend line added, that the larger the SME the
more the number of stepswithin the SME's Quotation Process.However the number of
SMEs over E2000K per annumturnover was small, so this trend line would be neededto
be treatedwith caution.
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Total Quotation Process time against
number of steps
90.0
80.0
70.0
E 60.0

ý

r

-oooooo

50.0
40.0
u
2 30.0
IL 20.0
10.0
0.0

7.

0

5

10

15

No. of steps

Figure 6-17 Total Quotation Processtime againstnumber of stepsSource:Figure, 7-4,
Submission3-2, from AutoLean 11interviews

Figure 6-17 relates the number of stepswithin the Quotation Processto the total time of
the Quotation Process.It shows that where there were more processsteps,the Quotation
Processwas longer. This provided some confirmation that the processmapping had been
done consistently. Figure 6-18 uses the parts/volume matrix described above to review
the characteristics of SMEs using the number of steps within the SME's Quotation
Process.
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Number of steps and average number of steps within number of parts-volume matrix

Low

Volume
of parts

High

Total number of parts
I
Low
High
300
Advanced
Finishing
9 RDM
9
Chadwick Engineering 4 Rotech
Laboratories
4
Cromwell
Plastics
4
Halesowen
CNC
5
Heron
Design
6
Marquin. Engineering
5
Springfield
Tools
7
Average 6.5
<--- Average 5.7
250000 Ash Heat Treatments 5 AD
Hayes
8
Plastics
13
pa Brookvalc Manufacturing 10 Aldridge
C&H
Howe
13 Cooke
Bros
9
Hayfield
Engineering
8 Electroheat Treatments 6
James Hutton Pressings 4 K&S
Plating
9
JBI
Engineering
7
Pis
8
Mouldings
Qualplast
5
Average
Average
7.5
9.0
I
1

SMEs without insufficient information to be placed in Figure 5-28 have been assignedwith interviewer's
judgement
Figure 6-18 Number of steps placed on number of parts-volume matrix with average
number of steps per quadrant Source: Figure 7-9, Submission 3-2 AutoLean 11 interviews

From the characteristicsof SMIEs,theseaveragesin the various quadrantscould be seen
to be consistent with this explanation. For the low-low quadrant (top left) where they
low.
For the highSMEs
the
typical
steps
was
of
were
organisational structure
number
high (bottom right) quadrant with more sophisticated organisational structures the
low-low
twice
that
the
quadrant.For the other two
was
of
averagenumber of steps
almost
in
the
quadrants averagenumber of stepswas somewhere the middle.
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6.6.4.2 Product Development Process
An in-depth analysis of the Product Development Process was given in Chapter 8,
Submission3-2. Figure 6-19 shows the number of stepswithin the Product Development
Processagainstthe SME's turnover per annum.

Number of Product Development steps
against SME turnover
30
25
0
0

20

10
05
ci

Z0

0

2000

4000

6000

8000

SM E tu rnov er (£, 000 pa)

Figure 6-19 Numbers of Product DevelopmentProcessstepsagainstSME turnover
Source: Figure 8-1, Submission3-2, AutoLean II interviews

The Product DevelopmentProcesseswere characterisedby significantly more stepsin the
Order
Delivery
Process.
It
in
Quotation
Process
to
the
the
than
or
was also
either
process
between
SNffis,
The
interplay
by
the
customer
and
supplier.
characterised considerable
simplest Product Development Process was Qualplast, and the most complicated was
Aldridge Plastics who had designed and produced a head support for a Landrover,
designedin plastic insteadof the metal and plastic combination usedpreviously.

A polynomial trend line has beenaddedto Figure 6-19. A rise in the number of stepswith
SME turnover could be clearly seen for the SMEs up to about f.2000K per annum
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turnover. Over this size of SME, the Product Development Process was uniformly
complicatedin terms of number of steps.

Figure 6-20 shows the total of Product Development Process time against the SME's
turnover per annum, excluding two largest SWI s
I

Total Product Development Process time
against SME turnover, excluding 2 largest
SMEs
1200.0
1000.0
800.0
O, =
2L

600.0
400.0
200.0

0.0
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

SME tumover (EOOOpa)

Figure 6-20 Product DevelopmentProcesstotal time against SME turnover excluding 2
largest SMEs, Aldridge Plasticsand Cooke Bros Source: Figure 8-3, Submission3-2,
from AutoLean II interviews

For small SMEs, there appearedto be a relationship betweenthe size of the SME,and the
total time it took to develop and introduce a product. This appearedto make senseas the
increasing
SMEs
do
flexible
things
whereas
with
were
quickly
could
more
micro
and
size
of company,the company's systemsbecamemore structured.

Figure 6-21 showstotal Product DevelopmentProcesstime againstnumber of steps.
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Total Product Development Process time against
number of steps
2500.0
2000.0
1500.0
1000.0
CL

3
0

500.0
0.0
0

10

15

20

25

30

No. of steps
Figure 6-21 Total Product DevelopmentProcesstime against number of stepsSource:
Figure 8-5, Submission3-2, from AutoLean II interviews

As seen with the Quotation Process,the Product Development Processtime increased
with the number of steps within the process. In particular in the Product Development
Process,a considerableamount of time was expendedwaiting for replies from customers
and also from suppliers,waiting for information.

Figure 6-22 again usesthe number of parts-volume matrix looking at the number of steps
in the Product Development Process, as similarly used for the Quotation Process in
Figure 6-18.
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Number of steps and average number of steps within number of parts-volume matrix

Low

Volume
of parts

High

Total number of. Earts
I
Low
High
300
7
Advanced Finishing
13 RDM
2:
Chadwick Engineering N/A Rotech Laboratories N/A
Cromwell
Plastics
21
Halesowen
II
CNC
Heron
Design
9
Marquin Engineering 10
11
Springfield
Tools
4verage27
<= Average 12.5
250000 Ash Heat Treatments N/A AD
Hayes
N/A
Plastics
28
pa Brookvale Manufacturing 25 Aldridge
Howe
Bros
26
C&H
25 Cooke
Hayfield Engineering N/A Electroheat Treatments N/A
James Hutton PressingsN/A K&S
Plating N/A
JBI
Engineering
N/A
Pis
Mouldings
16
Qualplast
5
Average
17.8
1
1Average 27

SMEswithoutinsufficientinformationto beplacedin Figure5-28,Submission3-2,havebeenassigned
with author'sjudgement

Figure 6-22 Number of Product DevelopmentProcessstepsplaced on number of partsvolume matrix with averagenumber of stepsper quadrantSource: Figure 8-10,
Submission3-2, from AutoLean 11interviews

The relationship betweenthe averagenumber of stepsin the different quadrantsis similar
here to the relationship betweenthe quadrantsin Figure 6-18, except for the high number
of part numbers,low volume produced (top right).

In Figure 6-22, the relationship betweenthe averagenumber of stepsbetween quadrants
is more pronounced. The low-low SME, upper left hand quadrant would indicate a
typically small SME, able to flexibly develop new products. A high-high SME, lower
larger
SNEs
hand
quadrant
were
with structured systems, possibly introducing
right
but
higher
investment.
low
The
number of part numbers
rangesof products with
capital
high volume SMEs, lower left hand quadrant, had a perhaps similar flexibility to the
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SMEs in the low-low quadrant, but becauseof the volume to be produced, more time
would be needed to ensure lower costs through value engineering. Lastly, the high
number of part numbers,but low volume SMEs, upper right hand quadrantwere seento
have an average number of steps to that of large SmEs. Probably, the high number of
parts numbers meant that there would be a high variety of products, so the number of
be
the same for any high number of parts irrespective of the total
stepsrequired might
is
in
last
SME
Again
this
there
caution
required
value
made.
as
one
volume
was only
quadrant.

6.6.4.3 Order to Delivery Process
Chapter 9, Submission3-2 gave morc dctailcd overview. Figure 6-23 gives the Activity
processtime as a percentageof total Order to Delivery Processtime plotted against a
number of steps

Activity process time as a percentage of
total Order to Delivery Process time against
number of steps
0

120.0
100.0
80.0

9

" 60.0
Z-,
40.0
20.0
0.0
05

10

15

20

25

Number of steps

Figure 6-23 Activity processtimes as a percentageof total Order to Delivery Process
time againstnumber of stepsSource: Figure 9-6, Submission3-2, from AutoLean II
interviews
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This Figure showsthat the percentageof Activity time fell with an increasein the number
of steps. This would indicate that with the greater the number of steps there was an
inherent increasein Waste time as information was waiting to be processed.Figure 6-24
showsthe Order to Delivery Processstepsin the parts-volume matrix.

Number of steps and average number of steps within number of parts-volume matrix

Low

Volume
of parts

High

Total number of parts
r
Low
High
300
Advanced Finishing
10 RDM
Chadwick Engineering 13 Rotech
Laboratories
Cromwell
Plastics
12
Halesowen
CNC
6
Heron
Design
N/A
Marquin Engineering 15
Springfield
Tools
5
Average 8.5
<-- Average 10.2
250000 Ash Heat Treatments 10 AD
Hayes
Plastics
pa Brookvale Manufacturing 8 Aldridge
C&H
Howe
7 Cooke
Bros
Hayfield Engineering 16 Electroheat Treatments
James Hutton Pressings 8 K&S
Plating
JBI
Engineering
17
Mouldings
7
Pis
Qualplast
7
Average
10
15.6
Average
1
1

10
7

17
18
II
II
21

SNffis without insufficient information to be placed in Figure 5-28, Submission3-2, have beenassigned
judgement
author's
with

Figure 6-24 Number of Order to Delivery Processstepsplaced on numberof partsvo lumc matrix with averagenumber of stepsper quadrantSource: Figure 9-10,
Submission3-2, from AutoLean II interviews

Unlike the Quotation and the Product DevelopmentProcess,the differencesbetween the
quadrantswas less noticeable, although high-high quadrant was higher on averagethen
the other three quadrants.The lack of variation could possibly be becausethe Order to
Delivery Processwas of such importanceto all SMEs, that overall, a considerableamount
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despite
delivered
to
to
customers
any
of effort was expended
ensure product was
inefficiencies within the process.

What was seenwas that there appearedto be a wider range of businessprocessesin the
lower number of part numbers and high volume, lower left hand quadrant. This could
I
possibly be explained as it was these SMEs that were in one of the various stages of
maturation and which meant that the developmentof systemswere in different stagesof
completeness.

Top management
role
Direct supervision

Managementstyle

2: Survival

Supervised
supervision

Entrepreneurial,
administrative

Simple

3: Growth

Delegation/ coordination

Entrepreneurial,coordinate

Functional,
centralised

4: Expansion

Decentralisation

Professional,
administrative

Functional,
decentralised

5: Maturity

Decentralisation

Watchdog

Stage
1: Inception

Entrepreneurial,
individualistic

Organisation
structure
Unstructured

Decentralised
I functional/product

Table 6-12 Managementrole and style in the five stagesof small businessgrowth
Source: Scott and Bruce (1987)
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6.6.5 Overall Assessment of SME using SOAT
The SOAT methodology provided a significant amount of information on the SIýM, both
within the questionnairepart of the interview and when mapping the businessprocesses.
Through the businessprocessesa detailed understanding of the SME was discovered,
both internally and with respect to its interaction with customers and suppliers. An
assessmentof each business process was made. In addition, the SM[Es' strengths,
weaknessesand challengeswere asked of the interviewee, and these were assessedand
addedto by the interviewers afterwards.A typical example of the analysisis given in Box
6-1.

Opportunidesfor Improvement, Summaty: Company and Internet
The AutoLean Programmeaims to apply communication technologiesto supply chain
interactionsin order to improve the effectivenessand cfficicney of both the customerand
the supplier. The following perceptionsof strengths,weaknessesand challengesprovide a
context for identifying and assessingopportunities.
Company
PerceivedStrengths
" Well establishedin niche markets,
" Solid production system,good use of planning tools for production,
" Excellent delivery performance,
" Quality,
" Long relationship with Jaguar,
" Own everything.
Perceived Weaknesses
Low win rate on quotations,
No CAD,

Limited vision for new businessopportunities,
Lack of awarenessof their competenceand not cashing in on it (the Jaguar
connection),
" Low turnover per employee(f.28.5K),
" Lack of resourcesto improve product
PerceivedChallenges
" Finding partnersfor bigger jobs,
" Broadeningtier I relationships,
from
Meeting
threat
"
other materials,
" Upgrading technical resources,
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Balanceengineeringversesbusinessinterests,
Coming to tenns with globalisation.
Opportunities Offered by the Internet
Short Term
T,he introduction of E-mail and Internet conferencingwill allow the opportunity for:
for
in
by
Overall
the
the
need
cost of customercommunications reducing
reduction
"
useof fax, telephoneand face-to-facemeetings,
interface
Structured
management
of
customer
communications
a
consistent
"
providing
with the customer,
fax
in
"hassle"
Reduction
time
to
wasting
related
general
communications running
"
out of paper, illegible fax pages,misplacedor lost fax pageslines engagedvoice mail
phonetag,
in-house
Customer
the
call
schedules
entered
onto
system
off
via
e-mail
and
sent
"
without re-keying.
Web site for show-casingcapabilities.
Long Term
This vision for long term radical improvement is presentedbasedupon the opportunities
life
look
beyond
AutoLean
These
faced
by
the
the
the
threats
of
company,
and
long
business
in
improve
but
the
term,
the
the
effectivenessof
will radically
programme
providing a vision of where the companycould evolve.
Internet
The
Commerce
Electronic
the
will
using
of
electronic
commerce
growth
"
improved
develop
industry
to
through
new
and
giving
new
opportunities
permeate
by
facilitated
the Internet.
relationshipswith customerstaff
is
Exchange
ANX,
Automotive
Network
AAW/ElVX
a global communicationssystem
"
designedspecifically for the automotive industry using Internet technology.
Developmentwas spearheadedby the North American Big 3 Vehicle Makers and
Exchange,
Network
I
ENX,
European
the European
big
tier
suppliers.
name
several
European
is
intended
by
ANX
BMW
the
to
support
spearheaded
equivalent of
Both
the
are very similar and together
approach.
with
same
automotive community
they will provide a safe,reliable and low cost way for automotive trading partners( at
basis
low
levels
in
to
the
using
cost Internet
supply chain) communicateon a global
all
technology. A whole new grouping of trading relationshipsand virtual commercial
integration
between
degree
likely
high
is
trading
to
of
with
a
emerge
groupings most
in
UK
be
the
Both
their
to
appearance
within the
systemscan expected make
partners.
next 12 months.Brookvalc Group Ltd should be alert to the opportunitiesthey will
provide for expandingbusinessinto new automotive markets.BMWs lead in pushing
for the developmentof ENX should be noted with its implications for Rover and its
supply chains.
Box 6-1 Typical overall analysisof an AutoLcan 11SME, Brookvale Manufacturing
Source: AutoLcan II interview
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All this was put into a report which was sent to the SME, and the SME had the
feedback
had
been
These
to
and
what
written.
comments
opportunity
comment on
are
given in Chapter 8.
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7 SOAT.- Innovation within a known research
background: Research Methodology

7.1 Introducdon
I

This section reviews some of the underlying researchmethodologies on which SOAT
doing
for
listed
based
Chapter
3.1,
Submission
3-2
so:
of
reasons
a number
was
and

There was a need to demonstratethat the research from which SOAT was generated
could be characterised within a recognised and understood research methodology or
followed,
in
the
A
this
approach
was
and
seen
phenomenological
was
philosophy. mainly
SOAT
be
have
had
based
to
research.
could
seen
use of mainly qualitative, empirically
identified
in
be
it
in
that
a number of strands within phenomenological
could
credibility
research,and thesewere Action Research,casestudiesand GroundedTheory.

In GroundedTheory, SOAT should be able to be used andjudged on its own merits for it
to be considered" formar' theory, (Glaser and Strauss,1967). In other words, that SOAT
be
be
from
its
be
"cut
AutoLean
be
to
to
able
used in other
off'
roots and
able
should
SOAT
Three
was successfidly applied,
where
companies,
non-automotive
applications.
SOAT
be
below.
Thus,
in
3-3
Chapter
8
described
Submission
could
said to
and
were
have been applied "free standing", divorced from its automotive, AutoLean roots, and
thus be said to be formal theory.

As SOAT was an interpretative,qualitative tool, the validity and reliability of SOAT and
its output was discussedand was found to be valid and reliable.
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7.2 Phenomenological Methodological Requirements
Hussey and Hussey (1997) in their review of businessresearchrequirementshighlighted
a number of requirementsneededwithin a methodological approach.Theseincluded data
integrity, reliability, validity and the need to triangulate the data. Thesewere justified in
Section3.2, Submission3-3.

Gunimesson,(1991) and Normann, (1970) specified phenomenologicalresearchneeded
to have a generalised"ability" where researchand understandingfrom one setting might
be transferableto other settings.This again could be justified in the application of SOAT
to other SMEs from supply chains other than automotive, and for the primary purpose of
SME assessmentrather than for the purposesof the programme from which SOAT arose,
internet access.The application of SOAT was describedin Submission3-3.

7.3 Action Research
Gummesson(1991) listed characteristicsof what he calls Action Science,another name
for Action Research.He specified sevencharacteristicsof Action Scienceand thesewere
discussedand justified in Section 3.3, Submission 3-2. Action Science should always
involve two goals. First, it should solve a problem for the client and secondly it should
contribute to understanding.Therefore, SOAT is arguedto have fulfilled the requirements
of Action Science.

7.4 Case Studies
The AutoLean 11interviews formed a seriesof casestudies. Casestudieswere to be used
for a number of purposesand Section 3.4, Submission3-2.discussedhow the AutoLean
Hussey
fulfilled
Briefly,
SOAT
programmeand
and Hussey(1997) stated
such purposes.
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that one of the purposesof casestudieswas for exploratory research,and that this was the
casewith the AutoLean II progranune. Scapens(1990) describedother types of purpose
of case study: descriptive, illustrative, experimental, and explanatory. The AutoLean 11
interviews fulfilled all of the categories.

Yin (1994) identified further characteristicsof case studies, which were also argued as
being satisfied in AutoLean II interviews, and these were also discussedat length in
Section3.4, Submission3-2. For example,Yin statedthat casestudy researchshould not
only explore certain phenomena,but also to explain them in the situation in which they
arose.It could be said that the phenomenawere the businessprocesses,but by their very
business
in
that
nature
each
processwas individual to the particular SME, and the way of
gathering data using individuals within the SNE, meant that both the phenomena,the
businessprocesses,and the situation into which thesewere placed was addressed.

7.5 Grounded Theory
Section 3.5, Submission3-2 discussedSOAT and how it arose using Grounded Theory
put forward by Glaser and Strauss(1967). Essentially, they suggestedthat theory should
in
SOAT
from
These
that
seen
came
were
actual,
practical
and
realistic
situations.
emerge
from the AutoLean programme which was to do with internet access and business
11,
It
AutoLean
then
through
which provided a wider understandingof
processes.
came
SMEs as well as using the internet, and so to use SOAT as a free standingmethodology
free from its original roots. Included within the characteristicsof Grounded Theory was
first, a needfor establishingstructural boundariesand thesehave beenfound to have been
have
from
3-3,
Submission
the
the
that
theory
emerged
should
and also
satisfied,
research.Structural boundaries have been developed for SOAT and are in Chapter 8,
Submission3-2, showing that SOAT cameout of the AutoLean researchprogramme.
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7.6 Qualitative Research
Section 3.6, Submission3-2 discussedthe issue of qualitative researchto the AutoLean
programme data and SOAT. Section 3.6, Submission 3-2 justified the A utoLean 11
researchand SOAT in terms of qualitative research, for example by looking at Bryman
and Burgess' (1994) characteristics which distinguished qualitative research from
quantitative research.First, that there should be no standardapproachto the analysis of
but
Secondly,
data
data.
technical
to
that
analysisrelated not only
procedures
qualitative
also to the social relations' aspectsof gatheringthe data. Thirdly, the qualitative research
required as much implicit as explicit behaviour and understandingin data gathering. All
thesethings were seento be so within AutoLean II and SOAT, and so SOAT could be
said to fall within the main characteristicsof qualitative research.

7.7 Validity and Reliability
Chapter 4, Submission3-3 discussedthe validity and reliability of qualitative data (Kirk
and Miller, 1986) in relationship to SOAT. For example, SOAT was seen to have had
apparent validity in that the procedures to gather data, there was evidence that the
theoretical paradigms used, the business processes, correctly corresponded to
observation, (Kirk and Miller on Cronbach and Meehl, 1995). This could be seen from
Chapter 6, Submission 3-3 which demonstratedthat the SMEs consideredthe business
processmapping of their own companieswere substantially accurate,and also that the
interviewers
by
SME
the
the
were appropriate and accurate.
of
general understanding
This was the casefor both the AutoLcan 11SMEs, and in the Application SMEs.

Kirk and Miller also stated that for a theory to be valid, the results of the new
itself
by
be
that
accepted
was
procedure
methodology could replaced using an alternative
4,
Submission
3-3,
Chapter
In
the author
This
instrumental
they
termed
valiclity.
as valid.
for
SOAT,
definition
difficulty
that
as the methodology
suggested
such a
provided some
In
for
SOAT
base
tools.
this
other
many
case,
methodology
of mapping processeswas a
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could not be said to have instrumental validity. Nevertheless, this base process
methodologyhad beenshown to be useful and effective by others.

However, becausethe conceptof businessprocesseshas been shown to be acceptedin the
literature, that businessprocesseshave been used successfully in a number of different
I
businessmethodologies,for example,by Gregory and Rawling, (1997) and Hines et al.,
(2000), then SOAT can be said to have theoretical validity.
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8 SOAT.- Innovation through application

8.1 Introduction
The AutoLean programme was aimed at assisting SMEs with internet access.In the
AutoLean II programme the tools to assist with business analysis to aid internet usage
were expandedto provide a fuller assessmentof the SMEs. This tool was called the SME
(Operations)AssessmentTool, SOAT, and this was seenas the Innovation as required by
the Engineering Doctorate. SOAT was then taken and used for the primary purpose of
assessingthe SME. This was seen as fulfilling the Application part of the Engineering
Doctorate.In addition, none of the three SMEs so assessedwere in the automotive supply
chain for the supply of components. One was a supplier of specialist paints into the
construction sector, the secondwas a supplier of Ultra-Violet basedinsect traps, and the
third supplied specialist chemicalsfor mould and model making.

SOAT was seen to be useful not only to the SME, but also to organisations which
supported SMEs, so called SME Service Providers, and two different service providers
madeuse of SOAT.

This chapter demonstratesthe successfulapplication of innovation, discussedat length in
Submission 3-3, the innovation being SNE (Operations) AssessmentTool, SOAT, for
described
SMEs.
Submission
3-1
the AutoLean project, whilst Subn-dssion
the
assessing
3-2 reviewed the data from the AutoLean 11interviews and justifies the innovative nature
of SOAT.

SOX17was a two stage tool for assessing SMEs. First, there is a semi-structured
questionnaire and secondlY, the requirement to map the core business processes of
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Quotation, Product Development, and Order to Delivery in terms of process flow and
time spent. SOAT was carried out by an external third party to the SUE, with the
Managing Director or owner of the business as the most important interviewee to be
present. SOAT took half a day interview on the SME's site, with a report being written
afterwardsand then sent to the SUE.

Application of SOAT was demonstratedin a number of ways.

It is shown, through the use of three questionsasked.These assessedwhether the SOAT
interviewed
by
SME
be
the
to
was
seen
accurate.Next they assessedwhether
analysis
there were significant outputs from the SOAT analysis of Rirther or other issuesraised,
and whether actions were in place, or to be put in place. In general, the SOAT analysis
had
ftuther
it
issues,
be
that
to
accurate
and
generated
was seen
some of which were
being taken forward.

Application was also shown through the SOAT assessmentof three SMEs in different
technology types supplying into non-automotivc supply chains. Two of these SMEs were
obtainedthrough providers of servicesand support for SNMs, and the SOAT assessment
was shown to be beneficial for both the SME assessedand for the SME ServiceProvider.

The Autolean 11 SM[Es interviewed were retrospectively checked via a telephone
interview to assesswhether the SOAT assessmenthad been seen to be more widely
from
SOXF
in
SME,
decisions
had
the
the
and what
resulted
assessment.It
applicable
was found that the SOAT assessmenthad, in general, been seento provide a wider and
fuller understandingof the business,which was then to be taken forward.

The AutoLean 11 SMEs and Application SMEs were compared, so as to discuss the
in
limitations
SOAT,
SOAT.
Other
to
appropriate
usage
of
gaps
suitability of
revealing
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SOAT were described. Characteristicswhich could be investigated in the SMEs before
SOAT may be applied were listed.

The SOAT tool was seento be an effective assessmenttool of SMEs for a wide variation
SME types, sizes and markets. Third party SME service providers were also seen to
I
benefit from using SOAT. Areas for improvement in SOAT were identified together with
characteristicsof an SIýE, which would provide for clearer SOAT application.

Overall, SOAT was shown to have beenapplied successfully.
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8.2 Fit info Engineering

Docforafe

Submission3-3, reviewed here fitted into the EngineeringDoctorate in a number of ways.
*

The main fit was that this chapter reviewed the demonstration of successful
application of the SOAT (SUE (Operations) AssessmentTool) as discussed in
Submission 3-3, following on from a demonstration of its innovativeness in
Submission3-2.

*

In the author's literature review within Lean paradigms, Submission 1, one of the

gaps in the body of knowledge identified for addressby the author was that there
was a need to understandhow Lean paradigms could be "managed into supply
chain culture", (Point 4, p. 118, Section 8.4, Submission 1). The SOAT tool did so
by managing business processes across Customer-SUE-Supplier. By first
focusing on and addressing internal business process issues and mapping, the
SME would be able to addresscustomerand supplier issues.This was clearly seen
in the case of Brandenburg (UK), where as a result of mapping the Order to
Delivery processand times, there was a discernible relationship between slack in
the internal manufacturing processes and the time suppliers delivered in.
Brandenburg (LJK) acknowledged that it was a priority to address supplier
delivery times in order to increase the service to customers by reducing
manufacturing times.
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8.3 Structure of Chapter

Submission3-3 provided a "package" whereby SOAT may be consideredto have been
applied successfully.

Section 8.4 summarisesChapter 3, Submission 3-3, which described and justified the
three questions developed for judging the successof the SOAT tool. These questions
formed the basis for feedbackdiscussionswith both the AutoLean 11SMEs and also the
three SIvEs where SOAT was applied primarily as an assessmenttool, called here
"Application SMEs".

Section 8.5 summarisesChapter 5, Submission 3-3, which analysed the data gathered
within the interviews from the Application SMEs and the Autolean II SMEs to compare
thesetwo groups of SIýMs, and to comparecharacteristicswithin the Application SMEs.
This was to provide an overall assessmentof the Application SMEs with regard to the
known AutoLean II SMEs, and also to show how SOAT was able to identify individual
characteristicsof each SME assessed.

Section 8.6 summarisedChapter 6, Submission 3-3, which analysedthe feedback from
the individual Application SMEs and from the AutoLean H SNEs, using the three
questionsoutlined here in Section 8.4.

Section 8.7 introduces Chapter 7, Submission3-3, which introduced those involved from
in
SMEs,
SME
Service
Providers,
the application of SOAT
to
of
services
providers
called
within the Application SMEs. This feedbackincluded benefits for SME ServiceProviders
and for the SMEs being analysedusing SOAT.
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Section 8.8 summarises the SME's characteristics suitable for effective usage, and
SOAT's areasfor improvement.
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8.4 Assessment

of the SOAT Too/

In assessingthe SOAT tool, three questionswere asked which would demonstratethe
by
SME.
its
"outputs"
from
the
the
the
analysis
of
successof
application, examining

I
Question I asked whether the business processes had been accurately mapped. As SOAT

dependedon an accuratemapping of these businessprocesses,then not to have mapped
them accuratelywould have beenseenas a major weaknesswith SOAT.

Question 2 asked whether the SOAT analysis had revealed any further issues. Any
be
SME
if
SOAT was not able to reveal
to
the
on,
and
able
move
assessmentshould
its
further
then
consideration,
worth
usefulnessat an assessment
anything of substance
tool could be called into question.

Question 3 asked whether any of these finiher issues, or other issues raised as a
key
in
be
This
SOAT
test
to
the
upon.
was
perhaps
any
were
acted
consequenceof
consultation.If there was to be no changewithin the SME, then again the value of SOAT
be
into
question.
called
could

The main person providing feedback on these questions was the most senior person
interviewed within the SME, both within the Application SMEs and within the AutoLean
11 SMEs. In addition, comments from SME Service Providers were included in the
discussionsof SOAT, Chapter7, Submission3-3.

These questionswere discussedin Chapter3, Submission3-3, and are repeatedhere.
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8.4.1 Question 1: Accuracy of Business Process Mapping
Question I examined whether the SME believed that the processeswithin the company
were accuratelymapped.

"Did the businessprocessesanalysis accurately reflect what happenedin the business?

This questionwas askedfor three reasons.

First, given SOAT was based around an analysis of these businessprocesses,it was
important that they should be accuratelymapped.

Secondly, by being accurately mapped it was possible to assert that together with the
questionnaire, a fuller understanding of the SME was possible. Without the business
processesbeing accurately drawn, the validity of the SOAT analysis might well have
been lost. In addition, if SOAT was to be variable in its accuracy,then the reliability of
SOAT would also have beenquestioned.

Thirdly, by mapping the businessprocessesaccurately, it was possibleto assertthat the
fmdings from Autolean I (Chapman, undated) were also valid for Autolean 11, as the
business process mapping methodology was identical. This meant that there was
continuity of this part of SOAT, irrespectiveof who did the SOAT analysis.

Result: in the feedbackfrom both from the Application SNCs and from the Autolean II
SMEs, it was seenthat the businessprocesseshad beenwere accuratelymappcd,Section
8.6.
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8.4.2 Question 2: Generation of further/other

issues

Question2 sought to discover any result or output from the SOAT analysis,and this was
done through asking whether further or alternative issues had been raised as a
consequenceof the SOAT analysis.

"Did the interview and lor report reveal any further issues, not directly related to
businessprocessflows? "
The reasonfor asking for output from the SOAT analysiswas for the following reasons:
First, if the SOAT analysis had not found any finiher issues of substanceto the SME,
then the value of SOAT might then be debatable,however accuratethe mapping of the
business processes. Result: in feedback from both the Application SMEs and the
AutoLean III SMEs, issueswere raised, and the report in many of the SMEs had been
consideredat somelength.
Secondly, the SOAT analysis was claimed to provide a fuller understanding and
assessmentof the SME. It would be unlikely that areasof concern or major issueswould
have beenrevealedunlessthe analysiswas in sufficient breadth and depth for the SME to
take such issuesseriously. Result: the fact that SMEs used SOAT to take issuesraised
forward with some urgency, provided a confirmation that the SOAT analysis had been
issues.
broad
in
but
detailed
to
such
sufficiently
scope
enough, reveal
For example, part of the output from the SOAT analysis was an analysis of the SME's
current strengths and weaknesses,and the SME's future challenges. In the report
interviewer's
SME,
drawn
to
the
there
the
an
was
summary of the
provided
up after
visit,
SME as a whole. One SME, Rotech Laboratories,was to use this summaryas a basis for
developingthe coming year's businessplan.
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8.4.3 Question 3: Actions in response to the SOAT analysis
Question 3 examined whether there has been any change in the SME as a result of the
SOAT analysis.

"Were issuesfrom the SOAT assessmentrecognisedthat they should be acted upon, were
intended to be acted upon or had been acted upon? These issues could be related to
businessprocessesfrom, orfurther issues,either raised in the interview andlor report, or
as a consequenceof the SOAT analysis".
This questionwas askedfor the fbHowing reasons:
If nothing was done following the SOAT analysis then it would be argued that the
exerciseprovided no or little value for the SME. Result: however, this was not the case,
both for the Application SMEs and for the majority of the Autolean II SMEs. This
be
from
SOAT
that
the
the
analysis
could
visibly seen.
showed
output
Actions in responseto the SOAT analysis could have suggestedwhether there had been
have
been
SOAT
SUE.
Any
trivial.
the
of
could
changes as a result
changeswithin
Result: some of the issuesraised were not trivial. For example, in two of the Application
SMEs, Alchemie and Brandenburg (UK), there was a commitment to took to employing
Brandenburg
(UK),
Process.
Also
Introduction
Product
the
to
at
person
manage
an extra
the companyhad usedthe businessmapping techniqueto map anotherprocesswithin the
business.
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8.5 Analysis of non-AutoLean SMEs where SOA T was applied
compared to A utoLean H SMEs

8.5.1 Introduction
Chapter 5, Submission3-3 comparedthe data gatheredfrom the non-AutoLean II SMEs
where SOAT was applied primarily as an assessmenttool, against the data gathered
during the interviews with the AutoLean Il SMEs. The aim of this analysis was to
compare the Application SM[Eswith the AutoLean II SMEs. If the Application SMEs
were similar to the AutoLean II SMEs, and SOAT was seen to be successfully applied,
then it could be said that SOAT had Synchronic Reliability, Section 4.2, Submission3-3.
This would mean that the Apparent and Theoretical Validity demonstrated with the
AutoLean II SMEs would also be presentwith SOAT used in the Application SMEs.

There were three Application SMEs: Alchemie, a manufacturer of specialist chemicals
and resins for the mould making industry; Brandenburg (UK), a manufacturerof insect
control equipment "fly catchers" using ultraviolet for the food hygiene industry; and
Carboline Europe, a supplier of specialist paints to the construction sector. The reports
written and given to these three SM[Eswere in Appendices A, B and C respectively,
Submission3-3. Alchemic and Brandenburg(UK) had been recommendedthrough SME
ServiceProviders, whilst Carboline Europe camethrough a contact in WMG. The report
for Brandenburg(UK) is placed in Appendix C.

In general, the Application SM[Es were similar to the AutoLean II SM[Es in that they
transformed physical product, though they were somewhat larger in turnover than the
averagesized AutoLcan 11SME. One of the Application SMEs, Carboline Europe was
double the size in turnover than the largest AutoLean 11SME, and the benefits of SOAT
were seento be less immediate, partly as Carboline Europe had more of a large company
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"feel". This assistedin placing an upper limit on the size of companywhere SOAT might
be useful.

In other ways, as a whole, the SMEs were different from each other. Chapter 5,
Submission3-2 analysedthe data provided by the AutoLean II SMEs to find ways for
grouping the SMEs. Although for some characteristics,it could be seenthat some of the
SMEs fell into groups, there was no consistencyof the SME grouping over different
characteristics. Certain key characteristics suggestedthemselves and these were SME
turnover, SME turnover per employee, and a new matrix developed by the author
matching the number of part numbersto the total volume of parts producedper annum.

Despite this difficulty in grouping SNMs for assessing the business, SOAT was
successfullyapplied to both the AutoLean II SMEs and to the Application SNMs.

This section below summarisedthe data gatheredin the interviews, both with AutoLean
II and with the Application SMEs. Chapter 6, Submission 3-3 reviewed the feedback
from both the AutoLean II SNMs and the Application SMEs, and is summarised in
Section8.6 below.

Chapter 6, Submission 3-3 showed, and sununarised here in Section 8.6 shows, that
SOAT was successftillyapplied.

8.5.2 Owndrship
The range of ownership of the Application SMEs was similar to AutoLean II, Table 8-1.
For the smaller SlýE, Alchemie, the ownership was family, whilst for the larger two
SMEs, others had an equity stake. However, the Application SMEs were seen to have
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more external influence in the shapeof external equity holders. However, this influence
was differently exercised.For Brandenburg(UK) it was a monitoring role as the directors
were left to get on with running the business,whereaswith Carboline Europe, it was seen
to be more constraining, as Carboline Europe was being absorbed into a larger parent
company.

SME
Alchernie
Brandenburg(UK)
Carboline Europe
AutoLean II

Ownership
Family
Directors +
investment
Subsidiary
Mostly private or
family

Table 8-1 Ownership of SMEs Source: Table 5-1, Submission3-3, Application SME
interviews and Section 5.1.4, Submission3-2 for AutoLean 11SMEs

8.5.3. Basic product line or service
It can be seenfrom Table 8-2 that the technology areasand the market addressedby the
Application SMEs were very different to AutoLean II SIýEs. This was one way through
be
assessed,as SOAT was developed using mostly automotive
which application could
supply chain SNEs, whilst the Application SMEs were not automotive supply chain
SMEs, except for Alchemic which had a small presencein the new product development
activity into automotive assemblers.
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SME
Alchemie
Brandenburg(LJK)
Carboline Europe
AutoLean II

Typeoftechnology and market
Mould making chemical components,for rapid prototyping
Manufacture and assembly,into food hygiene sector
Specialistpaints into construction
Metal turning, stampingand finishing
Plastic injection moulding, other moulding and finishing
Electrical assembly
Toolmaker
Design

Table 8-2 SME technology type and market of Application SMEs and AutoLean II SMEs
Source: Table 5-2, Submission3-3, Application SME interviews and Section5.1.5,
Submission3-2 for AutoLean II SMEs

8.5.4 Number of employees
In terms of employees,Carboline Europe was of a similar size to Cooke Bros, the largest
AutoLean II SIýM, Brandenburg(UK) would be at the top end of the majority of SMEs in
AutoLean II, whilst Alchemic might be termed a typical SME in terms of numbers of
employees,Table 8-3.

SME
Alchemie
Brandenburg (UK)
Carbo line Europe
AutoLean II range
AutoLean II average
AutoLean 11median

No. of employees
22
so
100
6 to 140
32.0
21

Table 8-3 Number of employeesSource: Table 5-3, Submission3-3, taken from
Application SME interviews and Section 5.1.6, Submission3-2 for AutoLean H SW, s
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8.5.5 Marketing overview
The three Application SNIEs could be seen to have very different attitudes and
understandings of their market, Table 8-4. Brandenburg (UK) had an excellent
understanding of the market which drove the rest of the business, whilst Carboline
Europe's understandingof its market was confused,as the decision makersin the market
had changed but Carboline Europe's market addresshad not. Alchemie's position was
somewherein betweenthesetwo extremesin that it understoodits market, but the nature
of the businessitself was changing. Alchemie had been a market follower, which meant
that it had beenjust a salesand technology organisation, but as it had then developed a
full range of products in its core market, it was in the process of searchingfor a new
approach. This new marketing approach was one of the areas of discussionwithin the
interview.

Generally, most of the AutoLean Id SMEs had a clear understandingof who they were.
This could be becausethey were generally smaller and were owner managed,so they had
to be. clearer in their market address. Alternatively, it could be that supplying that
automotive sector madethe market addressclear.

What was interesting to note was that the same SOAT tool was used to bring out very
different situations in very different marketsusing very different technologytypes.
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Characteristic
Currentfocus
Relationships
Processes

Future thinking

SOATanalysis

Alchemie
Technology and sales
focused
Maintains good
relationships
Excellent Order to
Delivery Process,poorly
structuredProduct
DevelopmentProcess
Salesexpansionand
product line expansion
Product Managerrequired
to structureand manager
product introduction
process

Brandenburg (U.K9
Marketing focused:drives
policy
- Good
relationshipswith 2
maior customers
Supportedby satisfactory
businessprocesses
Market focus leadsto the
desireto develop a range
of innovative products
Product Managerrequired
to structureand manager
product introduction
process
Suppliersto reduce
I delivery times

Carboline Europe
Productand salesfocuses
Poor relationshipswith
largestcustomer
Businessprocess
excellent,but drives the
business
Technical focus leads
towards
Market focus required

Build relationshipswith
identifies customers

Table 8-4 Marketing overview Source: Table 5-4, Submission3-3, taken from
Application SME interviews

8.5.6 SME Turnover
All the three Application SNMs were seen to be larger than the average AutoLean II
SME, Table 8-5. Alchemic would be considereda larger than averageAutoLean II SUE,
Brandenburg (LJK) similar in size to both Aldridge Plastics and Cooke Bros, whilst
Carboline Europe was more than twice the size of any SUE in AutoLean H.

SME
SME TurnoverfKpa
Alchemie
2500
Brandenburg(UK)
6750
Carboline Europe
12000
AutoLean Il range
400 to 6500
AutoLean 11average
1500
Table 8-5 SME Turnover per annumSource: Table 5-6, Submission3-3, taken from
Application SMEs interviews and Section 5.3.1, Submission3-2 for AutoLean II SINEs
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8.6.7 Turnover per employee
Table 8-6 indicates that the Application SMEs were sound businessesfinancially. The
Application SIýEs were all considerably above some of the turnover per employee
figures seenwith the AutoLean II SMEs. The benefit though of the SOAT analysis was
that it could see through any apparent financial strength to reveal underlying issues,and
this was certainly the casewith Carboline Europe with its market addressas discussedin
Section 6.2, Submission3-3. It could also be seenthrough the apparentcontradiction in
Carboline Europe's case,that it had excellent delivery systems, but they were designed
for a market addresswhich was fading quickly. On the other hand, the lack of financial
analysis was also seen as a potential weakness for the SOAT analysis, Section 6.3.2,
Submission3-3, and discussedin Section 8.11 below.

Neither did these turnover per employee figures fit on the line given in Figure 5-8,
Submission 3-2, indicating that the graph fitted there may only be applicable for
automotive SMEs, or someother characteristic.

SME,

Alchemie
Brandenburg(UK)
CarbolineEurope
AutoLean II range
AutoLean 11average

1999 Turnoverper
employee(fKpa)
90
96
100 1
20to III I
44.7 1

2000 Turnover
(budgeted)per
employee(;CKpa)
114
135
120
N/A
N/A

Table 8-6 Turnover per employeeper annum.Source: Table 5-7, Submission3-3, taken
from Application SMEs interviews and Section5.3.1, Subrnission3-2 for AutoLcan 11
SMES
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8.6.8 SME Automotive business as percentage of turnover
Table 8-7 summarisesthe difference in market address of the Application SIýEs to
AutoLean H SMEs. It could be seen that Brandenburg (UK) and Carboline Europe's
business was not automotive, whereas Alchemie's automotive business was small.
Discussionswith Alchemie revealedthat the automotive businesswas for model making,
I
an area not addressedby any of the AutoLean II SMEs. Thus, SOAT was applied
successfulin markets and supply chains that were different to the markets and supply
chainswhere SOAT had beenoriginally developed.

SME's automotive
business
Alchemie
Small (not disclosed)
Brandenburg(UK)
NIL
Carboline Europe
NIL
7% to
AutoLean H rýýSe
1
0
AutoLean II average
50.9%
AutoLean Il median
65%
Table 8-7 Application SME's automotive businessas proportion of turnover Source:
Table 5-9, Submission3-3, taken from Application SME interviews and Section5.3.6,
Submission3-2 for AutoLean II SMEs

SME

8.5.9 Percentage of business outside the UK
The Application SMEs were very different in their approachto overseasbusiness,and the
8-8.
for
difference
Table
It could be that the automotive
the
were not clear,
reasons
supply chain within which the AutoLean 11SMEs were placed was a global market with
Application
in
different
SMEs had niche products,
the
markets,
whereas
many suppliers
even where there were larger competitors as in the case of Alchemic. Alternatively, for
the AutoLean II SMEs, it could be that the culture in the West Midlands automotive
length
had
been
the
as
one of complacency,
supply chain
of relationships with often a
single customer, (almost always Rover) lead to an inward looking, risk averse
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management culture. The issue of relationships was discussed in Section 5.3.5.3,
Submission 3-2.

SME,
Alchemie
Brandenburg(LTK)
Carboline Europe
I AutoLean 11range

Current overseas
Future overseas
business
business
10-15% Increasesubstantially
50% Increasesubstantially
OM
Remain same
NEL to 5%
NIL to 5%

Table 8-8 Application SME overseasbusinessSources:Table 5-10, Submission3-3,
taken from Application SMEs interviews and Section 5.3.8, Submission3-2 for
AutoLean II SMIEs

8.5.10

Numbers of customers

Alchemie had considerably more customersthan any of the AutoLean II SMEs, and this
number of customersprobably gave the company its unfocused feel in terms of market
address, Table 8-9. Brandenburg (LIK), on the other hand, was building on a clear
understandingof customer requirements becauseit was located close to its three main
customers.Carboline Europe's issue was not the number of customers,but who these
customerswere.

SME

No. of customers

No. of regular
customers
800-1000
3
6
1 to 300
52.2
32.5

Alchemie
1500
Brandenburg(UK)
3
CarbolineEurope
100
AutoLean 11range
I to 1000
AutoLean 11average
148.5
AutoLean II median
50.0
Table 8-9 Number of customersand regular customersSource: Table 5-11, Submission
3-3, drawn up from Application SMEs interviews and Section 5.3.9, Submission3-2 for
AutoLean II SMEs
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8.5.11

Number of quotations

Both Alchemic and Carboline Europe had a quotations based culture, Table 8-10. For
Alchemie, this could be seenin their history of using quotations as a meansof obtaining
biisinessas a market follower. For Carboline Europe it was a physical representationof
their arm's length relationship with their customers.By contrast, Brandenburghad a very
close relationship with their few customers,working together to develop new products
and to reducethe cost of existing products. By contrast,the AutoLean II SMEs displayed
a wide range of numbers of quotations received, with a wide range of percentagewon.
This was a significant area of difference between the Application SlýEs and the
AutoLean II SNEs.
%
% major
Turnover
No. of
(EK,pa)
jobs
quotations
quotations
won
pcm
Alchemie
300
25
N/A
2500
Brandenburg(LW
N/A
N/A
N/A
6750
12000
Carboline Europe
50+ per 4y
40
2
AutoLean II range
I to 166
3 to 89
0 to 100 150to 650
1500
AutoLean III average
32.7
31.2
21.6
10
20 1
22.5
AutoLean Il median 1
Table 8-10 Number of quotationsdone pcm and percentagewon Source: Table 5-13,
Submission3-3, taken from Application SMEs and Section 5.4.1, Submission3-2 for
AutoLean II SMEs

SME

8.5.12

Number of product introductions

All three Application SMEs had a culture of developing new solutions to customers'
needs,Table 8-11. For Alchemie and Brandenburg(LJK) it was the developmentof new
it
for
Europe
Carboline
was the testing and recommendation of existing
products,
issue
for
The
on
site.
new applications
raised for both Alchernie and for
products
Brandenburg(UK) was the lack of structurewithin the product introduction process.
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The Application SMEs were similar to the AutoLcan II SMEs in their range of numbers
of products introduced. However, they were different from a number of the AutoLean II
SMEs in that these AutoLean Il SMEs did not recognise the need to introduce new
products.

SME
Alchemic

No. of Product
Product Introduction
Introductions (pa)
Process?
y
10-12 now
20-30 in future
y
2
y
I
0 to 150
22.5
2.5

Brandenburg(LJK)
Carboline Europe
AutoLcan Il range
1AutoLean 11average
1AutoLean H median
Table 8-11 Number of product introduction Source: Table 5-14, Submission3-3, taken
from Application SME interviews and Section 5-5, Submission3-2 for AutoLean H
SMES

8.5.13

Order to Delivery Process

All three Application SMEs were generally low volume producersof specialist products,
but their ability to delivery was very different, Table 8-12. Both Alchemic and Carboline
Europe had made their name and reputation on high customer service, part of which was
delivery from stock, though both ironically had to generatestock information internally
information
from
did
Both
SIýMs
these
they
customers.
stated
any
other
not
receive
as
that their competitors madeto order, so delivery times were poor from their competitors.

On the other hand Brandenburg(UK) dealt with a few customersand with a considerable
Order
Delivery
information.
This
the
to
one
reason
was
why,
possibly,
amount of order
Processin Brandenburg (UK) had a culture of six to eight week delivery, rather than
The
delivery
times.
the
to
the
times
result of the analysis was that
process
matching
Brandenburgwould seekto work'Mth suppliers to reducetheir delivery time, as delivery
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times from supplierswas the largest part of their Wastetime within the Order to Delivery
Process.

One of the significant differenqesamong the AutoLean III SWs was the wide variations
iýi the way orders were structured. Some of the AutoLean H SNEs worked only from
schedules,whilst others worked more on a day to day basis.However, what distinguished
the AutoLean II SM[Es from both Alchemie and Carboline Europe, was that both
Alchernie and Carboline Europe had no visibility of forward orders, despite being
companiesthat were quotationsbased.This was an indication of the lack of collaboration
that these companies had with they customers,perhapsreflecting the culture within the
particular supply chain.

SME

Alchernie

No. of
parts'
type
50

%
runners

%
strangers

Volume
ofparts

50

50

Brandenburg(UK)

20

50

50

330
tomes
40000

CarbolineEurope

21

28

72

12000

0 to 100

0 to 100

AutoLean H range

20 to
thousands
381

Delivery

Next day from
stock
To customer
forecast and
schedule
Next day from
stock

40000to
millions

AutoLean 11
average
200
AutoLean 11
median
Table 8-12 Order to Delivery CharacteristicsSource: Table 5-15, Submission3-3,
Application SNEs and Section 5.6, Submission3-2 for AutoLean II SMEs

Submission 3-2 introduced a matrix of numbers of parts sold to total volume of parts
delivered, and Figure 8-1 places the three Application SMEs into the matrix. Both
Alchernie and Brandenburg (UK) could be placed in the low-low quadrant, so could be
seento be typical SMEs.
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Carboline Europe was more difficult to place. The total quantity of product sold was low,
in
be
placed
position A. However, the actual number of pieces
so should possibly
Carboline Europe supplied out of the warehousewas likely to be high, as the business'
in
in
B.
The
be
be
author
cannot
small
so
should
position
sure
core market was
volumes,
interview.
in
In
the
this
these
position B, SMEs
volumes
were
position as
not recorded
of
were often very profitable, but they started to impinge on the competency of large
businesses,so were therefore vulnerable. This was what happenedat Carboline Europe.
The original owner built up the businessuntil it could not be ignored by large companies,
had
been
bought
out two yearspreviously.
and

Total number of parts
I
Low
300
Volume
of parts

Low
High

High

Alchemie
Brandenburg
250000 Carboline Europe?- position A
pa Carboline Europe?- position B

Figure 8-1 Matrix of total number of parts with volume of parts pa Source:Figure 5-1,
Submission3-3, taken from Application SME interviews and Section 5.6.1, Submission
3-2

8.5.14

Summary

This comparisonof the Application SIýE's with the AutoLean Il SM[Eswith this range of
larger
the
three
that,
although
companies
somewhat
shows
were
selectedcharacteristics
than the AutoLean Il SMEs, the characteristicswere often related to the increasedsize of
in
Application
SMEs
like
11
SMEs,
AutoLean
In
the
the
respects,
were
some
company.
that both tended to have simple organisational str-uctureswith the ability to change and
like
be
be
Carboline
Europe
to
to
to
a
open change.
most
was seen
adapt quickly, and
large company, with its parent company, and the difficulty it had in changing from one
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market addressto a newly developedone. Nevertheless,the SOAT methodologywas still
used successfullywith all the Application SMEs, providing insights to the company. All
the Application SMEs were happy to spend the time and provide the information, as
itself.
from
interviews
issues
interview
Feedback
the
the
significant
came out of
and the
report sentnow follows.
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8.6 Assessment of SOAT in non-AutoLean SMEs and in
Autolean SMEs through telephone feedback

Sometime after the interviews, and after a report had been sent to the SNE, the
interviewees were contacted, and an assessment made on the accuracy and
appropriatenessof the interview and report. Feedbackfrom the SMEs was basedaround
the three questionsoutlined in Section 8.4 above.

Chapter 6, Submission3-3 answeredthe three questionsin turn, taking each Application
SME separately for each question. In addition, each question was answered by the
analysingthe feedbackfrom the AutoLean II SMEs. This is summarisedbelow.

8.6.1 Question 1: Accuracy of business process mapping

Question 1: "Did the businessprocess analysis accurately reflect what happenedin the
business?"

8.6.1.1 Application

SMEs

8.6.1.1.1 Alchemie
Alchemie stated that the businessprocessesdrawn up had been accuratelymapped, but
that the Product Development Processwas a more of a wish list of what should happen
rather than a reflection of reality.
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Alchemie also liked the way the Order to Delivery Processhad beenpresented,in a way
which was new to them, showing how more time could be taken out of the process.The
Quotation Processhad not beenmappedbecausequotations were done by the salesforce
and did not appearto be an issueneedingto be addressedat that time.
I
The Product Development Process revealed a gap between Research and Development

(R&D) and sales.Currently ideas for new products camefrom the salesforce, but they, in
fact, bore no responsibility for actual specification of product, so this was left to R&D.

Then when the products were ready for launch, the sales force had no particular
responsibility to go and sell the new product. To overcome these problems, it was
recommendedthat a Product Manager should be appointed to take responsible for all
aspects of the new product development process. Alchemie agreed that this was a
priority.

8.6.1.1.2 Brandenburg (UK)
Brandenburg(UK) statedthat it was helpful and valuable to think about the businessin
terms of the three businessprocesses,Quotation, Product Development, and Order to
Delivery. They rccognised that the time compression could provide a valuable
competitive edge and that were grateful for the input of WMG by those with knowledge
of Time Compression.

Brandenburg (UK) felt that both the details from the questionnaire and in the business
processeswere accurate,except for some details which had changedanyway becauseof
moving the businessforward.
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The weakness which stung the most was the comment in the report feedback to
Brandenburg(UK), that the company had a six to eight week supply culture in its Order
to Delivery Process.Despite initially defending the status quote, Brandenburg(UK) did
acknowledgethat these time scaleswere as a result of supplier lead times, and that the
existing manufacturing processescurrently were structured to deal with these lead times.
Brandenburg (UK) recognisedthat it must collaborate with suppliers in order to reduce
lead times.

8.6.1.1.3 Carboline Europe
Carboline Europe stated that the report had "90%" accurately reflected the business
processes.Part of the reason for the disagreementwas that the proposals given for
Carboline Europe's Quotation Process would not fit in with their customer base.
However, during the feedback more information emergedwhich would have meant that
the author would have put a different emphasison the analysis. The author suggestedthat
such information had not come out in the original discussionswas due, in part, to the fact
that Carboline Europe was a significantly larger company than any of the other SM[Es
interviewed. Carboline did though agreethat Carboline Europe had fallen behind with its
usageof electronic communicationstechnology, the areaof disagreement.

8.6.1.2 Autolean 11 SMEs
The Autolean II SMEs were telephoned asking for their feedback on the SOAT report
provided.

Ten AutoLcan II SNIEs, Table 6-1, Submission 3-3, were able to provide feedback. A
finiher two AutoLean 11SMEs contactedhad not yet read the report, which had been sent
over three months previously, and four AutoLean 11SMEs had not reccivedthe report via
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email, or had not received a readable copy. The seven other AutoLean II SNEs
interviewed were not able to be contacted.

Except for plastic injection mqulders not included in the ten SMEs above, these SMEs
pFovidingfeedback,were representativeof the range of technology types. They were also
business.
the
of
size
representativeof

In answer to Question 1, "Did the businessprocesses analysis accurately reflect what
happenedin the business?" the nine SMEs, who gave a response,statedthat the report
did accuratelyreflect the businessprocesses,either 'Tully" or "Mostly", Figure 8-5, with
"Fully" having six replies.

Number of
Companies

Fully

Mostly

In Part

Not at All

No
Response

Figure 8-2 Businessprocessaccuracyof the SME as statedin the Autolean 11report
Source: Figure 6-4, Submission3-3, taken from AutoLean 11SME telephonefeedback
interviews

These figures confirm Chapman's (undated) feedback on the twenty-one SMEs in the
found
1
Autolean
that sixteen of the AutoLean I SMEs
which
programme,
original
had
been
Accurate., whilst three reported
business
the
that
analysis
process
reported
Minor errors, Figure 8-3.
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Number of
Companies

Accurate

Minor Errors

Significal
Errors

Major Errors No Response

Figure 8-3 Assessmentof data accuracyof businessprocesseswith Autolean I SMEs
Source: Chapman(undated)

8.6.1.3 Question I: Summary
It was seenthat the businessprocessesanalysisprovided an accuraterepresentationof the
business processes within the SME. In addition, SOAT showed both Diachronic
Reliability (Section 4.3.2, Submission 3-3) in that the accuracy of the businessprocess
mappmg was accurate over the period within which AutoLean I and AutoLean II were
carried out. SOAT also showed SynchronicReliability (Section 4.3.3, Submission3-3) as
the observationswithin the discretetime periods within which AutoLean I and AutoLean
11was done, led to the accuratemapping of the businessprocesses
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8.6.2 Generation of furtherlother issues

Question 2: "Did the interview andlor report reveal any further issues, not directly
addressedto businessprocessflows?"
I

8.6.2.1 Application SMEs
8.6.Zl. l Alchemie
At Alchemie, the main point raised in the interview and emphasisedin the report was
that, given the company was a knowledge-basedcompany, nothing had been written
down. All the knowledge resided with two employees,neither of which was the owner.
By placing this issue on paper, the urgency and importance had forceably struck the
owner.

8.6.ZI. 2 Brandenburg (UK)
Brandenburg (UK) recognised.the need for two distinct areasto be addressedfrom the
interview and from the report. Thesewere the appointmentof a Product Manager, and the
3-3.
use of electronic or e-commerce,Section6.3.2, Subn-ýission

8.6.2.1.3 Carboline Europe
Carbolinc Europe agreed that the need for a marketing focus was probably the most
important point to come out of the report and interview.
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8.6.2.2 Autolean 11 SMEs
The purposeof the Autolean11Programmewas to assessSME's businessprocessesin
order to enableeffective Internet access.

In the telephone feedback from the Autolean II SMEs, the RvEs were asked "Did the
interviews and/or report provide information apart from the businessprocessesT'The aim
here was to test retrospectively, whether the SOAT analysis as a whole had provided a
full a picture of the SME asthe interviewerswere expecting,Figure 8-4.

Numberof
Companies

Fully

Mostly

In Part

No

No
Response

Figure 8-4 Further information provided by the SOAT analysisSource: Figure 6-6,
Submission3-3, taken from Autolean Il SME telephonefeedbackinterviews

The feedback from the AutoLcan 11SMEs was less clear cut. Three of the SMEs stated
that SOAT had raised further issues "in part". This was seen in the analysis in Section
6.2.4, Submission 3-3 to reflect the fact that the SME knew their company, and that
SOAT provided an incrementalunderstandingto their business.The discussionin Section
6.2.4, Submission 3-3 discussed the appropriatenessof the question, in that "Fully"
be
issues
further
would
unlikely, and that the large number of "No Responses
revealing
have
indicated
SME
that
the
understoodthe question.
might not
also

The single "No" responsewas from an SME which had considered SOAT within the
company,but was also seenby the interviewersthat the SME was weak in its assessment
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of its relationship to its market, issueswhich had been included in the report sent to the
SME. This was seento be a lack of opennessto what the report stated.

9.6.2.3 Question 2: Summary
In summary, despite the initial ambivalence to the question asked, SOAT had raised
ftu-ther issues, or known issues presented in a new way, which were worthy of
consideration.Further issueswere clearly seen in the Application SMEs, but only to a
limited extent with the AutoLean SMEs. It is arguedthat with the Application SMEs, the
raising of further issueswas a key consideration.
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8.6.3 Question 3: Actions in response to the SOAT analysis

Question3: "Werethe issuesfrOmtheSOATassessment
recognisedthat theyshouldbe
acted upon, were intendedto be acted upon or had beenacted upon? Theseissuescould
I
be related to businessprocessflow orfurther issues;raised in the interviewer andlor
"
SOAT
the
report, or as a sequenceof
analysis.

8.6.3.1 Application SMEs
8.6.3.1.1 Alchemie
Alchemie recognised actions needed to be taken, Section 6.3.1, Submission3-3, in the
need to appoint a Product Manager to be responsible for product development and
introduction, and also the need to develop a Product Introduction Procedure.Alchemie
also acknowledgedthe need to have a structure and processesto capture the knowledge
within the company.

8.6.3.1.2 Brandenburg (UK)
Brandenburg (LJK) recognised two clear actions to be taken forward: firstly, the
for
Product
Introduction;
Manger,
Product
responsible
new
position
a
appointment of a
delivery
their
to
the
performance.
need challengesuppliersabout
and secondly,

They had also recognised.that consideration neededto be given to improve production
flow with WMG or with another consultancy, especially as Brandenburg (UK) had
designedwhat was currently in place, They were open to suggestionsof how any new
The
be
designed.
flow
needto reduce sheetmetalproduction times was
might
production
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also acknowledged.In terms of the consequencesof the SOAT analysis, Brandenburg
(UK) had already used the business process methodology to map out the Sales Order
Processto ensurequality controls. The results of this were not discussedwith the author,
but the fact that the methodology was used showed that SOAT and its businessprocess
analysiswas applicable in a non-automotiveSUE and perceived to be valuable.

8.6.3.1.3 Carboline Europe
The actions or intended actions were not so clear or forthcoming with Carboline Europe.
Section6.3.3, Submission3-3 fisted a number of probable reasons.Firstly, the Managing
Director was not involved in the interview so the authority to immediately action things
was not present and secondly, Carboline Europe was a considerably larger SME with a
numberof other senior people.It was twice the size of any AutoLean II SME in turnover.

Thirdly, Carboline Europe was part of a larger group and fourthly, someof the issuesfor

the useof emailand internet,andthe needto redresscustomerfocuswere
consideration,
not in the interviewee's areaof responsibility.

8.6.3.2 Autolean 11
It could be argued that even where a further understandingof a SME was revealed, if
nothing was done about such revelations then the interview methodology within which
SOAT was placed might not have any enduring value. For this reasonthe Autolean II
SMEs were asked if the interview and report had been consideredfurther, Section 6.3.4,
Submission3-3. Six SMEs statedthat the report had beenused for decision making, with
one SME expectingthe report to be usedin the near future (Figure 8-5).
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Number of
Companies

Fully

Mostly

In Part

In Future

No

No
Response

Figure 8-5 SOAT analysisto be used as an aid to decision making Source: Figure 6-7,
Submission3-3, taken from Autolean 11SME telephonefeedbackinterviews

A reasonfor that the report was seento provide Further information "In Part", Figure 8-4
and "In Part", Figure 8-5, was possibly becausethe report provided an accuratesummary
of the company which as company owner or interviewee was aware. In this case, any
further understandingof the businessas revealed by an external consultant was liable to
be only incremental, and any changesthat the SME committed to was also likely to be
incremental.Thus if an SME's attention was drawn to an issue,then it should be expected
that it should have done somethingabout the issue.This was seento be the casewith the
AutoLean 11SMEs.

8.6.3.3 Question 3: Summary
A number of the AutoLean II SMEs had seriously considered the SOAT report, and
further issuesraised were to be addressed.

With the Application SMEs, the impact of the SOAT analysiswas clearer.The report had
raised issueswhich both Alchemic and Brandenburg were set on actioning, wIfflst the
report at Carboline Europe was to be consideredby the senior managementteam.
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In addition, at Brandenburg(UK), the company had used the businessprocessmapping
technique to map another business process, their Sales Order Process. This at least
recommendedthe use of this methodology, and could be seenas a successfuloutcome of
SOAT.
I

8.6.4 Overall summary
For both the Application SMEs and the AutoLean H SMEs, SOAT had mapped the
businessprocessesaccurately.The literature review in Submission3-2 showedthat these
three business Processesthese were core business processes. Again, for both the
Application SMEs and the AutoLean 11 SMEs, through SOAT, further issueshad been
raised,and further actionswere beenplanned.

In addition, given the wide variation in SWs, SOAT still mappedthe businessprocesses
accurately and revealed important further issues,and this was discussedin Section 8.4,
Submission3-3. One was of overcoming such variations was the developmentand use of
the parts/volumematrix for classifying SM[Es,Figure 8-6.

Total number of
Low
300
Volume
of parts
pa

t numbers
H

<=
250000
pa

Figure 8-6 Matrix of total number of parts NNithvolume of parts pa Source:Figure 8.1,
Submission3-3

Thus, it is believedthat SOAT was successfullyapplied.
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8.7 SOAT and SME Service Providers

The role of SUE Service Providers was discussedin Chapter 7, Submission 3-3 and
summarisedin Section 8.2. It was seenthat SOAT would provide a useful tool for such
organisations.

Benefits of SOAT were seen for both the SME and the SME Service Provider (Section
8.3, Subn-dssion3-3).

These benefits were that SOAT contained both qualitative and quantitative elements
within it. SOAT also presentedthe information on the SUE in a way which can be easily
understoodand used. Next, the external, third party assessorwas essentialin ensuring a
rigorous approachto assessmentand the structured interview ensuredthat there were no
66gaps"in the SME's assessment.Lastly, the business processes mapping revealed
important areasfor the SME to address.
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8.8 SOAT.- characteristics
improvement

for effective usage and areas for

Section 8.6, Submission3-3 listed a rangeof characteristicswhich a SME might show for
a-successfulapplication of SOAT to be completed.This was not to say that SOAT could
be usedwith other SMEs, only that thesecharacteristicswere observedas being generally
in
SOAT
SMEs
the
where
was applied successfully:
present

*

The SME should have more than 10 employees,otherwise there is no requirement for
in
SOAT. In other words the
as
outlined
of
structured
procedures
an understanding
SME should be larger than a n&ro-SME.

*

The SME should be in the business-ofselling physical products, rather than services
or information. However, there neededto be no restriction of the type of physical
product.

a The SME should haverelatively simple organisationalstructures.
9

SMEs within the automotive industry would certainly seento be assessedaccurately
industry.
focus
this
the
within
given

9

SMEs over approximatelyf6Million would most likely be similar to large companies,
where the benefits of SOAT are untested.

*

The attitude of the SME's leader was very important. He or she should be open to
change.

SOAT could be improved by developing the analysis of the SME's marketing and
financial status (Section 8.5). The issue of marketing was partly addressedwithin the
Application SMEs, but it was seen that a fijrther strengthening of SOAT's financial
inclusion
financial
be
be
A
the
that
a
significant
of
might
risk
could
required.
assessment
SOAT.
lessen
the
uniqueness
of
elementmight
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8.9 Summary of Innovation

What was seento be innovative was that a semi-structuredquestionnairetogether with a
business process mapping set of tools could be used for assessingthe more general
performanceof the SME.

Such innovation could be claimed in part from the little researchdiscoveredin assessing
SMEs using business processes and secondly, the requirement for such a tool, a
for
from
SME
itself
from
the
the
services
organisations
providing
requirementarising
and
SME. This new assessmenttool, the SME (Operations)AssessmentTool, SOAT was in
researchmethodologicalterms from a qualitative phenomenologicalresearchphilosophy.
In addition, what was being researchedwas not a narrow terminological understandingof
"processes", but the spirit and understanding of processes, procedures and ways of
be
"businessprocesses".
to
considered
working which were

Innovation was not claimed in researchinto SMEs or the SMEs sector,but a justification
for research into SMEs was shown. Neither was there innovation in the background
in
SOAT
tool,
the various research
the
used
within
as
research methodology
seen
methodologies.

However, putting the various approachestogether provided for a tool which was seento
be innovative and which was successfullyapplied.
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9

ECLOS Project and Memorandum of Understanding

and

Intent: Innovation not Applied

9.1 Introduction
The Memorandum of Understanding and Intent was developed in response to
concerns raised by companies and organisations involved with making and
developing relationships between such companies and organisations. These
companies were involved in a research project run through WMG called ECLOS
(Effective Contractual and other Legal obligations in Strategic Alliances in the
AerospaceSector) which aimed to addressdisparities between contractual and legal
processes,and Product Introduction Processes.

However, one of the main outcomes from the project was the concern for good and
appropriate relationships between the companies and organisations. This chapter
points to the work doneby the author in addressingthis issue.

Submission4-1 put forward a number of models of customer-supplierrelationships,
mostly from the area of Relationship Marketing, whilst Submission4-2 provided an
initial solution to those wishing to engagein a new relationship by putting forward a
kamework whereby those involved commit themselvesto appropriateresponsibilities,
attitudes and behaviours. This framework was called the Memorandum of
Understanding and Intent (MUI), and the justification for this was provided in
Submission4-2 and repeatedin this chapter. MUI was claimed to provide Innovation
as required by the Engineering Doctorate, and such claims are repeatedhere. There
was no opportunity to apply MUI becausethe author developedMUI at the end of his
registration period. Also, application of such a document was seen to take a
considerabletime to be applied through discussionswith the ECLOS researchteam
and then "sold" to participating organisations and companies within the ECLOS
project.
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9.2 Objectives and Structure of the Chapter

This chapter puts forward the third area of innovation, the Memorandum of
Understandingand Intent (MUI), and the reasonswhy MUI was created.

The chapter is structuredin the following way.
A statementof how the MUI fits into the Engineering Doctorate and how MUI arose
from within its "sponsoring" project, ECLOS, is given in Section 9.3

The ECLOS Project is described in Section 9.4, whilst Section 9.5 describes the
findings from the research which was the continuing need for good relationships
betweenorganisations.

Section9.6 and 9.7 explain the context for MUI in terms of the lack of understanding
legal
bringing
together
the
the
and
of
contractual
processes,and
areasresearched,
of
found
No
MUI
traditional
was
commercial and engineeringprocesses. existing
more

to exist.

MUI is described in Section 9.8. The full MUI is in Appendix D, and a commentary
4-2.
An
for
in
Submission
MUI
justification
example of one of the
was
given
and
factors included in MUI also is given.

The innovation claimed is summarisedin Scction 9.9.
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9.3 Fit into Engineeilng Doctorate

ECLOS provided an example of Innovation. This was MUI which was to be used
betweena potential customerand supplier in order to set a framework for the way the
two organisationsmight continue to work together. A fuller description of the MUI
'was given in Submission 4-2. Such a requirement come out of the literature reviews
within ECLOS and from the interviews with the participating companies and
organisations,who all were keen to improve the relationship they had with others with
whom they dealt with. The author put together for the ECLOS project in one
document, a number of models concerned with interorganisational relationships,
becauseof this requirement for improved relationships. This was the content of
Submission 4-1. These in turn reinforced the need to ensure appropriate and
collaborative relationships.
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9.4

Description

of the ECLOS project

The ECLOS (Effective Contractual and other Legal obligations in Strategic Alliances
in the Aerospace Sector) project aimed to comparethe contractual processwith the
Product Introduction Process*withinand between organisations.This was seen to be
necessaryas the Contractual Processesand the Product Introduction Processwere not
seento fit together, indeed sometimesthe contractual process was used as a vehicle
for deliberately holding up the Product Introduction Process in order to better the
conditions of the overall contract.

ECLOS was an EPSRC funded project under the Innovative Manufacturing Initiative
(IMI) programme. It was a collaborative programme within various UK aerospace
companies,in particular BAe, previously known as British Aerospace,A justification
for the choice of project subject matter is not included in this Executive Summary.

The project was through literature review and a casestudy approach.The casestudies
from a range of industries were selectedas it was seento be important to obtain best
practice from wherever it might be. These industries included not only military
aerospaceas the main target for the programme,but also civil aerospace,construction,
Defence Estates and automotive. The case studies were conducted through
unstructured interviews conducted by WMG research staff assigned to ECLOS,
including the author, with a senior person from the case study organisation.A report
was written from eachcasestudy. An exampleof one casedone by the author with the
company,TRW is Appendix A, Submission4-1.
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9.5

Need for good relationships

The need for good relationships, particularly at the start of any collaboration or
different
from
a number of
sources.
contract was seen as a consistent requirement
These sourceswere the different literature reviews: the first came from the ECLOS
project itself; secondly from the author's literature review of customer-supplier
relations (Submission 1) and the subsequentproposal for updating the Lean Supply
Model on which Submission I was based; thirdly, from the review of models
associatedwith relationship, included in detail in Submission 4-1; and fourthly, from
the industry participants within ECLOS, not only those from the aerospacesector, but
in
industries,
this
and
was again reviewed Submission4- 1.
also other

9.5.1 ECLOS literature review
ECLOS Interim report-ECO02 (2000) described the changes within legal and
economic theory to explain changeswithin the area of contracts, including traditional
contracts, transaction cost economics (Williamson, 1979), relational contracting
(Hviid, 1998,1999)and the issueof trust in long-term contracts (Campbelland Harris,
1993).This Interim Report classified trust as "the missing link" in contract relations.

9.5.2 Lean supply literature review
Submission I reviewed the area of Lean Supply using Lamming's (1993) model of
customer-supplier relations. Submission I also reviewed the area of Lean Supply
from
Lean
Model
Aircraft Initiative,
Lean
Enterprise
the
the
two
using
other models,
and also the model from Womack and Jones' (1996) work Lean Thinking. Inherent in
these models was the need for organisations, companies and individuals to work
collaboratively and positively together for the good of the relationship and for the
tasksat hand. This was recognisedby the author, so a number of Additional Factors to
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put alongsideLamming's existing Lean Supply Factors were suggested(Submissions
2-1,2-2 and 2-3). Included in these factors were the need for cooperationand trust,
and also the commitment of individuals to the relationship.

9.5.3 Literature review of models of relationships
Submission4-1 reviewed principally models associatedwith Relationship Marketing,
together with other models of relationships from a marketing and customer facing
perspective.

9.5.3.1 Change In marketing: the importance of relationships
There has been a fundamentalshift in understandingabout the role and understanding
of marketing as practised and by academies within the marketing discipline.
Gummesson(1998) and Gronroos (1997) both talked about a paradigm shift within
marketing. Kotler (1992), no less, suggestedso. What was this major change, this
paradigm?As Kotler said (p. 1), "companiesmust move from a short-termtransactionorientated goal to a long-term relationship-building goal" (italics added). At another
time, Kotler (1991) statedthat
"A paradigm shift, as usedby ThomasKuhn-, occurs
when a field's practitioner are not satisfied with the
field's explanatory variable or breadth... What I think
we are witnessingtoday is a movementaway from a
focus on exchange-- in a narrow senseof transaction-and toward a focus on building value-laden
relationshipsand marketing networks ... We start
thinking about how to hold onto our existing customers
Our thinking therefore is moving from a marketing

...
mix focus to a relationship focus" (pp 1,4).
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The principle and traditional model within marketing was the Four P model, Price,
Product, Promotion and Place (see for example Adcock et aL, 1995; Blythe, 1998;
Kotler, 1984). Gronroos (1997, p.322) believed that this Four P model had "become a
straight jacket, fostering toolbox thinking" rather than being a "multi-faceted social
process". The marketing mix paradigm that has reigned supremefor forty years was
being challengedby one basedaround relationships (Gronroos, 1992; Jackson, 1985;
Gurnmesson,1987a and 1987b; Gurnmesson,1997; Dwyer et aL, 1987; Gronroos,
1991; Christopher et al. 1991). Such thinking and emphasison relationshipswas seen
both within services marketing (Gronroos, 1982; Gronroos, 1990; Berry and
Parasuraman,1991) and industrial marketing (Mansson, 1982; Turnbull and Valla,
1986;Ford, 1990).

In addition, the focus of marketing literature was now changing from being focused
on competition to being focusedon collaboration, (Gummesson,1997).

A further range of models was given in Submission 4-1. These reviewed different
aspects of customer-supplier relationships, and although these provided further
insights to such relationships, they were within the broad theme outlined here of the
importance of relationships between organisations and companies, so are not be
further discussed.

9.5.4 ECLOS Case Studies
Chapter 3, Submission 4-1 provided a brief outline of the case studies used as
industrial examples.

9.5.4.1 Defence Estates
Defence Estateswas the construction and estatesmaintenancearm of the Ministry of
Defence. Defence Estates was the lead Government department trialing a
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collaborative contracting arrangement with the private sector. These Prime
Contractorswere to be given responsibility for design, build and run Defence Estate
properties. The Ministry of Defence was using SEBET (Soft Issue Bid Evaluation
Tool) which although principally aimed at satisfying various piecesof legislation, was
at least a first attempt to break away from the fixed price contract, and the contract
mentality of procurement. These soft issues included attitudes to partnering, and
attitudes to partnering with the MoD, attitudes to change, commitment to joint
working, supplier communicationsand involvement of other potential suppliers. Up to
60% of the bid evaluationwas to be done on theseso-called soft issues.

9.5.4.2 SCRIA.RET
An interview with Sigma, a managementconsultancy responsible for the use of a
relationship evaluation tool called SCRIA.RET (Supply Chain Relationships in
Action Relationship Evaluation Tool) with UK aerospacecompanies.This tool was
developed by Lamming (of customer-supplier relationships, Lean Supply Model,
1993) and a team at Bath University for the Society of British AerospaceCompanies
(SBAC). Thus, the pedigree of the tool was sound, and the fact that the aerospace
industry voluntarily came to understandthat relationship issueswere important gave
weight to the needfor good and appropriaterelationshipsbetweenorganisations.

9.5.4.3 TRW
The aerospacecomponentsdivision in TRW discussedits recently introduced Fleet
Air Hour Agreement, whereby the customeronly paid for the product when in-servic'e
use. Part of the changesto enable this agreementto work was a closer cooperation
with customers,both in acquiring the information in order to computethe actual hours
flown, but also in terms of dispersalof stock for replacement.Spareproduct had to be
kept close to where it was needed,but this was mostly in the customer'spremises,but
It
for
by
the
not paid
customer until required. also was accompaniedby a change
internally within TRW to enablemore effective and efficient handling of the customer
internal
cooperation.
which
required
a
closer
requirements,
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9.5.4.4 AMEC Construction
ATýEC Construction, a large construction company was looking to move away from
competitive tendering to work with designatedcustomersto more collaborative ways
of working. In addition, AMEC saw that at present,the legal professionhad a vested
interest in making contracts more complex, and within these newly formed
collaborative relationships, these legal attitudes were being confronted by honesty,
truthfulnessand opennesswithin the relationship.

9.5.4.5 Nissan
Nissan was interviewed. The automotive assemblerswere often seenas the leadersin
any changesin industry, and was seenwith Nissan's handling of relationshipswith its
suppliers. Given the needto shortentime to market, then any supplierswere engaged
done
by
Nissan,
history
full
being
this
the
was
using
of
without a
contract
signed, and
by
initial
Memorandum
the
the
signing
of
an
working closely with
supplier, and also
for
Understanding.
This
that
the
ensured
supplier
was
paid
of
memorandum
any work
done, and that intellectual property and know-how would be retained within the
did
have
Nissan's
Memorandum,
The
ECLOS
team
visiting
not
sight
of
relationship.
they were only told of its intent.

9.5.5 Summary of literature and case studies
ECLOS Interim Report 002 (2000) dealt with legal, contractual and economic
literature. The author's reviews of literature of Lean Supply, together with the review
of RelationshipMarketing and other modelsnormally associatedwith a marketing and
facing
perspective,all pointed to the need to ensureclose collaborative and
customer
co-operative relationships. This then showed that there was a need to research the
between
of
relationships
customerand supplier.
workings

The Memorandum of Understanding used by Nissan with its suppliers seemed a
issues
for
Nissan
As
the
of
starting
relationships.
point
addressing
practical
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memorandumwas not provided, nor any other similar memorandumknown as there
was nothing in the literature mentioning such a document, then the Memorandum of
Understandingand Intent (MUI) was created.
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9.6 Why develop a Memorandum of Understanding and Intent?
Chapter3, Submission4-2 addressedthis issue,which is repeatedhere.

No standardor generic Memorandum of Understandingwas found within the public
domain, and the one used by Nissan was not made available. There were contracts
within the public domain, but these were traditional contracts, for example within the
construction sector, but thesewere industry specific (for example tri-party) and were
in
not phrased terms of sharedvalues.

In addition, MUI was seento have a legal function different to that of a traditional
contract. A traditional contract both contained issues of governance and proxy.
Governance,in this legal sense,referred to the overall way the relationship between
the parties was to be managed,both legally and in a business sense,whereas proxy
referred to those parts of a contract which dealt with the processesof delivering on the
in
ob ectives, and often great detail (Holstrom, 1979,1982,1999). It was the incl usion
of an ever expandingand detailed definition of proxy that was the principal reason for
in
be
to
expanding
and
growing
ever
sophistication and complexity. Thus,
contracts
MUI could be said to addressgovernanceissuesalone. In general,this meant trying to
return to the spirit of what was to be donetogether,rather than being tripped up by the
potential consequencesof not doing things together.
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9.7

A context for MUl. why a Memorandum of Understanding

and Intent

has not been written before (Nissan excepted)
The issue of the context for MUI was discussedin Section 4, Submission4-2, and is
presentedhere.

Part of the issue for ECLOS had beento define the role and boundariesof its subject
it
Process
Although
Contractual
to
the
to
the
and
compare
project was research
area.
to the Product Introduction Process,such a detailed analysis did not appear to have
been important in the minds and concerns of those interviewed within the case
studies. As has been stated, the understandingand assessmentof relationships was
key. Part of this assessmentof relationships betweencustomer and supplier was seen
to be an area requiring research, and it was one of the areas of further intended
literature
lean
(Section
8.4,
from
the
supply
of
arising
author's
review
research
Submission1).

In addition, there was probably some ambiguity within the casestudy companiesand
This
it
ECLOS
team
to
the
what
was
of
exactly
possible
research
research.
as
within
legal
issues
UK
first
the
that
the
time
study
within
a
of
and processes,
was probably
had
been
level,
but
level
also
at
an
operational
undertaken,
not only at a strategic
For
engineering
processes
and
procedures.
example,
and
with
commercial
combined
the ECLOS project was the first time that its sponsor, the Engineering and Physical
SciencesResearchCouncil (EPSRC) has sponsoreda legally basedproject.

One result on a practical level was to know where to start the research,both in terms
by
be
This
seen
understandingthe processesby which
could
of content and context.
be
for
by
field
to
were
example
using
made
clear,
any
of researchand understanding
Stafloleas's(1998) vicious circle for studying StrategicAlliances, Figure 9-1.
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Lack of universal definition

Lack of analytical framework

Lack of precise definition
Lack of verified theorv

Lack of consistentdata collection

Figure 9-1 The vicious circle of studying the issueswithin ECLOS: sourceadapted
from Stafioleaset aL (1998)

In an areaof undefined research,part of the difficulty was where to start in the vicious
circle. The ECLOS team had had preliminary interviews with a number of
representativesfrom the casestudy companies,but had difficulty in knowing in what
form to gatherthe data and so how best to interpret the data so gathered.The creation
of a Memorandum of Understandingand Intent was an attempt to provide one part in
an analytical framework within which the ECLOS project data may be defined.

9.7.1 Why no framework has suggested itself from the literature.
Firstly, contract. Contract had traditionally seen itself as being separate from the
ongoing commercial, engineering and technical issues (ECLOS Interim ReportECO02,2000). As has been stated, the ECLOS project aimed to bring such thinking
togetherfor the first time.

Secondly, the customer-supplier "environment" within the Product Introduction
Processwas taking place and was evolving within a new willingness to collaborate
and take account of issuesof relationship, as seen for example in the MoD's Smart
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Procurement Initiative (Ministry of Defence Smart Procurement, 1999; Hitchins,
1999).

Thirdly, the basis for the understandingof theserelationship issueswas currently only
just being defined, definitions being held within new and academically unproven
customer-supplier relationship assessmenttools (Sybet and SCRIA), described in
ýection
3.2, Submission4-1.

Fourthly, the SMART procurement processfor product developmentand acquisition
within the MoD, which replaced the previous fixed price competitive tender
procurementprocesshad again only beenin place for 18 months.

The Memorandum of Understanding and Intent started to provide an analytical
framework for the setting up and maintaining of governance structures within a
relationship betweenparties to the relationship, basedon openness,honestyand trust.
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9.8

Memorandum

of Understanding

and Intent (MUO

The Memorandum of Understanding and Intent (MUI) (see Appendix D, below),
individuals,
by
description
to
the
which
aimed
provide a general
attitudes
of
companies and organisations should come together to collaborate. Its aim was to
provide a framework for the initial contact and workings within a new and prospective
forwards
by
the
move
relationship
or
project,
a
set
could
of
participants
values which
,
with commitment and respectfor eachother, at a time when other ways of governing
the relationships may not yet be established, through, for example, historical
understandingor contract.

The Memorandum itself was in the form of an introduction followed by proposed
suitable headings, under which there was a description of issues,values or ways of
working. The headingshave been taken from sourcesdealing directly with the issues
of customer supplier relationship through enhancingvalue through the supply chain,
so called lean supply. A commentary and justification for the points raised was given
in Chapter5, Submission4-2.

Both the headings and content of MUI came from research.The headings were the
Lean Supply Factors (Lamming, 1993), and Additional Factors to be put to
Lamming's Lean Supply Factors (Submissions2-1,2-2 and 2-3). These Additional
Factors arose from the author's literature review (Submission 1). Thesewere models
Other
headings
from
Womack
relationships.
used
were
aimed at customer-supplier
Model,
Thinking
(1996)
Jones'
Lean
and although these were not directly related
and
to customer-supplierissues,given that the focus of both the Lean Supply Model and
the Additional Factors were within the Lean paradigm, and as the Lean Thinking
factors were generalissueswithin the Lean paradigm, it seemedappropriateto include
them.

The content under the headings have come from research: the ECLOS case studies
(Submission
4-1), ECLOS Interim
and models of customer-supplier relationships
Report-ECO02as mentionedabove, observationsfrom the author's own researchin a
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related area of assessingSmall and Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs) through the
AutoLean project (Submissions 3-1,3-2, and 3-3), and from the author's literature
review critiquing issueswith lean supply, especially customer-supplierrelationships
(Submission 1).

A commentary and justification for the content under each heading was given in
Chapter5, Submission4-2, and an example is shown in Box 9-1.
1. Definition of Value
All participants within the relationship shall work towards an understandingof value
in terms ofwhat is seenby the end customeror consumer.

Justification
Womack and Jones(1996) outline the needfor all supply chainsto start with an
understandingof customerrequirements.The debatebetweencustomersand
consumers(seefor exampleBlythe, 1998,p.4) neednot get in the way here of trying
to understandthe needsof those at the end of the value chain who actually use or
consumethe product.
Box 9-1 Example of MUI heading, content andjustification Source: Section5,
Submission4-2
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In total 22 different headingswere used.Table 9-1 lists the headingand their source.

Heading
Source
Definition of Value
Lean Thinking Model
Identification of Value Streams
Lean Thinking Model
Organisingaround flow
Lean Thinking Model
Respondingto Pull through the value chain Lean Thinking Model
Additional Factors
Cooperation,trust and relationship
management
Additional Factors
Commitment of individuals to the
relationship: The psychology of sharing
Additional Factors
Supplier associationsand networks
Additional Factors
The acknowledgementand use of power
Additional Factors
Team working structures
Additional Factors
Time basedcompetition
Additional Factors
End customer
Additional Factors
The impact of new technology
Additional Factors
Knowledge management
Additional Factors
Intellectual Property Rights
Lean Supply Model
Nature of competition
Lean Supply Model
Basis of sourcing decisions
Lean Supply Model
Role and mode of data, information
exchange
Lean Supply Model
Managementof capacity and delivery
practice
Lean Supply Model
Dealing with price changes
Supply
Lean
Model
Attitude to quality
1
Lean Supply Model
Level of pressure
Lean Thinking Model
Perfection
Table 9-1 Headingswithin MUI and their sourcesSources:Lean Thinking Model,
Womack and Jones(1996); Additional Factors, Submission2-2; Lean Supply Model,
Lamming (1993)
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9.9

Statement of Innovation

As has been shown in this chapter,the Memorandumof Understandingand Intent was
created to satisfy requirements from those involved with creating relationships and
making relationships work between organisationsand companies,Section 9.5.4, and
Section3, Submission4-1. -

It also was in line with the current literature on the need to have good relationships
between organisations.This was seen in the ECLOS literature review of contractual
and legal areas,Section9.5.1, from the author's own literature review of Lean Supply,
Section9.5.2, and from the literature review on customer-supplierrelationship models
Section9.5.3.

However, the area between contractual and legal issues and processes,and other
commercial and engineering processes was only just being addressed, both in
academic understanding,and also practical ways. This was addressedin Section 4,
4-2, and repeatedin Section9.7.
Subn-ýission

MUI provided an academicallyjustified approachfor a starting to practically address
in
in
Section
9.8
Section 1,
the
above
and
one of
current concernsraised, addressed
Submission4-2. The one companywhere such a documentexisted, no accessto it was
given. No other similar MUI was found in the literature.

The needto have effective collaborative relationshipscontinues to be seenas a way of
gaining and sustaining competitive advantagewhilst reducing overall costs. MUI was
put forward as one way of ensuring such collaborative relationships might be
establishcd.
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10 Review of developments within the Engineering
Doctorate, and recommendations for continuation of
the research

10.1 Review of developments
The author has developedthe following within the Engineering Doctorate:
The SOAT tool for assessingSMEs, and the claimed innovation and its application,
Chapters4 to 8 inclusive, and Submissions3-1,3-2 and 3-3,
MUI provided a framework within which for collaborative businessrelationships
could be conducted,Chapter9 and Submissions4-1 and 4-2. This tool was shown to
be innovative, but had not beenapplied,
The literature review within the areaof Lean Supply and customer-supplier
relationships,Chapter2 and Submission1. MUI could be seento be directly related
to this literature review. SOAT cameout of a separateprogramme,AutoLean II, but
the importanceof a marketing elementgrew within the programme,and
be
could
seento meetthe areasof ftirther researchnamedin the
retrospectively
literature review,
The three paperspublishedwithin the EngineeringDoctorate, Chapter3 and
Submissions2-1,2-2 and 2-3. Thesearosedirectly out of the literature review and the
literature
into
the
which
review was part of However, the theory
researchprogramme
suggested,stood by itself, alongsideLamming's Lean Supply Model (1993), from
where the author's whole researchbegan.
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10.2Recommendations for continuation of the research
The author can identify three areas.

10.2.1

Application of MUI

The Memorandumof Application of Understandingand Intent was neededto be applied.
This was seento be part of the continuing ECLOS project.

10.2.2

Common ground between SOAT and MUI

Although SOAT and MUI were developedfor different purposes,one areaof common
ground betweenthem was the issueof relationshipsbetweenorganisations.For MUI, this
was overt, but for SOAT, businessprocesseswere seento be more effective across
highly
between
the
the
were
where
organisations
organisations
relationships
but
be
have
dealt
In
SOAT
this
to
said
with
new
way,
could
relationships,
collaborative.
is
dealt
large
This
SMEs,
MUI
with
existing
companies.
whereas
relationships
with
with
surnmarisedin Figure 10-1.
Size of company
SME

New

Large

MUI

Statusof
relationship
Existing

SOAT

Figure 10-1 SOAT and MUI with respectto companysize and statusof relationship
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From the author's research,it is not known how the two empty quadrantsin Figure 10-1
might be filled. Neither doesthe author know how the variables of size of businessand
statusof the relationship might effect what model should be used where thesevariables
are not presentedin this way. For example,what happenswhen the companiesare of
dffferent sizes,doesthe market sectormake a difference, can all relationshipsbe "boiled"
down to two types? All these issuesare onesfor further research.

10.2.3

Commercial isatio n of SOAT

The author had consideredthe possibility of putting SOAT into a statewhere it could be
sold. The market was seento be both the SMEs themselvesand SME ServiceProviders,
albeit with different "packages".What was thought was required was the use of suitable
software, designedfor mapping processes,rather than the use of Microsoft Word, Excel
and Powerpoint as had beendone to date.The developmentof a suitabledatabasewas
be
data
SMEs.
In
the
to
would
most money
needed easily compare
and
commercialisation
so if SOAT was sold to a ServiceProvider, it
probably madeon the SME assessments,
issues
difficult
from.
So
the
to
there
see
where
return
would
come
were
about knowwas
how.

Despitethesedifficulties, the author believed,and continuesto believe that SOAT could
be madeinto a product which would assistSMEs and their ServiceProviders in ways
been
have
consideredto date,and which would assistthe SME to identify
not
which
areasfor improvement.
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A Appendix A An example AutoLean I report and analysis
ASP Group Ltd
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AutoLean, Project
Initial Study of ASP Group Ltd.
June 26,1998

Compiledby Paul Chapmaiý& IvEcliaelSzczygief

1AutoLean is supportedby ACCELERATE with funds from the EuropeanRegional DevelopmentFund.
2 Paul Chapmanis a ResearchFellow with Warwick Manufacturing Group, University Warwick.
of
3 Mike Szczygiel is Infon-nation ServicesDirector with the EuropeanAutomotive Initiative Group.
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Visit Context & Objectives. -

The AutoLean programmeaimsto assistsmall and medium sizedautomotive suppliersin the West
Midlands to apply electronic communicationtools which minimisewaste in their order management
how
ASP
Unipart
In
this
to
orders
with
visit
places
particular,
company
abed
understand
process.
Group, how that information is usedto organiseproduction and how orders-aredelivered.
To achievetheseobjectives,the order managementprocesswas mapped,detailing all the stepsalong
it. In addition, the effectivenessof the processwas measuredin terms of the value adding time it
improve
its
level
defects.
data
has
identified
This
the processwhich
to
of
containsand
opportunities
benefits.
improved
deliver
lay'thc
for
determining
how
basis
quantifiable
will
communications
will

Company Details
Table I
ompany Name
Contact Name
Position
Address

Total Number of Suppliers

ASP Group
Ian Quinn
Sales& Marketing Director
SecondAvenue, PensnettEstate
Kingswinford
West Midlands. DY6 7PP
01384-291900
01384400344
ASPGROUP(&,
compuserve.com
Private Ltd. Company (4 owners)
22
E 3.4 million
Value added : hundreds Calsonic: 70
All: thousands
Calsonic:55
Catsonic:10
Calsonic:5
Calsonic: I million
millions
100
45
Calsonic, ScahadeITW, AMTL,
Covrad, AU Automation
600

Number of Regular Suppliers

300400

Telephone
Fax
E-mail
Ownership
Number of Employees
Turnover
Total Number of Part Numbers Supplied
Number of Runners
Number of Repeaters
Number of Strangers
Total Volume of parts su22lied (9 of units)
Total Number of customers
Number of Regular Customers
Major CustomersNames

Major Suppliers Names
Requestfor Quotations (RFQs) per month
New Product Introductions per year
Calsonic Contact
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Process Mapping
Processesare usedto convert inputs into outputs. In production processes,raw materialsare
convertedinto goods and products. In a similar way, the order managementprocessusescustomer
its
data
information
into
the
them
other
and
as
raw
materials,
converting
necessaryto produce
orders
the requiredproducts. Often this processis lengthy both in terms of the time it takesand the number
of stepsit contains.
Our investigationat ASP revealedthat the completeorder managementprocesscan be broken down
into three sections:Quotation, New Product Introduction and Delivery. The resultsof the analysis
of theseprocessesis shown below:

The Quotation Process.
In order to understandthe complexity found in the order managementprocesses,it needsto be
mapped. The flow charts shown below simplify the processesallowing them to be understood
through capturing all stepsand illustrating how they relate to eachother.
Figure 1. The Quotation Process

Customer

ASP

Suppliers

CreateComponentS
SendSpec.

ReceiveRequest
AmmendSpec.
SendSpec.

ReceiveEnquiry
Open EnquiryForm
EstimateCost
CompareCost to Target Price
4*
RequestClarification
ReceiveClarification
EstimateProd Requirements
CreateProcessStep List
AssessOutsourcingNeeds
RequestOutsourcingQuote
ReceiveSupplierQuote

ReceiveEnquiry
Create
-Ed Quote
Quote

ThoroughlyCost Job
AssessCostAgainstTarget PfI. e,
AssembleQuote
SendQuote
Receive

0 WanvickManufh=ringChup 19981
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Time Based Analysis.
In order to establishthe performanceof the processshown in Figure 1, measurements
are required.
The key metric used in this exerciseis time. Measuringthe processin relation to time establishesa
data
baseline.
The
coHectedduring this analysisis displayedhere in the Time Based
performance
ProcessMap, Figure 2. Time BasedProcessMapping is a techniquefor visual-lyrepresentingthe
stepsin a processin relation to time.
Figure 2. Quotation Process- Time Based ProcessMap

ProccssSteps

Key.

Waiting Activity
Time
Tim

a Waste
ReceiveEnquiry

1

0
X Activity

EstimateCost Vs Nce

0.9

0.1

EstimateProdn
Requirements

1.9

0.1

RcocivcSub-CcnQuotes

AssessCost Vs Pricc

* Milestone

E---I
3

0

0.9

0.1

FA
Assemble& SendQuote

Total

0.9

8.5

0.1

0.5

IIIIIII
0123456789

I-I

Time / Working Days

The measurementof time acrossthe processhasbeencategorisedin two Merent ways:
WastedTime
Activity Time
Here activity time is used as a measureas it provides an approximationfor value addedactivity.
Time is consideredto be truly value adding only when all three of the following rules are true:
The product/docurnent/informationwas physicallychanged
The customercaresabout that change
The changewas done right first time
Activity time only takes into accountthe first of theserules, i.e. that the thing in the processwas
is
Value
Whether
Added dependsupon the end customer
this
actually
physicallyworked upon.
doing
it
first
time.
that
and
right
change
caring about
Non-value adding time is everythingelseand will include time where the thing going through the
being
idle,
was
reworked or underwenta stepthe customerdid not care about.
processstood
Examplesof this are waiting in queues,waiting for decisions,rework and unnecessaryoperations.
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Analysis of the Quotation Process.
Thequotationprocessbeginswhena customersendsASPanenquiry. Thisprocesscanbe
considered
completewhenthepersongeneratingthat requestreceivesASP'squotein reply.
Examiningthe processin Figure I which createsthis quote, it is clear that an extensiveprocess
exists. From the point of view of the quote passingthe process,there are 24 stepsit needsto go
through beforereachingthe customer.
The performanceof this processis revealedin Figure 2, the Time BasedProcessMap. It can be seen
that rných of the time the quote spendsduring this processis idle. In fact, the amount of time the
quote was worked on was only 51/2%of the time that elapsed.
Given the importancemost customersstressupon timely responsesto their needs, it is clear that this
processcontainsopportunitiesto improve.

New Product Introduction

Process.

Oncea customeraccepta quote for a new product from ASP they createan order for it. The New
Product Introduction processis then followed until the customeracceptsa first off production
sample. This processis capturedin Figure 3.
Figure 3. - New Product Introduction Process

Customer

ASP

I

Create Order

I

I

SendOrder

I

Supplier

Receive Order
Receive Component Info.
Open'InitiallSampleInspectionReport*
Check Order against Quote
InstructMillto ProduceE)druslon
Dle

Receive Instruction
Produce Die
Extrude Batch

Receive Batch

Deliver Batch

Cut Bar to Length
Perform Further Operations
Check Components
I Receive Components I
I

Submit Components & ISIR

Accept Components I
0 Warwick ManufacturingGroup 1998
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Analysis of the New Product Introduction Process.
Once again, the processis measuredin terms of the consumptionof time, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. New Product Introduction - Time Based ProcessMap
ProcessSteps
ReceiveOrder
OpenISIR

Waiting Activity
Time
Time
1.0
0.4

N Activity

0.1

1.9

0.1

LnstructMill to Produce

0.4

0.1

40.0

0.0

MachineComponent

1,9

0.1

CheckComponent

1.9

0.1

SubmitComponent& ISIR

2.5

0.0

AcceptISIR

8.0

2.0

57.9 1

m waste

0.0

CheckQuote

ReceiveMaterial

Key.

26

<ý Wcstonc

11

0
El
0
iii2iiiiiiiii
05
10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

60

i5

Time / Working Days

Consideringthe processfrom the perspectiveof the thing flowing through it there appearsto a
substantialamount of wastedtime. In this case,during only 4'/4% of the clapsedtime does any
activity happen. In other words, over a processthat lastsnearly three months,only two and a half
daysare spentworking on the new product.
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Scheduled Order to Customer Receipt of Components Process
The final order managementprocessundertakenat ASP is the ongoing supplyof goods. This
processbeginswith an order or a call-off againsta blanket order and finisheswith the receipt of
goods by the customer. This is shown below in Figure 5. Figure 6 showsthe correspondingTime
BasedProcessMap.
Figure 5. - Scheduled Order to Customer Receipt of Components Process

Customer

ASP

Create Schedule
Send

dule
Schedule Arrives
Mail /Fax

EDI

Open post
Review Schedules
Add Order to Business System
Order Material
-Receive

0

Material

Machine Components
Inspect
Warehouse

Components

Identify Im Deriding Deliveries
Create Picking Lists
Pick Order
Assemble
Dispatch
I

Receive Parts

0 Warwick
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Figure 6. Scheduled Order to Receipt of Components -Time Based ProcessMap
ProcessSteps
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Process Analysis.
The Order to Receipt of Componentsprocesshastwo possibleroutes. Wherematerial is in stock,
the processtake around nine days,within which there is one and a half daysof activity. When
be
is
lead
increasedby an extra twenty days
to
the
than
time
must
ordered
satisfy
material
an order

Opportunities

for Improvement.

The AutoLean Programmeaims to apply communicationtechnologiesto supplychain interactionsin
order to improve the effectivenessand efficiency of both the customer and the supplier. The
following perceivedStrengthsand Challengesprovide a context for identffyingand assessing
opportunities.
ASP St
Strong vision of future position in the supply
chain and how supply chain should function
Keen to useIT to the fullest
Good instinct for value addedbusiness
opportunities
Preparedto take the action neededto forge
ahead

ASP Ch
Overcomingpoor record of on-time
shipments

Near Term Opportunities.
Establishinginternetcommunications
with SME suppliersin the Midlandsunderaegisof Accelerate
programme.
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Long Term Opportunities.
This vision for long term radical improvement is presented based upon the opportunities and threats
faced by the company. It requires significant upgrading of position in the supply chain supported by
in
life
AutoLean
investment
look
beyond
the
training
technology.
These
the
and
of
appropriate
in
long
improve
but
business
the
terM providing a
the
the
will
radically
programme
effectiveness of
vision of where the company could evolve to.

Threats

nities
Building a dynamic,intelligent supply chain
information systemwith strong emphasison
near real time responseto changing
conditions.
ASP's major customer,Calsonic,is
committed to the use of electronic commerce.
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Organisational,getting everyonein the supply
into
"Vision7'
buy
the
to
chain
Promoting the benefitsof supply chain
coordination to customersand suppliers
alike.
Selectingvendorsthat can supply such a
system
Avoiding temptation for eachcompanyto do
its own thing thus ending up with islandsof
automationlinked together by E-mail and
EDI.
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ASP - Business Metrics

The Mowing are categoriesof measurementwhich can be used for benchmarkingpurposes.
Table 2.
Metric
Lead Time Information Flow
RFQ
Production Call Off
FinishedInventory Turnover
(stockturns/yr)
On-Time Shipments
f Spenton PremiumFreight
'Telephone/faxcontact with Calsonic
No per month
-Staff-h6urs/month
Chargesper month
Email messages,
pq-month
time/month
-Staff
UnplannedChangeovers:
Number
Cost
Inventory:
Obsolete
Excess

June98

Nov 98

25
pretty poor
a lot - many
thousands

N/A
not much

f 50-60 K on
distribution side

Telephoneuse and fax use are the most reliablemetrics to track sinceaccuratedata can be obtained
from telephonecompanyrecords. E-mail messagecreation and transmissioncan also be tracked.

Supplemental Background Information
Overseas
business
growing,USA, Taiwan,Israel
Officein St. Louis
Complexenvironment
FastGrowthdueto moveinto valueaddedfabrication

IT technologyenthusiastic
Highly integratedinfonnation flow, want to look in on supplier's stock levels
Weekly call-off from Calsonic
Direct call-from SCHADE
Static build plan for month with daily variations
30 suppliers,17 in Midlands 1/3 of product is value added,2/3 is logistic clearinghouse
(consolidator).
ASP picks up products from suppliersusing its own truck.
Tight synchronizationof supplierpickup and delivery to customers.
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B Appendix B An example of an Autol-ean 11SOAT report
Brookvale Manufacturing
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AutoLea, 14Project
Brookvale Manufacturing

Co. Ltd

Interview Date: September 22,1999

Compiledby Robin McKenzie5& Michael Szczygiel

4 AutoLean is supportedby ACCELERATE with funds from the EuropeanRegional DevelopmentFund.
' Robin McKenzie is a ResearchFellow %krith
Warwick Manufacturing Group, University of Warwick.
6 Mike Szczygicl is Information ServicesDirector with the EuropeanAutomotive Initiative Group.
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1. Visit Context & Objectives
1.1 AutoLean Objective
The AutoLean programmeaimsto assistsmall and mediumsized (SME) automotive suppliersin the
West Midlands to apply the Internet to supply chain communicationsand improve the efficiency of
key businessprocessthat involve communicationswith customerand suppliers.

1.2 What this report contains
In order to meet the AutoLean objective, the report detailsdata gatheredfrom the visit and is
presentedin the following order.
Section2 CompanyOverview.This includesdetails on the companyand the company'sstrengths,
weaknessesand opportunities,together with the company'snear and far term opportunities for the
Internet.
Sections3 BusinessProcesses.The three key businessprocessesare then mapped,detailing all the
stepsalong them. Businessprocessesmap primarily the flow of information, but may map other
is
in
for
The
terms of the wasted
these
measured
areas examplematerial.
effectivenessof
processes
time they contain versesactivity time. Thesethree processesare:
The Quotation Process,
The New Product Introduction / EngineeringChangeProcess,
The Orders to CustomerReceipt of ComponentsProcess.
An analysisis given for eachof the processesin turn together with specific internet opportunities for
eachprocess.
1.3 The benefits of assessing the company in these ways
An overviewof the companyis obtained. The AutoLean programmeto date hasinterviewed 50
Small and Medium Sized Companies,so the strengths,weaknessesand opportunitiesof the company
together with its opportunitiesto develop the use of the internet is judged not in isolation, but with
SMEs
these
to
as a whole.
reference
The operationswithin the SME. This has beenjudged by one respectedcommentator7to be about
80% of the SME. Thesethree processesform the core processesfor the delivery of product to
customersand that an understandingof theseprocesses,however simplffledand approximate,is seen
increasing
for
the effectivenessand efficienciesof the business.
as necessaryas a starting point
The issueof time. Customersare expectingsuppliersto continually respondquicker. The new
communicationtechnologiesincluding the Internet are both an enablerfor this to happenand a
driving force demandingeven faster responsetimes. The use of processmappingtechniques
identifies the stepsin eachprocess,together with the time to completethat step.But by breakingthe
time down into time when nothing happens,'waste time' and time when somethingdoeshappen,
cactivitytime, the efficiency of eachstep and of the overall processcan be seen.This simplified
analysisdoesnot even identify how effectively the step is being done, as activity time can be further
divided into value-addedtime and non-valueaddedtime. This issueof value and no-value addedtime
is for the SME to consider.
The needfor innovation. A finding from the programmeso far is that the SMEs which are seekingto
look for new marketsand/or opportunities to sell their existing competency,the more likely the
is
This
continue
and
prosper.
why the new product developmentprocessis mapped.
companywill

7 Hill, T. (1987), Small bwiness, productionloperations management,Macmillan, p. 12
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Oneprocess,not threeprocesses.The three processesoutlined are in fact three parts of the same
singleprocess.This singleprocessaddressesin one coherentway the operationsand innovations
issuesoutlined.

2. Company overview
2.1 Company Details
All data will be treated as confidential!
Brookvale Manufacturing Ltd.
Bob Crumpton

CompanyName
ContactName
Position
Address

Telephone
Fax
E-mail
Ownership
Basic Product Line/Service
Product ServiceCategory
1 plastic moldings
2 surfacefHshing
3 toolmakers
4 foundry
5 module assembly
6 machining/metalforming
7 light fabrication / assembly
Number of Employees
_
What level are you? Tier 1,2 34 or combo?
Turnover Total
" bought in
" Automotive related of total
Largest automotive customer
VM, Tier I Tier 2
If VM: European,North American,Japanese
Transplant
% of Non-UK Business
Total Number of Part Numbers Supplied
Total Number of Auto Part Nos. Supplied
Total Number Largest Automotive Customer
% of Runners within total supplied
% of Strangerswithin total supplied
Total Volume of parts supplied(# of units)
Total Number of Customers
Number of Regular Customers
235

15 ReddicapTrading Estate
Sutton Coldfield
West Mdlands
B75 7DQ
0121378 0842
012131117
Brookvale(a),
aUcomm.co.uk
Metal stampings
6

35
Tier 1 to Jag Tier 2
f. 1 Million
30%
E700,000
(70%)
;
Jaguar
VM

(Now 2%
150
66
18
100%

(Future

-13 million
T3 M6
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Number of significant to you automotive customers
Is identity of vehicle known?
Chain# I Major Customer> Their Customer
Chain #2 Major Customer > Their customer
Chain#3 Major Customer > Their customer
Total Number of Suppliers
Number of Regular Suppliers
Supplier '#I
Supplier#2
Supplier#3
Requestfor Quotations (RFQs) per month

18 ??
Yes
Jag
IBC
Saab
35
28
Griffiths Wire
ThyssenGarfield
Reyton
50

How many are won?
% that are major jobs (overall)
New Product Introductions per year (automotive)
UnplannedChangeoverin shop
FinishedGoods Obsolete/ExcessInventory
On time shipmentsoverall
On-time shipmentsfor largestautomotive customer
Automotive Finishedgoods stocks turns
Inventory Overall
Inventory for largestautomotive customer
How many computersare there?
Is there a local areanetwork?
To what degreeis computer used for production planning
What systemdo you use?(vendor/brand)
Do you have EDI?
If Yes how much did it cost? (installation) (annual)
If not, why not?
Any plansto acquireEDI?
What % of your businessis handledvia EDI
With how many customersdo you use it
With how !ným suppliersdo you use it?
Telephonebill per annurn
Man daysper month at customers/supplierssitesresolving
technicalissues
QS9000Certified( now) (planned)
What are your foremost problems involving
communications

1-2%
II
3 per month
;E5,000
98%
100%
12 per year
E
4-6 wks
f
4-6 wks
now 8 Planned I
yes
(none) (some (much)
Trojan
No
Don't needit

0,000
1-2
(n ow

(planned)

Customerrelated

Voice Mail

Supplierrelated

No problem,use fax

In-houserelated

No
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Communicationswith largestautomotive customer
Forecasts
Mode EDI, mafl, fax, e-maU
Frequency I pcr year
Horizon next 12 months
fixed
advice
Changesto fixed
per,
)eizreeof chanp-e 2%
Schedules
Mode
Frequency
Horizon
fixed
advice
Changesto fixed
3eareeof chanize

EDI, mail, fax, e-mail
4 weeks
3 months
I week
er

Cafl-Offs
Mode I EDL mafl, fax, e-mafl
Frequency I week
Horizon
fixed
advice
Changesto fixed
per
Degree of change 5%

Supplier Planning Data
What data of the suppHer would be useful in planning your
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2.2 Opportunities for Improvement, Summary: Company and Internet
The AutoLean Programmeaimsto apply communicationtechnologiesto supplychain interactionsin
order to improve the effectivenessand efficiency of both the customer andthe supplier.The
following perceptionsof strengths,weaknessesand challengesprovide a context for identifying and
assessingopportunities.
2.2.1 Company
Perceived Strengths
Well establishedin niche markets,
Solid production system,good use of planningtools for production,
Excellent delivery performance,
Quality,
Long relationshipwith Jaguar,
Own everything.
Perceived Weaknesses
Low win rate on quotations,
No CAD,
Limited vision for new businessopportunities,
Lack of awarenessof their competenceand not cashingin on it (the Jaguarconnection),
Low turnover per employee(E28.5K),
Lack of resourcesto improve product
Perceived Challenges
Finding partnersfor biggerjobs,
Broadeningtier I relationships,
Meeting threat from other materials,
Upgrading technicalresources,
BalanceengineeringVs businessinterests,
Coming to terms with globalisation.
2.2.2 Opportunities Offered by the Internet
Short Term
The introduction of E-mail and Internet conferencingwill allow the opportunity for:
Overall reduction in the cost of customercommunicationsby reducing the needfor use of fax,
telephoneand face-to-facemeetings,
Structuredmanagementof customercommunicationsproviding a consistentinterface with the
customer,
Reduction in generaltime wasting "hassle"relatedto communicationsfax running out of paper,
illegible fax pages,misplacedor lost fax pageslines engagedvoice mail phonetag,
Customercall off schedulessentvia e-mail and enteredonto the in-housesystemwithout re-keying.
Web site for showcasingcapabilities
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Long Term

This vision for long term radical improvementis presentedbasedupon the opportunities and threats
facedby the company.Theselook beyondthe lifieof the AutoLean progran-unebut will radically
improve the effectivenessof the businessin the long term, providing a vision of where the company
could evolve.
Electronic Commerce The growth of electroniccommerceusing the Internet will permeate
industry offering new opportunities to developnew and improved relationshipswith customer staff
facilitated by the Internet.
ANX/ENX. ANX, Automotive Network Exchangeis a global communicationssystemdesigned
for
industry
the
using Internet technology.Developmentwas spearheadedby
automotive
specifically
the NýorthAmerican Big 3 Vehicle Makers and severalbig nametier I suppliers.ENX, European
Network Exchange,the Europeanequivalentof ANX spearheadedby BMW is intendedto support
the Europeanautomotive community with the sameapproach.Both are very similar and together
they will provide a safe,reliable and low cost way for automotive trading partners( at all levelsin
the supply chain) to communicateon a global basisusing low cost Internet technology.A whole new
grouping of trading relationshipsand virtual commercialgroupings is most likely to emergewith a
high degreeof integration betweentrading partners. Both systemscan be expectedto make their
appearancein the UK within the next 12 months.Brookvale Group Ltd shouldbe alert to the
opportunitiesthey will provide for expandingbusinessinto new automotive markets.BMWs lead in
pushingfor the developmentof ENX should be noted with its implicationsfor Rover and its supply
chains.

3. Process Mapping
Processesare usedto convert inputs into outputs. In production processes,raw materialsare
convertedinto goods and products. In a similar way, the order managementprocessusescustomer
orders and other data as its raw materials,converting them into the information necessaryto produce
the requiredproducts. Often this processis lengthy both in terms of the time it takes and the number
of stepsit contains.
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3.1 Brookvale Manufacturing Co. Ltd Quotation Process
In order to understandthe complexity found in the order managementprocesses,the processneeds
to be mapped.The flow charts shown below simplify the processesallowing them to be understood
through capturing all stepsand illustrating how they relate to eachother.
Figure 1. Brookvale Manufacturing Quotation Process

QuotationProcess
Customer

SendEnquiry

Brookvale Manufacturing

Suppliers

I
RectiveEmquiry

Reviewenquiry,SalesManager
Openproductplanningsheet
Initial design,TechnicalDirector
Specifymaterialandmanufacturin
ManagingDirector

is
Y P
M at!
terial
rial :!!
Request
uired

H IReceiveEnquiry I

QuoteCreateQuote

No

Receive
Quote

Send
Quote

Check
finance,
Financial
Director
Assemble
Sales
Manager
quote,
Type up quote

Sendquote
ReceiveQuote

0 Warwick ManufacturingGroup 1998
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3.2 Time Based Process Analysis.
In order to establishthe performanceof the processshown in Figure 1, measurementsare required.
The key metric usedin this exerciseis time. Measuringthe processin relation to time establishesa
displayed
here
in
is
The
data
during
baseline.
the Time Based
this
collected
analysis
performance
ProcessMap, Figure 2. Time BasedProcessMapping is a techniquefor visually representingthe
in
in
process
relation to time.
steps a
Figure 2. Brookvale Manufacturing - Quotation ProcessTime BasedProcessMap
Brookvale Manufacturing
Quotation Process
Hours

0

10

20

30

40

so

60

Receivequotation(post)
FIeview enquiry, Sales
manager
Initial design, Technical Urector

Specify process, W.

UxAabon for matedal

Check finance, FmnciW M.

Asseftle

quote, Sale Manager

Type up quote

Send quote (post)

Fbceive quotation (post)

GreyBars WastedTime
BlackBars ActivityTime
ID
I
2
3
4I
5l
6
7
8
9
10

Quote Process Steps
Brookvale Manufacturing
Receive quotation (post)
Review enquiry, Sales manager
Initial design, Technical Director
Specify process, MD.
Quotation for material
Check finance, Financial Dir.
Assemble quote, Sale Manager
Ty up quote
Send quote (post)
(post)
ive
Rec
quotation
,
ITotal
.4*T

1

Cum
hours
0
8.1
10.6
22.6
28.6
52.6
57.1
61.6
64.1
68.2
76.2

WT
hours

-

--2
-4
-- 4
"24
4
2
74
8
-54 lý-VULII

AT
hours
0.1
0.5
8
2
0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
0
12.2
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The measurementof time acrossthe processhasbeencategorisedin two different ways:
WastedTime
Activity Time
Here activity tune is usedas a measureas it provides an approximation for value addedactivity.
Time is consideredto be truly value adding only when all three of the following rules are true:
The product/document/informationwas physicallychanged,
The customercaresabout that change,
The changewas done right first time.
Activity time only takes into accountthe first of theserules, i.e. that the thing in the processwas
physicallyworked upon. Whether this is actually Value Added dependsupon the end customercares
about that changeand that it was done right first time.
Non-value addingtime is everythingelseand will include time where the thing going through the
processstood idle, was being reworked or underwenta step the customerdid not care about.
Examplesof this are waiting in queues,waiting for decisions,rework and unnecessaryoperations.

3.3 Brookvale Manufacturing Quotation Process, Analysis
3.3.1 Time Based Process Map
Thequotationprocessbeginswhena customersends13rookvale
anenquiry.is processcanbe
considered
completewhenthepersongeneratingthat requestreceivesBrookvales quotein reply.
Examiningthe processin Figure 1, which createsthis quote, it is clear that an extensiveprocess
exists. From the point of view of the quote passingthe process,there are 10 sepsit needsto go
through before reachingthe customer.
The performanceof this processis revealedin Figure 2, the Time BasedProcessMap. It can be seen
that much of the time the quote spendsduring this processis idle. In fact, the amount of time the
quote was worked on was only 16% of the time that elapsed.
Given the importancemost customersstressupon timely responsesto their needs,it is clear that this
processcontainsopportunities to improve.

3.3.2 Internet Opportunities
Short Term
E-mailwith customersto resolveroutinequestions,
Receivedrawingsin digitalforni.
Long Term
AccessingRFQ at the customerWeb site obtaining all relevantdocumentationin digital form. Quote
is submittedas one or more on-line forms provided by customer.This will be provided by customers
to speedup the quotation process,
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The Internet wiH facilitate the establishmentof brokeragefacilities making it easierfor buyer and
seHerto find eachother. This wiH evolve from simpleone to one matchingwhere a completesupply
chainwiH be ableto offer its serviceson an integratedbasisto prospectivecustomers.The Internet
will be usedto not only advertisesuch servicesbut offer the meansfor a completebrokerageservice
to be establishedbetweenbuyersand sellers(integratedsupply chain groupings).
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3.4 The Brookvale New Product Development Process.
Oncea customeracceptsa quotefor a newproductfrom Brookvale,the customercreatesanorder
for it. TheNew ProductIntroductionprocessis thenMowed until the customeracceptsa first off
productionsample.Thisprocessis capturedin Figure3.
Figure 3. Brookvale Manufacturing - Product DevelopmentProcess

New Product Development Process-I
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(Quotationprocess)
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I
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Createtooling drawings
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Inserttools
Review
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Testtools
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<
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i
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(0 WarwickManufacturingGroup1998
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New Product Development Process
-2
Customer

Brookvale

Suppliers

Receiveproductionorder
-FI Send
too;
Ordermaterials

i Hardentoolsandreturn I

I Createworksorder [4

Sendmaterials

Manufacturefor startdate
Stockcomponents
Despatch for
start date

Customerreceives
components

0 Warwick ManufacturingGroup 1998
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Figure 4. New Product Introduction Time Based Process Map
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ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
A 23
_24
25

PIDProcess Steps
Brookvale Manufacturing
Product DEvelopment Pocess
Customer reviews
Order received
Review order
Product design
Create tooling drawings
Contact suppliers
Make tools
Wait for machine
Insert tooling
Test tooling
Test tooling review 1
Test tooling review 2
Test tooling review 3
First off samples
Send samples to customer
Customer reviews samples
Receive production order
Send tools
Hardentools and return
Order materials
Create works order
Manufacturefor start date
Stock components
Despatchfor start date
Total

3.5 New Product Development

Cum
hours
0.0
76.0
116.0
124.1
128.1
164.1
204.1
232.1
632.1
640.1
642.1
646.1
660.1
674.1
688.1
692.1
704.1
746.1
746.2
750.2
768.2
786.2
788.4
860.4
861.4
861.4

WT,
hours:':ý'64.036.0

....

3.5
-0.0
10.0
24.0
0.0
ý8.0
0.0
0.0.1
.
-8.0
.
8.0
0.0,
4.0
36.0
0.0
0.0:
24.0..
2.0
36.0
0.5"Off-'...
270.0-

AT
hours
12.0
4.0
0.1
0.5
36.0
40.0
4.0
400.0
0.0
ý. b
4.0
6.0
6.0
6.0
4.0
8.0
6.0
0.1
4.0
8.0
4.0
0.2
36.0
0.5
0.0
591.4

Process, Analysis

3.5.1 Time Based Process Map
Although the activity content of this processis 69%, the fact that the processis takes about 5
monthsmeansthat there is still 6 weeks of wastedtime. Most of this is time with the tooh-nakers(10
weeks). Given that the processis extendedthere are opportunities to removethe current wasted
time, and with working together with the toolmakersand others to reducethe overall time.

3.5.2 Specific Internet Opportunities
Near Term
The exchangeof CAD files with the customer.
Long Term
The use of 3D viewers to look at componentsandjigs in three dimensionsand to conduct
teleconferencingsessionswith the customerusing theseviewers to resolvedesignproblems.
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3.6 The Brookvale Manufacturing Co. Ltd Order to Delivery Process
The finalordermanagement
processundertakenat BrookvaleManufacturingis the ongoingsupply
of goods.Thisprocessbeginswith anorderor a call-offagainsta blanketorderandfinisheswith the
receiptof goodsby the customer.This is shownbelowin Figure5. Figure6 showsthe
TimeBasedProcessMap.
corresponding
Figure S. - Brookyale Manufacturing Order to Delivery Process

Order Fulfilment Process
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0 Waiwick Manufactuting Group 1998
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6.13rookvale

Order Fulfilment
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ITotal
1
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0
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3.7 Order Fulfilment
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2
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2
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0.1
0.1
0.25
0.5
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Process, Analysis.

3.7.1 Time Based Process Maps
Figure 6 revealsthat although is takes 31/2daysfor the order to be dispatched;only 6% of this is
This
including
(not
time
allows considerablescopefor reducingtotal
activity
secondaryprocesses).
time either proactively as a competitive advantageor reactively through customerrequirements.
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3.7.2 Internet Opportunities
Short Term
Receipt of orders via E-mail to replacefax/mail,
E mail communicationswith both customersand suppliersto resolve call-off issues.
Long Term
Fully integratingthe production planning systemwith orders receivedover the internet,
Gaining accessto forward plansof customersfrom their web sites.
I
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C Appendix C: Brandenburg (UK)Is SOAT report: An Application SME
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SME AssessmentQuestionnaire
Business
ProcessesMapping
and
Brandenburg (UK) Ltd
Interview Dates: 17 February and 2 May 2000

Compiled by Robin McKenzie'and

Mairi Macintyre9

8 Robin McKenzie is a ResearchFellow
with Warwick Manufacturing Group, University of Warwick.
9 Maid Maclntyrc is a Senior ResearchFellow with Warwick Manufacturing Group, University Warwick
of
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1. Visit Context & Objectives
1.1 Visit Objective
The Innovation Direct programmeaims to assistsmall and medium sized(SIýE) suppliersin the
West Midlands to developnew product developmentcapability. As well as appropriateanalysisof
the product under discussionwith the SME, I review of the SME and his capabilityto bring the
product to market is discussed.This is doneby reviewing the SME's key businessprocessesto
improve their effectivenessand efficiency and to review the possibilitiesfor usingInternet and
electroniccommunicationstechnologiesto help both in the new product developmentprocessand
also t6 improve communicationswith both suppliersand customers.
1.2 What this report contains
In order to meet the Innovation Direct objective,the report details data gatheredfrom the visit and is
following
in
the
presented
order.
Section2 CompanyOverview.This includesdetailson the companyand the company'sstrengths,
weaknessesand opportunities,together with the company'snear and far term opportunities for the
Internet.
Sections3 BusinessProcesses.The three key businessprocessesare then mapped,detailing all the
stepsalong them. Businessprocessesmap primarily the flow of information, but may map other
areasfor examplematerial. The effectivenessof theseprocessesis measuredin terms of the wasted
time they contain versesactivity time. Thesethree processesare:
The Quotation Process,
The New Product Introduction / EngineeringChangeProcess,
The Orders to CustomerReceiptof ComponentsProcess.
An analysisis given for eachof the processesin turn together with specific internet opportunities for
eachprocess.
1.3 The benefits of assessing the company in these ways
An overviewof the companyis obtained. This method for analysisthe capabilityof SMEs has been
usedin over 50 Small and Medium Sized Companiesby Warwick Manufacturing Group, and so is an
effectiveway of assessingthe SME In this methodthe strengths,weaknessesand opportunities of
the companytogether with its opportunitiesto developthe product under review and the product
introduction systems,together with a review of potential internet usage.
The operationswithin the SME. This has beenjudged by one respectedcommentator'Oto be about
80% of the SME. Thesethree processesform the core processesfor the delivery of product to
customersand that an understandingof theseprocesses,however simplified and approximate,is seen
as necessaryas a starting point for increasingthe effectivenessand efficienciesof the business.
The issueof time. Customersare expectingsuppliersto continually respondquicker. The new
including
technologies
the Internet are both an enablerfor this to happenand a
communication
driving force demandingeven fasterresponsetimes. The use of processmappingtechniques
identifiesthe stepsin eachprocess,together with the time to completethat step.But by breakingthe
time down into time when nothing happens,'waste time' and time when somethingdoes happen,
4activitytime, the efficiency of eachstep and of the overall processcan be seen.This simplified
how
identify
does
even
not
effectively the step is being done, as activity time can be finiher
analysis
divided into value-addedtime and non-valueaddedtime. This issueof value and no-value addedtime
is for the SME to consider.
10Hill, T. (1987), Small business,productionloperations management,Macmillan, p. 12
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The needfor innovation. A finding from the work done with SMEs is that the SMEs which are
seekingto look for new marketsand/or opportunitiesto sell their existing competency,the more
likely the companywill continueand prosper.This is anotherreasonwhy this assessment
method is
is
for
Innovation
Direct
development
the
as
appropriate
new product
process mapped.
Oneprocess,not threeprocesses.The three processesoutlined are in fact three parts of the same
innovations
in
This
the
and
addresses
singleprocess.
operations
singleprocess
one coherentway
issuesoutlined.

2.

Company
overview
,

2.1
Company details
All data will be treated as confidentiall
General
CompanyName
ContactName
Position
Address

BrandenburgUK Ltd
John Burrows
ManagingDirector
24 Navigation Drive
Hurst BusinessPark
Bierley Hill
West Midlands
DY5 lUT
01384 848 420
01384 843 224
01384 843 421
0771505 3903

Telephone
Direct
Fax
Mobile
E-mail
Ownership

John 13urrows(iý)astcqxo.
Lik

Basic Product Line/Service
Product ServiceCategory
1 plastic mouldings
2 surfacefinishing
3 toolmakers
4 foundry
5 module assembly
6 machining/metalforming
7 fight fabrication/ assembly
I Number o Employees
1What level are you? Tier 1,2 34 or combo?

255

Partnership.Managing Buyout from
Astec in May 1999
Flykiller products through OEMs
7

150
I Not discussed
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Marketing Overview

Competitors

The market is changingfrom HV type killing of flies back to an
updatedflypaper type approach.But hereTJVis still.usedas an
attractor but the flies will be stuck onto an improved glue board
which will withstand IUV.
The reasonfor this changeis that sometimeswhen flies are HT
is
longer
in
food
This
they'fragment'.
no
acceptable
electrocuted
is
being
driven
by
HACCP,
and
a
establishments,
processing
technicalapproachto hygienecontrol similar in philosophyto
.TQM.
The market was saturatedbut now this changeis fuelling demand.
Market could be approximatelyE200M worldwide.
20 world wide
All but 2 or 3 are small.
One major Italian companyis probably slightly larger than
1Brandenburg,called Cried.

Turnover, customersand the supply chain
Turnover Total
Turnover per Employee
% bought in
Largest industry sector
% relatedto largestindustry sector
Largest industry sector customer
Is product to this industry
Largest well-known companyin supply chain?
European,North American, Japanese
% of Non-UK Business
Total Number of Customers
Number of Regular Customers
Number of significant major industry customers
Chain #1 Major Customer> Their Customer
Chain #2 Major Customer > Their customer
Chain93 Major Customer > Their customer
Total Number of Suppliers
Number of Regular Suppliers
Supplier '# I
Supplier#2
I Supplier#3
Request for Quotations (RFQs) per month
How many are won?
% that are major jobs (overall)
256

1999: E3.2M (8 months);
2000: E6.75M budget
f-96000 pa (1999)
most 80% suggestedseemedhigh
Fly catchingequipment
100% to date
Rentokil
Yes
Rentokil and S.C. Johnson
UK and US respectly
Now: 50%,
Future: increasesubstantially
3
3

128
10
Silvanderson,Sweden(glueboards)
SLI Lighting (brand nameSylvania),
(UV lamps)
1John Hurley, (Irjection Moulding)
N/A. Continuousdiscussionswith
major OEMs to suggestnow products
and to win the business.
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New Product Introductions per year)

Continually upgradingof existing fly
catch productsto updateand value
engineercost out.
Two new products for 2000: Mosquito
catch products and Aroma Dispersal
Products

Order to Delivery Process
Total Number of Part Numbers Supplied
Total Number of Industry Part Nos. Supplied
Total Number Largest Customer
% of Runners within total supplied
% of Strangerswithin total supplied
Total Volume of parts supplied(# of units)
ISO 9000 Certified ( now)

(planned)

Estimatedabout 20

50%
50%
Approx. 40000 units now
Was ISO 9001 in the Astec group, but
they e being forced to reEister.
Safetytesting done at NEMCO for
Europeanand Japanesemarketsand
UK for Americanand Canadian
markets

Other standards

FinishedGoods Obsolete/ExcessInventoEy
On time shipmentsoverall
On-time shipmentsfor largestcustomer
Finishedgoods stocks turns
Inventory Overall
Inventory for largestautomotive customer
UnplannedChangeoverin shop

f
100%
100%
per year
E230K
f

Days
Days
many per month

I Annual forecastsfrom Whitmire and
SC Johnson
Mode EDL mail, fax, e-mail
Frequency
Horizon
fixed
advice
Changesto ed
er
)egree of cttnge
%

Forecasts
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Schedules

Mode
Frequency
Horizon
fixed
advice
Changesto fixed
Degree of change

Rentokil: individual orders for several
months ahead
Track inventory and salesat Whitmire
to ensuresupplyto US
EDI, mail, fax, e-mail
Every week
12 weeks
8 weeks
3 weeks
I)er_
%

Call-Offs
Mode EDI, mail, fax, e-mail
Frequency
Horizon
fixed
advice
Changesto fixed
per
%
Degreeof change

SupplierPlanningData
What data of the supplier would be useful in planningyour
production?
Technologyfor commerce
How manycomputersare there?
Is there a local areanetwork?
To wbat degreeis computer used for production planning
What systemdo you use?(vendor/brand)
Do you haveEDI?
If Yes how much did it cost? (installation) (annual)
If not, why not?
Any plansto acquireEDI?
What % of your businessis handledvia EDI
With how many customersdo you use it
With how many Suppliersdo you use it?
Telephone bill per annum
Website?

now Planned
Yes, but is still on Aztec's LAN
(none) (some) (much),(
Calicab,West Drayton
N/A

?
Had to give one up on Management
huyqut. Looking to develop one.

Otherissues
Man daysper month at customers/supplierssitesresolving
technicalissues
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What are your foremost problems involving
communications
Customerrelated

Will put all literature onto website

Supplierrelated

To be on line: needto find suitable
vendorsonline

In-houserelated
I
What do you seeas your
Strengths?

Businesscore competenceis in design
and manufacture
Good technologyin products
Good value for money
Flexible to customer

Weakness?

Integrating and using new IT systems
Need more expertise,or accessto
expertise

Challenges?

To be ableto meet and cope with
expectsfuture growth.

2.2 Opportunities for Improvement, Summary: Company New Product Development
and Internet
The Innovation Direct Programmeaims to apply communicationtechnologiesto supply chain
interactionsin order to improve the effectivenessand efficiency of both the customerand the
supplier.The following perceptionsof strengths,weaknessesand challengesprovide a context for
identifying and assessingopportunities.

2.2.1 Company
Perceived Strengths

Quality,
On-timeperformance,
Flexibility,
Forwardthinkingmentalitywhichincludesa particularflarefor productinnovation
A willingnessto learn,
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A collaborationmentality with other small businessesto provide releasefunds and time to enable
Brandenburgto play to its strengths,
A clear understandingand managementof the existing production system,
Perceived Weaknesses
A six to eight week production culture,
Appropriate managementof the new product introduction process,
The needto increaseengineeringexpertisegiven the desireof Brandenburgto becomean
'innovation warehouse'.This could be actedupon in the short term by the acquisitionof a graduate
with someexperience(2-3 years)who could perhapsbe taken on under a TeachingCompany
Scheme.The aim would be that this personwould be recruited full time at the end of the scheme
period.
Perceived Challenges
To changethe culture of Brandenburgso that production times reflect time spentadding value alone.
This would provide Brandenburgwith an opportunity to provide a better serviceif required without
having to add cost in order to meet any new customerdriven reduceddelivery times. It would also
provide a competitiveadvantagein the acquisitionof new business,
Production times could only be reducedby making the product flow more efficiently. This would be
done through reduction in supplier lead time and a detailedanalysisof existingproduction processes,
If supplierleadtimes could be reducedto a two to three daysthen what was the customerorders
could drive supplierorders. The aim would be to assignspecific supplier ordersto customerorders.
By reducingsupplierdelivery times, the existing spacefor inventory would be almost completely
reduced,freeing factory areafor production and allowing better work flow, and also given a one off
cashin ection into the businessby the reduction of stock. It is suggestedthat an analysisbe done to
determinethe cost of perhapsflying in the glue board and paper in small batchesagainstthe cost of
inventory overall.
Reducethe changeovertimes in the shectmetalareato increasework flow
To createa position of new product introduction managerto take ownershipof the various product
introduction processes.This could be either an existing seniorperson, or having a 'Middle
management'type person, called perhapsProduct Manager.This product managementpost could be
filled by promoting an existing personto managethe processand training up, someonefor example
like Tracey Brooks, or bringing in someonefrom outside the business.The problem with bringing
someonein is that the salarylevelsrequired might be beyondwhat is thought appropriateto commit
to at this stage.

2.2.2 New Product Development
There is a needto recogniseNew Product Developmentas a processthat needsmanaged.Apart
from addressingprice and quality, there is also a needto effectively developand introduce new
products on time.
The following diagramshowshow 75% of cost is determinedat the initial conceptdesignstage
has
been
fraction
"money
the
used.If the conceptdesignis managedwell
where only a
of
spent"
there is an opportunity for savingsto be made.Also shown on the graph is the easeof changeto a
design.This meansif a changeis to be madeto a designit is much easierto do this in the early stages
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Brandenburg Ltd introduces many new products frequently into the market place without
any formal managementof the New Product Introduction Process. As the company grows
this may become more and more difficult to handle.
2.2.3 Opportunities Offered by the Internet
Short Term
The introduction of E-mail and Internet conferencingwill allow the opportunity for:
Overall reduction in the cost of customercommunicationsby reducing the needfor use of fax,
telephoneand face-to-facemeetings,
Structuredmanagementof customercommunicationsproviding a consistentinterface with the
customer,
Reductionin generaltime wasting "hassle" relatedto communicationsfax running out of paper,
illegible fax pages,misplacedor lost fax pagesfinesengagedvoice mail phonetag,
Increasethe production flow by changingcommunicationfrom post to email.
Long Term
This vision for long term radical improvementis presentedbasedupon the opportunities and threats
facedby the company.Theselook beyondthe life of the Innovation Direct programmebut will
radically improve the effectivenessof the businessin the long term, providing a vision of where the
companycould evolve.
Electronic Commerce The growth of electroniccommerceusing the Internet will permeate
industry offering new opportunitiesto developnew and improved relationshipswith customerstaff
facilitated by the Internet.
Centre of Excellence - Extending web site into a virtual centre of excellenceon all aspectsof flock
like
in
This
third
with
a
party
a
conjunction
could
support
a
consultancy
activity
perhaps
coating.
university.
Internet groupings. There is a move for industriesto havetheir own specificinternet areas.This is
being driven by the automotive and is called Automotive Network Exchange(ANX). ANX is a
global communicationssystemdesignedspecificallyfor the automotive industry using Internet
technologyand it will be had to work becauseit is being developedjointly by the North American
Big 3 Vehicle Makers, GeneralMotors, Ford and DaimlerChryslerand severalbig nametier I
suppliers.ANX will be the primary meansby which theseautomotive companieswill communicate
with their supplierson a global basis.ENX EuropeanNetwork Exchangeis a Europeanversion and
is being committed to by the majority of the Europeanautomotive manufacturers.
The reasonfor pointing this out is that the automotive industry is a leaderin the use of new
technologyand is often used as a model for other industries.So it is important that all suppliersare
conversantwith internet technologiesin the mediumto long term, even if their existing customers
have
for
We
technologies.
seen
example,the first bid for supply into
and suppliersare not using such
(no
by
internet
I
tier
alone
paper or other media).
supplier
an automotive

3. Process Mapping
Processesare usedto convert inputs into outputs. in production processes,raw materialsare
into
In
and
a similar way, the order managementprocessusescustomer
goods
products.
converted
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orders and other data as its raw materials,convertingthem into the information necessaryto produce
the requiredproducts. Often this processis lengthy both in terms of the time it takesand the number
of stepsit contains.

3.1 The Brandenburg Quotation Process
In orderto understand
the processneeds
the complexityfoundin the ordermanagement
processes,
to bemapped.Theflow chartsshownsimplifytheprocesses
allowingthemto beunderstoodthrough
capturingall stepsandillustratinghow theyrelateto eachother.
business
is
because
Thequotationprocessin Brandenburg
the
most
of
with three
wasnot mapped
dealt
by
are
with
negotiation.
who
majorcustomer
3.2 rime Based Process Analysis.
In orderto establishtheperformance
are
of the process,seenin detailin figure2, measurements
in
is
in
Measuring
key
The
time.
the
this
exercise
process
relationto time
metricused
required.
baseline.Thedatacollectedduringthis analysisis displayedherein the
establishes
a performance
TimeBasedProcessMap, Figures3 and4.TimeBasedProcessMappingis a techniquefor visually
the stepsin a processin relationto time.
representing
in two differentways:
Themeasurement
of time acrosstheprocesshasbeencategorised
WastedTime
Activity Time
Here activity time is used as a measureas it provides an approximation for value addedactivity.
Time is consideredto be truly value adding only when all three of the following rules are true:
The product/document/informationwas physicallychanged,
The customercaresabout that change,
The changewas done right first time.
Activity time only takes into accountthe first of theserules, i. e. that the thing in the processwas
is
Value
depends
Whether
Added
this
actually
upon the end customercares
worked
upon.
physically
about that changeand that it was done right first time.
Non-value addingtime is everythingelse and will include time where the thing going through the
did
idle,
being
the
underwent
or
a
step
customer
not care about.
was
reworked
processstood
Examplesof this are waiting in queues,waiting for decisions,rework and unnecessaryoperations.
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3.4 The Brandenburg New Product Development Process.
In a simpleprocess,once a customeracceptsa quote for a new product, the customercreatesan
order for it. However given that most of the new products developedcome from new technological
developmentsand are subjectto extensivenegotiation,the New Product Introduction is then key to
the Brandenburg'smediumterm developmentas a business.The NPI processis normally followed
until the customeracceptsa first off production sample.This processis capturedin Figure 1.
However, it was clear that this understandingof how to capturethis processwas still being discussed
*
implemented
and
within BrandenburgFigure 1. BrandenburgProduct DevelopmentProcess
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Requestrecieveýd
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3.5 New Product Development Process, Analysis
3.5.1 Time Based Process Map
It was not thought important at this stageto do a time basedprocessmap as the processeswere only
just being considered.Brandenburghasjust starteddevelopinga processfor the latter stagesof the
NPI process,to enablethe product to be put into production. The examplegiven was a six week
plan which in practice on slippeda week, which seemedgood. It was found that other similar
projects could also be put into this procedure.
It was thought that ownershipof the NPI processwas important. It was suggestedthat a personbe
appointedwith responsibilityfor this area.This importanceif this is expandedin section 2.2.1
This processshould be given the sameimportanceas the quotation and delivery process.
Brandenburgare strong in their ability to createnew products and have manyproduct rangesthat are
constantlyevolving. As the companygrows, formalisingthe processand managingit effectively will
becomeof increasingimportance.
Brandenburgmay wish to considera TeachingCompanySchemeAssociatefor the role of
formalisingand managingNew Product Introduction. The benefitsof this would be the associate
would be an employeeof the University for a two-year period, when the two yearsare up
Brandenburgmight want to take the associateon ftffl time. The associatewould be a graduatewith
2-3 yearsexperience.The manpowerat Brandenburgis suchthat there is alreadya stretch on the
time availableto managementand the designteamand most of the product knowledge lies with the
management.Our experienceof TeachingcompaniesSchemesis that the companyis able to
progressmore rapidly as the associatehas the full support of the University. This a DTI part funded
scheme.

3.5.2 Specific Internet Opportunities
Use of email for communicationsand transferof CAD drawings,
The use of video conferencing,given that one of the major customersis in the United States,
The establishmentof web site to show the innovation capability of Brandenburg.
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3.6 The Brandenburg Order Fulfilment Process
The final order managementprocessundertakenat Brandenburgis the ongoing supply of goods.
This processbeginswith an order or a call-off againsta blanket order and finisheswith the receipt of
goods by the customer.This is shown below in Figure 3. Figure 4 showsthe correspondingTime
BasedProcessMap.
Figure 2. - BrandenburgOrder Fulfilment Process
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Order to Delivery ProcessFlow
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Figure 3. BrandenburgOrder Fulfilment -Tirne BasedProcessMap
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ID
I
2
3
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6
7
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_16
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a
1

Order Process Steps
Cum WT AT
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hours hours iour.,
Received by post
0
8
0
Order onto system
8
2 0.2
Frial check order
0.3,
10.2 4
Order met?
14.45 2: - 0.2
Decisionposted off
16.6 -4 0.1
Loadedonto MPS
16.6 -2
0.1
Order Fo-c- k
18.7 ý:38
2
Supplier processesand deliver., 58.7 '200 0
Create works order
58.7 -2
0.2
Works order taken In factory
60.9 -2
0.3
Create shop plan
63.15
0.2
Shop plan
63.3
0.2 ,
_given
_
Create i-h-eet
63.15
0.2
metal route plan
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0
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403.4 24
0
.
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427.4 4
0
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Assembly schedule
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442.6 0ý 1 72
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523.1 2 0.1
Product collected
525.2 16': 0.5
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The problem with this analysisis that the sheetmetalproduction area is on 24 hour working. To give
a picture of overall flow, the sheetmetalstepshave beenreducedby a third to give an actual elapsed
time overall. This is redone is figures
Figure 4. - BrandenburgOrder Fulfilment Process:Redone
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Order Process Steps
Cum WT AT
ID
Brandenburg
hours hours iour.,
1 Received by post
0
7-8. 0
8
2 0.2
2 Order onto system
3 Trial check order
10.2 -4-1 0.3
0.2
41 0rder met?
14.45 2
61 Decisionposted off
16.6 -4
0.1
61 1-oadedonto MPS
16.6 :2
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2
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.
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9l Create works order
2 0.2
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2 0.3
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0
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0
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3.7 Order Fulfilment Process, Analysis.

3.7.1 Time Based Process Maps
Figure 2 revealsa complex order to delivery processwith 25 stepsidentified. Figure 3 revealsthat
the time taken for the processis 541 hours of which 152 hours are activity hours, 28% of the total.
The stock replenishmenttime hasbeenexcludedas it runs in parallel and at presentproduct ordered
go into stock. This can be seenby reviewing Figure 4 where the sheetmetaltimes have beenreduced
by a third to makeplain the actual numberof daysworked. It can be seenthat the processtime for
the whole processis actually 40 days,or 8 weeks,of which only just over 2Y2isdirectly relatedto
activity. By better organisationand work flow, this is probably the initial target for production
throughput times.
The companyhas from a culture of 6 to 8 week delivery. Recognisingthat this forms a comfort
cushion,it perhapsdoesnot allow the companyto think about positively using drastic reductionsin
leadtime as a competitive advantage.At presentfor example,suppliersorders go to stock, not to
production.

3.7.2 Internet Opportunities
ShortTerm
Receiptof ordersvia E-mail to replacefax/mail
E maHcommunicationswith both customersand suppliersto resolve call.-off issues
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Long Term
Fully integratingthe production planning systemwith orders receivedover the internet
Gaining accessto forward plansof customersfrom their web sites.
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D Appendix D ECLOS Memorandum of Understanding and Intent
Introduction
This memorandumof understandingand intent, provides a generaldescriptionof the attitudes by
is
Its
individuals,
together
to provide a
to
airn
collaborate.
come
and
organisations
which
companies
framework for the initial contact and workings within a new and prospectiverelationshipor project,
for
forwards
f
by
the
each
and
respect
with
commitment
participantscan move
a set o, values which
other, at a time when other ways of governingthe relationshipsare not yet established,such as
historical understandingor contract.
The headingshave beentaken from Womack and Jones' Lean Thinking Model (1996), Lamming's
Lean Supply Model (1993) and McKenzie and Brennan's(1999) Additional Factors. Lamming's and
McKenzie and Brennan'sfactors specificallyaddressissueswithin the relationshipbetweensupplier
for
"leanness",
factors
Womack
Jones'
such
originally
provided
a
context
and
and customer,whilst
and so havebeenused in this context.
1. Definition of Value
All participantswithin the relationshipshall work towards an understandingof value in terms of what
is seenby the end customeror consumer.

2. Identification of Value Streams
All participantsshall identify the most appropriatevalue streams,to provide the value so definedfor
the end customer.Within this identification will be a determinationto identify and remove all
unnecessarymuda, waste or non-valueadding activities.
3. Organising around How
Participantswill organiseall relevantactivities suchthat activities, information, products and people
flow unimpededthrough the value chain as appropriate.This will meanorganisingpeople and
activities which enablethe flow rather than constrainedby any normal understandingof the
boundariesof any of the organisationsinvolved. This may meanemployeesfrom one participant
working alongsideparticipantsfrom anotherorganisationin the samegeographicallocation. It may
also meanfinancialopennesssuch as open book accounting.
Within thesestructuresso createdthere wiU be a recognition that the requirementsof individual
organisationsis stiUimportant. This meansthere will be profit guarantees,a sharingof risks and a
working for mutual gain.
to Pull through the value chain
Participantsare to organisetheir activities so that only what the customerrequiresis done. This
though should be what might be called an active anticipation,where issuesthat may arise can be
brought to the forunLsfor discussingsuch issues.It also recognisesthat pull is sometimesdifficult to
for
inventories
for
logistical
In
is to
a
case
creating
and
other
such
circumstances,
achieve
reasons.
be madeto a joint forum. Participantsare to be open to other participantsreviewing the their
operationsin order to learn from eachother and to reducewaste.This is to be done in an
know-how
intellectual
respect
and
where
and
mutual
support,
and
property issuesare
atmosphereof
not compromised.
4. Responding
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S. Cooperation, Mist and relationship management
Companies
andorganisations;
areto cometogetheron the basisof trust andcooperation.Thismeans
thatpromisesagreedarekept,andthat thereis a recognitionthat oneindividualor companyor
first
to
the
make
organisation
move,andso therebybecomevulnerableto potential
will need
exploitation.All otherparticipantswithin the proposedrelationshipareto supportthis first mover,
Whereanyorganisation
andarenot to takeadvantage.
or companyso doestakeadvantage,
other
participantsshallseeif sanctionsareappropriate.
6. Commitment of individuals to the relationship: The psychology of sharing
It is the responsibilitiesof all individuals vdthin the project to be comn-dttedto the project. This
meanscontributing and willing to contribute more than the bare minimum. Each individual and party
will contribute what they haveat their disposal.For larger companies,this may meanmoney; for
small companiesthis may meantheir time or their facilities; for governmentalorganisationsthis may
meanteachingand seminarson the relevantparts of the law or regulations.
7. Supplier associations and networks
The ability to trust and continuewith the relationshipis shown through the willingnessto continue
the relationshipwith others, in either a formal or informal way. This will meancollaboratingwith
other suppliers(who may be competitors) to ensurethe best overall ongoing solutionsto issuesand
concems.

8. The acknowledgement and use of power
It is acknowledgedthat there will be discrepanciesin the power and influenceof the different
companiesand organisationsworking together. In this caseit is the responsibilityof the more
powerful, often larger companiesand organisations,to ensurethat all the relevantparties are on
board and up to speed.

9. Team wor*ing stnictures
All projects and work shall be started and continuedwithin a sprit of teamworkingand consensus,
evenwhere the understandingand practical outcome of leadershipmay constrainthis desire.It is
recognisedthat suchworking brings about tensions,and a clear method and procedurefor resolving
suchtensionsas and when they arise.
This tearnworkingmay be formally constitutedby the setting up of IntegratedProject Teams,or
informally constitutedthrough regular meetingsof the appropriateindividualsof appropriate
be
Deputies
should
only
seniority and standing.
sent in the last resort.

10. Time based competition
All individualsand parties should structure their processesand operationsin order to reflect the
actual time taken for activities within their organisations,rather than relying on a rule of thumb or
formal time comfort zone. This meansfor examplethat delivery times quoted for what could be
normally achieved,rather than an organisationalculture of a standarddelivery time.
11. End customer
All parties shall give sight to the requirementsof the end customeror consumeras far up the supply
chainas it practically possible.This provides a reasoningfor why decisionsare madeby those closest
to the consumer,and also provides visibility of future requirementsand trendsto the whole supply
chain.The emphasiswill be for those within the supply chamto be proactive in putting forward
initiatives which will contribute to the changesin requirementsof the end consumer.
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12. The impact of now technology
All individualsand organisationsshall be conunittedto understandingand using new technologies
wherethey provide addedcustomervalue andreducecost. Where there is an imbalanceof resources
in this area,larger companieswill enablelessable companieswith this type of understanding.In
return, lessable companiesshall be willing to be helpedin this manner.

13.Knowledge management
All companiesand organisationsshall set up informal or formal processesand proceduresfor
information
knowledge
which ensurestheir continuing participation
capturing and retaining such
and
within the group of consentingcompaniesand organisations.Sanctionswill be consideredwhere
sucha companyor an organisationdoesnot so do.

14.Intellectual Property Rights
It is understoodthat the developmentof know-how and intellectual property forms the basisfor any
individual company'swell being and growth. It is recognisesthat all initial knowhow and intellectual
property brought to the discussionswill remainthe property of that organisation,unlessthe knowhow or intellectualproperty is shared,bought or given away without pressureand with consent.Any
suchdevelopmentsgeneratedby the parties from the work sharedtogether as the property of those
so working together. It is againrecognisedthat tensionsmay be generatedwithin this environment,
and a procedureto deal with thesetensionsis to be set up at the beginningand regularly reviewed
thought the time of the collaborations.
15. Nature of competition
The structureof the participantswithin any collaborationis dependenton the industry, geographical
issuesand concerns,changesin the market, regulation and the desiresand aspirationsof those within
the collaboration.VAffit it is not possibleto foreseeevery eventuality,all participantsare to agreeto
continuewith the collaboration for the intendedduration of the collaboration.This meansit is very
important to discussthe nature of the collaboration,thus ensuringall partieswill have knowledgeof
the conditionswherc-by the collaboration is no longer appropriateor relevant.
16. Basis of sourcing decisions
Sourcingdecisionsshall be basedon a rangeof so-calledhard and soft indicators,including
environmentalconcerns.
17. Role and mode of data, information exchange
The practical issuesof information and data exchangeshall be discussedin an open manner.
18. Management of capacity and delivery practice
Practicalissuesof production and delivery sballbe brought to a forum for discussion,to ensure
ongoing best implementationfor all parties, and provide the participantswith a competitive edgein
Tensions
here
the
end
consumer.
shallagain be brought to a forum for discussionand
supplying
resolution.

19.Dealing with price changes
Pricingshallbeconductedin a spirit of openness
Ideallypricingshallbea
andinformeddiscussion.
andnot anissue,of itself,to discontinuetherelationslýp.
partof the ongoingrelationsMp,
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20. Attitude to quality
All participantsshall strive to have the highestquality standardswithin the industry, and the
participantsas a whole shall-benchmarktheir work with other industries,to ensurecontinuing
improvement.

21. Level of pressure
Working closelytogether provides both a senseof security and also generatestensions.The
participating companiesand organisationsshallprovide a forum for suchtensionsto be aired and
shared,and proceduresset up to resolve suchissues.

22. Perfection
Participantsare to continually strive for enhancedperformance,both from their own operations,
organisations,systemsand people, but are also to encouragethe samefrom participantswithin the
relationship.
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